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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction and Purpose
The Greene County Industrial Development Agency (GCIDA) is planning to create a shovelready development site (CAT21 project) in the Town of Catskill located west of the I-87 Exit 21
interchange. The proposed development area is an approximately 64 acre site bounded by I-87 to
the east, County Route 23B to the north, the Catskill Creek to the west and NYS Route 23 to the
south. The GCIDA is conducting the environmental review of the CAT21 project as a Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) that evaluates existing conditions in a 104 acre study
area that surrounds and incorporates the site, the potential impacts related to development, and
the mitigation measures necessary to reduce potential impacts. The GEIS evaluates several
alternative concept plans that include a mix of destination recreation, retail, restaurants, business
park/small distribution centers and housing, determines a preferred master plan, and establishes
thresholds for future development. The GCIDA has elected to review multiple development
scenarios to provide for the maximum flexibility in development of the subject properties.
The environmental review has been conducted in conformance with the New York State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR or SEQRA) and its implementing regulations.
Actions of the nature contemplated by the GCIDA are accommodated through the preparation of
a GEIS. The studies, reports and materials needed to evaluate the potential impacts and
consideration of mitigation plans have been compiled into a comprehensive document. The Draft
GEIS (DGEIS) has been made available for involved agency and public review and comment.
Incorporation of the public and involved agency comments and responses into a Final GEIS and
the issuance of a findings statement will finalize the environmental review process.
This DGEIS establishes thresholds for environmental review and impacts within the Study Area
that will lay the groundwork for permitting of construction projects contemplated within the
scope of the study. At the time that a site specific project is determined, in some cases, additional
environmental review under SEQR may be necessary; in addition, applicable permits and local
approvals will be obtained.
Goals of the Project
The ultimate goal of the GCIDA is to encourage diverse job creation and to generate new
revenue for local governments and school districts. With this project, the GCIDA has prioritized
development activities that will both support and enhance the existing tourism based economy in
Greene County as well as generate new sales tax revenues. Since 2000, the GCIDA has focused
on the preparation and marketing of fully entitled development sites. The entitlement process
generally addresses issues such as local land use regulations, SEQRA and applicable permitting
with the goal of producing an inventory of “shovel ready” sites. Companies are seeking sites that
represent very little risk and which have been pre-approved for their type of development
proposal. Companies are no longer willing to take on the time and costs risks associated with the
site entitlement process and are seeking locations that can get them in the ground quickly and
with no hidden details or costs. Given that most economic development entities are now working
to offer shovel ready sites, communities that are not prepared will not be competitive.

1
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The goal of this SEQRA review is to identify the impacts, good and bad, from various
conceptual plans and to determine if these impacts can be adequately avoided or mitigated. The
DGEIS is designed to identify impacts, set thresholds on impacts, and set forth a basic
framework for mitigation of those impacts. The DGEIS is not an “approval” to build any specific
project. In the future, as the GCIDA is able to market the property and recruit end users
consistent with the concept plans, each individual project will be required to undergo a thorough
site plan review process as well as obtain state and federal permits that will require additional
detail and analysis.
Project Description
Under this DGEIS process, the GCIDA has focused on the creation of a shovel ready site with
multiple potential development scenarios. The GCIDA has prioritized development alternatives
that will support the tourism economy in Greene County but has also included alternate scenarios
that will generate benefits such as increased property tax revenues, jobs and critical housing in
the event the preferred alternate is not achievable. The following four alternate development
scenarios have been reviewed as part of the DGEIS:


Alternate 1
The preferred alternate would focus on development of a nationally branded Destination
Water Park/Hotel/Conference Center as the anchor tenant with added amenities such a
family entertainment center, outdoor adventure course, national chain brand hotel/motel,
and various passive recreation activities such as hiking and fishing.



Alternate 2
Family indoor recreation center, hotel/motel, convenience store/gas station, restaurant,
outdoor adventure center, apartments/townhouses and walking paths.



Alternate 3
National Brand retail store, retail plaza, truck stop/gas station, hotel/motel, restaurant,
apartments/townhouses and walking paths.



Alternate 4
Warehouse/distribution center, professional offices, hotel/motel, convenience store/gas
station, restaurant, apartments/townhouses and walking paths.

Upon completion of this SEQRA review, the GCIDA intends to continue working to develop
engineering plans for necessary improvements such as a primary access road and traffic
improvements to local roadways necessary to support the proposed project. The GCIDA is also
working closely with local municipalities and utilities to design and to the extent practical install
new infrastructure associated with sewer and natural gas such that the site will have available a
full suite of infrastructure.
Potential Impacts and Mitigation
The DGEIS evaluates potential impacts and associated mitigation measures over a wide range of
issues. These include specific site issues which include but are not limited to cultural resources,
2
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topography, soils, flora/fauna, wetlands, and transportation as well as community based impacts
primarily associated with the need/cost of added services, economic benefits and impact on
overall community character.
The DGEIS identifies impacts which are primarily related to cultural resources, streams and
wetlands, habitat and traffic infrastructure. While the GCIDA has an extensive track record with
environmental protection and mitigation associated with its previous shovel ready projects, in
this case the land base was partially selected due to the minimal impact on the natural
environment that would be realized from a development project. In all areas impacts will be low
and mitigation requirements reasonable.
Expected Employment Growth and Economic Benefit
A number of assessments conducted under the SEQRA process have identified direct and
indirect benefits to employment and the general economy. Direct benefits are associated with
new employment opportunities as well as property tax revenues to local taxing jurisdictions
while indirect benefits are realized in the form of secondary spending in the community by new
businesses as well as increased spending by persons employed at these facilities.
In terms of employment benefits the GCIDA has taken a conservative approach and projected
300-500 jobs upon buildout of the entire shovel ready development project. Employment
numbers may increase significantly based on specific end users and their needs. Final
employment numbers will be based on actual end users. Regardless, the GCIDA feels that
employment can be covered by the workforce in the region and it is not expected that the
development will bring significant residential growth.
The economic benefits will be realized in both direct and indirect spending, direct benefits will
accrue to both local taxing jurisdictions (Town, County and School District) as well as to New
York State. Local municipalities will see increased tax revenue while the state will realize
employment tax and corporate taxes and fee revenues.
Summary
The GCIDA has conducted an environmental review of a shovel ready development project in
the Town of Catskill near the I-87 Exit 21 interchange. While some impacts have been identified,
the GCIDA has an extensive and successful track record in meeting its mitigation objectives and
this DGEIS documents how that will be accomplished. The proposal puts forth a development
strategy that is sound and based on a genuine assessment of the site as well as community
impacts. The project provides employment opportunities, new tax revenues and general
economic activities both during construction and after. Impacts to cultural resources, streams and
wetlands, habitat and traffic are proposed to be mitigated with actions that exceed agency
requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

This environmental review has been conducted in conformance with the New York State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQR or SEQRA) and its implementing regulations.
Actions of the nature contemplated by the Greene County Industrial Development Agency are
accommodated through the preparation of a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS).
The procedure for preparing, reviewing and completing a GEIS are provided in Part 617 of the
New York Code of Rules and Regulations. The procedures include the declaration of a lead
agency responsible for undertaking review of the action, development of the scope of the review,
preparation of studies, reports and materials, evaluation the purpose, need and benefit of the
action, identifying the location of the action, a description of the environmental setting of the
project, potential environmental impacts and mitigations, a review of alternatives to the action,
and a discussion of cumulative, unavoidable, irreversible, and growth inducing aspects of the
action as well as the use of energy. In this case, the studies, reports and materials have been
compiled into this comprehensive document. The Draft GEIS (DGEIS) has been made available
for involved agency and public review and comment. Incorporation of the public and involved
agency comments and responses into a Final GEIS and the issuance of a findings statement will
finalize the environmental review process.
This DGEIS establishes thresholds for environmental review and impacts within the proposed
project site that will lay the groundwork for permitting of construction projects contemplated
within the scope of the project. At the time that a specific project is determined, additional
environmental review under SEQR may not be necessary; however, applicable permits and local
approvals will be obtained.

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

2.1

PROJECT HISTORY, PURPOSE, NEED AND BENEFIT

2.1.1

Project History

The Greene County Industrial Development Agency (GCIDA) is a Public Benefit Corporation
whose mission is to attract business development to the communities it serves for the purpose of
providing diverse employment opportunities for residents as well as increasing revenues to local
taxing jurisdictions by increasing the community’s tax base. The GCIDA has been successful in
its efforts to attract new development in the community by implementing a model focused on the
preparation of “shovel ready” sites. Shovel ready essentially means that a preplanning process
has taken place in advance of a proposed development and issues such as environmental permits,
which can add uncertainty and delay to a project, have been obtained in advance.
In today’s economy companies seeking to expand and/or build new facilities are faced with very
short schedules and they are unwilling to undertake a lengthy and risky predevelopment process
which may require eighteen months to two years or longer before construction can occur. By
using a shovel ready model, the GCIDA is able to reduce developer risk and timeframes by
preparing all necessary environmental reviews and obtaining required permits in advance of a
4
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company’s need. To further improve the marketability of a site the GCIDA works with its
municipal partners to install critical infrastructure necessary to support new development. The
further a potential site can be moved along in the entitlement process the better the chances are
of attracting new development.
To accomplish this work, it is imperative that the GCIDA be knowledgeable about many factors
including a community’s infrastructure and land base, as well as the complex regulatory system
that is typical in New York State. While the GCIDA has a well-established track record of
working within the state’s regulatory framework, the success of the GCIDA’s efforts is often
grounded in its familiarity with the local community. While environmental features such as
wetlands, floodplains, slopes and habitat are important factors in targeting areas for development
it is also a critical factor to understand and consider the relationship between a community’s land
use regulations and the available land base. More importantly, advance planning to insure the
ability to meet local zoning codes and other land use regulations is absolutely necessary. The
purpose of this DGEIS is to examine each of these issues closely.
The concept and vision of this project began with an effort to determine the most effective means
of utilizing the land at the project site. A key objective of the GCIDA is the recruitment of final
end users which will both support the existing tourism based economy as well as generate sales
tax revenue in addition to jobs, property taxes and other economic benefits. The GCIDA also
evaluated several other development alternatives under the SEQRA process. These alternatives
may or may not support the objectives related to tourism support and sales tax generation. The
alternatives will provide the GCIDA flexibility in development of the site should the preferred
alternative not materialize. Primary consideration was given to traffic impacts with a traffic study
conducted to determine what level of development the site could accommodate without a
significant impact on local traffic. The ultimate goal would be to create a shovel ready
development site that both encourages growth of the community while minimizing impacts
across a wide range of factors. The nature of this land use will minimize local impacts, while
maximizing the economic value of the traffic.
The analysis for the potential development of this site is also based on the GCIDA’s experience
and knowledge of the types of end users that are seeking development sites in the region.
Inquiries from private realty firms, project leads issued by NYS Empire State Development
(ESD) and meetings with site selector, developer, and construction interests were critical in
guiding the GCIDA’s proposed uses for the site. The reaction from all parties regarding the
concepts as set forth in this DGEIS was very positive and confirmed that if the GCIDA initiated
conceptual planning, environmental reviews and infrastructure improvements, the site would be
established as credible, competitive and attractive in the market place.
The next logical step was the approval and funding of a GEIS to determine the viability of the
site both environmentally and economically, as well as any other potential impacts to the area
and quality of life. In addition, the GCIDA acknowledges the necessity of educating the host
community as to the scale of the project and to determine support for the project. During the
development of the DGEIS the GCIDA has continued to keep Town officials informed of our
activities and intent.

5
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The GCIDA took official action in July 2015 to initiate a full GEIS for the CAT21 project and
fund it at a level of $377,680. The GCIDA declared intent to act as lead agency in the environmental review of the CAT21 project in August 2015. Thus, the GCIDA is preparing a GEIS of
an approximately 104 acre study area that surrounds and incorporates the 64 acre site bounded
by I-87 to the east, County Route 23B to the north, the Catskill Creek to the west and NYS Route
23 to the south. The GEIS covers 8 parcels that are privately owned as well as a Town of Catskill
owned parcel that was considered in the context of passive recreational activities. In October
2016 the GCIDA approved moving forward with the acquisition of the target parcels and is
currently in the process of closing on all optioned properties.
2.1.2

Purpose and Need

The primary purpose of this potential economic development project is the generation of greatly
needed new tax revenue for the local taxing jurisdictions and employment opportunities for the
local community and broader region. The Town of Catskill, Greene County and the Catskill
Central School District are typical of jurisdictions that rely on property based tax revenue to
support community services, and the need for new tax revenues has been greatly compounded by
New York State’s legislation to cap tax increases at 2% at all local taxing jurisdictions. In
addition, the GCIDA is seeking to recruit future development which would generate sales tax
revenue to Greene County.
The importance of the actions proposed in this DGEIS was demonstrated in the Town and
Village of Catskill Joint Comprehensive Plan adopted in 2007. The Comprehensive Plan
includes the goal of providing a greater range of job opportunities, and a recommendation to
create shovel-ready development sites.
The project also offers a significant positive economic impact for New York State and the
federal government. Revenues will be realized from payroll, corporate taxes, sales tax and from
other related spending. The status of New York State as a highly taxed state is well known and
documented and the need for new growth is unchallenged. The positive generation of new tax
revenue is greatly needed at all levels of government.
The value of this project is not only in terms of economic impact. This project will maintain the
high standards for environmental protection and enhancement that has been demonstrated in the
GCIDA’s other projects. It has long been the strategy and heartfelt commitment of the GCIDA to
accomplish positive economic development projects while fostering significant environmental
stewardship. Local community comprehensive plans clearly state that preservation of the area’s
rural character must accompany sustainable economic growth. An on-line survey conducted by
consultants retained by GCIDA also indicated a strong preference for development that is
sensitive to environmental impacts.
The GCIDA is committed to the balance between economic growth and sensitivity to
environmental impacts. Financial support from the project may be used to protect off-site
sensitive lands from future growth pressure, therefore helping preserve the area’s rural heritage
and way of life. Open space, habitat protection, and wetland preservation and enhancement as
well as overall quality growth strategies will be implemented for this project. The project directly
contemplates improvements that will allow public access to existing lands for hiking, fishing and
other passive recreational activities.
6
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The need for the project in the Town of Catskill has become more critical given several
reductions in assessments on large commercial properties. For example, since 2010, the
assessment of the former Holcim cement plant at Smith’s Landing has been reduced from
$16,600,000 to $3,700,751 a 78% reduction. In 2016, the facility paid approximately $97,705 in
taxes including School, County, Town and special districts. Had the assessment remained at
2010 levels, the projected tax revenues would have been $434,670. This is an annual loss of +/$336,965 from a single property. Over a 20 year period, the projected loss in tax revenue from
this property was calculated to be $9,397,438. Additional assessment reductions associated with
the former Friar Tuck Inn and Quality Inn have also reduced the Town’s overall tax base and
associated revenues creating a need for new development within the Town.
2.1.3

Economic Benefits

2.1.3.1 Industry Characteristics
The business model for the proposed preferred development alternative, a multi-use/destination
recreation project, is driven by the site’s proximity to I-87 as the region’s major transportation
corridor and the Catskill Park as the premier recreational tourism attraction. A variety of
recreational tourism components, including hotels, restaurants, an indoor water park, family
entertainment center and outdoor adventure course are included in the overall concept in order to
create a true destination location. While the GCIDA has prioritized the concept of a major brand
destination resort, where major features will be limited to use by guests of the resort, the
preferred development alternative will also include facilities that would be open to the public as
well as existing guests at other Greene County resorts, such as a family entertainment center,
outdoor adventure course and access for fishing and hiking The combination of these
components will enhance the existing outdoor recreation and resort activity currently in Greene
County and the region.
2.1.3.2 Local Siting Efforts
A key criterion for a multi-use/destination recreation site to be successful in New York State is
proximity to the New York State Thruway. Vacant or underdeveloped land is available adjacent
to the I-87 corridor. Critical water, sewer, power, and telecommunications infrastructure are
available at the proposed site and the GCIDA is working with the local utility to provide natural
gas service. The site is also characterized by relatively few wetlands and limited to no habitat or
endangered species issues.
Ease of accessing the site via the New York State Thruway is critical and, with minor
improvements, the location can safely absorb the level of traffic needed to make the project
successful. A progressive approach to traffic management will maintain the highest levels of
traveling safety and convenience while absorbing any increase in traffic numbers. The proximity
of the site to the New York State Thruway will allow for minimal to no impacts on secondary
roads in the host community. The outstanding location as well as the ability to provide a safe
travel experience is necessary for the successful development of a shovel ready development site
that is self-sustaining in terms of generating revenue to support needed infrastructure without
placing that burden on the local communities.
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This development will address the existing and future needs for development and growth in the
Town of Catskill and Greene County. The project will provide a positive amenity to be marketed
by other regional economic development agencies and communities as they work to attract
business and new jobs to their areas. The regional concept is that all the pieces are marketed as
one to benefit each individual community.
2.1.3.3 Economic Benefits
As a component of this GEIS, the GCIDA retained the services of Hotel and Leisure Advisors
(H&LA), a nationally recognized expert in financial analysis of hospitality and recreation
properties. H&LA was retained to undertake a series of economic studies which included a
market feasibility study of Alternate 1, an indoor waterpark resort, as well as an economic
impact study which examined the broader community economic impacts of this proposal. The
GCIDA did not commission separate economic feasibility or impact studies for Alternates 2, 3
and 4 as they include too many variables to be effectively addressed in the absence of a specific
end user. The GCIDA proposes that the expected economic as well as job benefits will be
significantly reduced for Alternates 2, 3, and 4. Specific economic impacts under development of
these alternates will be evaluated at the time a more detailed proposal is brought forth.
While the H&LA study addressed both direct and indirect/induced impacts, the GCIDA chose to
take a conservative approach to representing economic benefit by only including direct benefits
in its analysis of the overall project. While any of these alternates will clearly provide secondary
economic impacts, the GCIDA feels that standard multipliers and other assumptions used in
models that estimate these impacts are less reliable in a highly rural setting. The findings of the
H&LA Economic Impact Study Report for the Proposed Indoor Waterpark Resort (Appendix A)
are summarized below.


Construction Impacts – Construction impacts are limited to a discrete period during an
estimated two year timeframe. H&LA based its analysis on the construction of a 425
room hotel, 80,000 square feet of indoor water park, two restaurants, bar, coffee shop,
ice-cream shop, snack bars, 20,500 square feet of meeting space, 25,000 square feet of
Family Entertainment Center, 5,000 square feet spa, gift shop and other amenities.
H&LA projected that the overall construction budget would be $119,000,000 which
would be increased by any additional amenities such as an Adventure Course. H&LA
projects that 25% of the construction budget ($29,750,000) is likely to be a direct impact
in Greene County. This would include payroll as well as supplies and materials.



Operations Impact – In the H&LA study, operational impacts were represented based
on both the first year of operation and the total impact over the first 10 years of operation.
Economic benefits related to operation of the facility will primarily represent payroll but
can also be expected to include other expenditures in the local economy for supplies,
materials and services that may be procured locally. H&LA projects $23,472,000 of local
economic benefit in year one of the facility’s operation. H&LA estimated a 10 year
operation impact based on a 2.5% annual inflation rate and estimated the local share of
the facility’s expenses to be $291,237,000.
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Visitor Spending Impact – H&LA also examined the potential economic benefit
associated with the expected increase in visitors to Greene County. As new visitors are
drawn to the area by the resort, it can be expected that they will also provide economic
benefit by expenditures outside of the resort. While the concept of a major hotel/
waterpark project has received criticism that it results in no spending outside the resort,
this is not the opinion of H&LA or the GCIDA. A survey conducted by H&LA as a
component of this project found that 83% of the respondents that have visited a similar
water park in the past have spent time and money outside of the resort when visiting. This
is based on over 670 participants in the survey and 382 respondents that had indicated
they have visited an indoor waterpark. H&LA projected visitor spending outside the
report at $13,037,000 during the first year of operations and $162,653,000 over the first
10 years of operation.



Tax and Fee Impact – The project as proposed can also be expected to provide
additional economic benefits related to various taxes and fees generated by the facility.
These would include property tax, sales tax, an occupancy fee and other miscellaneous
taxes (i.e. excise tax) generated by the resort. The project will also generate income tax
revenues but these were not considered in the DGEIS as they would not benefit local
taxing jurisdictions. While a definitive value of the tax and fee benefit cannot be
determined until such time that a specific project can be analyzed and the terms of any
proposed Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) or other exemptions are better defined, the
GCIDA did provide H&LA with conceptual values for a PILOT for the purpose of their
analysis. For the purpose of this DGEIS, the GCIDA did not include tax and fee benefits
to be realized by New York State or the federal government. Income tax, corporate taxes
and other fees that may be levied by the state or federal governments were not considered
as the GCIDA was primarily interested in local impacts. A summary of the economic
benefits associated with taxes and fees is as follows:


Property Tax – The GCIDA provided a potential PILOT scenario to H&LA for their
analysis. While the GCIDA expects that it will be necessary to provide a longer term
PILOT of at least 20 years, for the purpose of this study H&LA examined the first ten
years after initiation of operations. Based on the conceptual PILOT, the project is
projected to produce $464,708 in tax payments to the School, County and Town in
year one and an additional $273,511 in special district taxes (Leeds Fire, Hydrant,
Jefferson Light and Library) for a projected total year one tax revenue of $738,219.
The conceptual pilot used in the analysis is projected to have a ten year revenue of
$10,828,488 in School/County/Town taxes with an additional $2,851,065 in special
district taxes for a total of tax revenue of $13,679,553. In comparison, the GCIDA
also projected the year one and ten year tax projections based on the eight parcels
making up the project remaining and being taxed at their current assessment. The
GCIDA found that year one tax payments under this scenario would be $21,010 with
a ten year revenue projection of $243,018. Both of these projected revenue values
include the base school/county/town taxes as well as special districts. Based on these
projections the net increase in tax revenues is estimated to be $729,229 in the resort’s
first year of operation and $13,436,535 over the first 10 years as compared to all
parcels remaining in their current status of assessment over the same period.
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Table 2.1.1 Summary of Ten Year Property Tax Revenues
Property Tax Type
1 Year School/County/Town
1st Year Special Districts
1st Year Total
10 Year School/County/Town
10 Year Special districts
10 Year Total

Resort Project
$464,708
$273,511
$738,219
$10,828,488
$2,851,065
$13,679,553

st

No Project
$19,557
$1,453
$21,010
$226,210
$16,808
243,018

NOTE: These PILOT revenues represent a conservative estimate of the terms of a potential PILOT. All
projects provided GCIDA incentives undergo a thorough analysis including a detailed cost benefit analysis
at the time they can be examined based on the actual elements, values and benefits of the specific project.


Sales Tax – The H&LA projected a Greene County share (4%) of sales tax revenue of
$3,042,000 for year one and a ten year projected total County sales tax of $37,876,000. In
comparison, 7 of the 8 properties included in this project are vacant or residential and
generate no sales tax under their current use. The one remaining commercial lot has a
spotty history of use and is estimated to have generated little or no sales tax revenues.



Public Improvement Support Fee (PISF) – In the GCIDA’s earlier attempt at a similar
project, negotiations with the end user resulted in an agreement that the facility would
pay a Public Improvement Support Fee (PISF) as there is no hotel occupancy tax in
Greene County. The fee would be a percentage of the room revenue and would be
structured to be lower in the initial years as the resort property stabilizes and increases
over time. The GCIDA has proposed a fee of 2% in years 1-3, 2.5% in years 4-6, 3% in
years 7-11 and 4% in year 12 and after. This fee would be used to cover the cost of any
future public investment in the project, reimbursement of GCIDA investments in
infrastructure and to fund enhancements such as advertising for the overall Greene
County tourism industry. Based on the schedule of rates as set forth above, H&LA has
projected the PISF will generate $653,000 in year one of the resort’s operation and
$10,806,000 over the first ten years of operation.

2.1.3.4 Employment Benefits
While actual employment numbers will be highly dependent on the type of business the GCIDA
is able to attract to the site, it is estimated conservatively that new employment opportunities
would range from 300 to 500 or more people. Employment will be created directly by the end
users at the site and there will be increased opportunity for new job creation in secondary
businesses (new or existing) that either directly support the new businesses or in businesses that
see a direct increase in activity based on employee spending. Job creation will be targeted to
residents in the Town and Village of Catskill and surrounding Greene County communities. It is
anticipated that the most jobs will be filled by local residents who are currently unemployed or
under-employed. It is also projected that some employees will be drawn from the broader region
including Columbia and Ulster Counties.
Details of the economic analysis and benefits of the project are included in Section 3.7
Community Services and Section 3.8 Community Character.
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2.2

PROJECT LOCATION

2.2.1

Project Site

CAT21 Project

The GCIDA is developing a shovel-ready development site to be located in southeastern Greene
County in the vicinity of Interstate 87 Exit 21. The project site is located in the Town of Catskill
and is bounded by I-87 to the east, County Route 23B to the north, the Catskill Creek to the west
and NYS Route 23 to the south. The site encompasses approximately 64 acres. The primary
parcel is identified as Greene County tax map parcel 138.00-1-4.2. Several small abutting
parcels along County Route 23B are also included in the site, identified as Greene County tax
parcels 138.15-1-1, 138.15-1-2, 138.15-1-3, 138.15-1-4, 138.15-1-5, 138.15-1-6, and 138.15-1-7.
A project location map is included as Figure 2.1.
The boundaries of the project site are characterized by transportation infrastructure, moderate
residential and commercial uses and vacant land. The project site is in close proximity to the
New York State Thruway. The section of the New York State Thruway near Exit 21 represents
an average daily traffic count of approximately 35,000 vehicles a day with significant increases
in daily traffic during weekends, holidays and at key vacation times. Development of a shovel
ready development site is likely to impact traffic on I-87 and nearby County Route 23B. Traffic
impacts and mitigation are discussed later in this document.
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2.3

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.3.1

Development Alternatives

CAT21 Project

A limited number of concepts were considered when conceptualizing the project. The selection
of these targeted users was based on GCIDA objectives to enhance the county’s tourism industry
and generate sales tax as well as market trends and projected impact to the community. The
selection also required consideration of market realities and which industry sectors were actively
seeking development sites. The GCIDA also established alternate development plans which
would to allow for future development of the site in the event the GCIDA is not successful in
meeting the objectives set forth in the preferred alternative. Given that the GCIDA proposes to
encumber a significant portion of its available working capital in the project it was necessary to
consider alternates that would allow for the GCIDA to recover its initial investment. These
concepts focused on a mixture of destination recreation uses, hotels, restaurants, retail, housing
and warehouse/distribution uses. As discussed in Section 2.1 Project Purpose, Need and Benefit,
a number of environmental and market factors refined these concepts into several alternates
which are described in further detail in Section 5.1 Alternate Development Plans.


Alternate 1
The preferred alternate would focus on development of a nationally branded Destination
Water Park/Hotel/Conference Center as the anchor tenant with added amenities such a
family entertainment center, outdoor adventure course, national chain brand hotel/motel,
and various passive recreation activities such as hiking and fishing. Under Alternate 1 the
GCIDA will seek to work with a single master developer to build out the majority of the
site with the exclusion of the national branded hotel/motel.



Alternate 2
Family indoor recreation center, hotel/motel, convenience store/gas station, restaurant,
outdoor adventure center, apartments/townhouses and walking paths.



Alternate 3
National Brand retail store, retail plaza, truck stop/gas station, hotel/motel, restaurant,
apartments/townhouses and walking paths.



Alternate 4
Warehouse/distribution center, professional offices, hotel/motel, convenience store/gas
station, restaurant, apartments/townhouses and walking paths.

New infrastructure to support the Alternate Development Plans includes site roads and parking,
water distribution, wastewater collection, and extension of power and telecommunications
facilities. Significant site disturbance will be balanced through creative and effective stormwater
management which will meet or exceed the current NYS rules and regulations.
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Development Area

Given the proximity to the Thruway and the value of the raw land, the GCIDA proposes that it
will be necessary to utilize a significant portion of the site for development in order to result in a
positive financial proforma. The target site presents some challenges mainly associated with
topography and geology. The primary development area, or that portion of the site with the
highest density of development and disturbance, is focused on the eastern end of the site. This
area was selected for development due to the relatively flat topography and proximity to the
access points on County Route 23B. In addition, the wooded hilltop area of the site will be
selectively developed in order to limit environmental impacts. Development components
targeted at the western portion of the site will be done in such a manner so as to have minimal
grading disturbance and loss of vegetation. Under Alternates 1 and 2, the heavily wooded
features on the western section of the parcel can be a positive attribute if developed correctly.
The steep slopes above the Catskill Creek on the west side of the parcel represents the most
significant environmental challenges on the site. The area immediately adjacent to the Catskill
Creek will be characterized by minimal to no disturbance with any improvements limited to
passive recreation based amenities. The GCIDA intends to place permanent protection on the
steep slopes adjacent to the stream via conservation easements.
2.3.3

Site Access

Three access points are proposed along County Route 23B. The primary site access is planned
via a central boulevard located opposite the Forest Hills Avenue intersection. A secondary access
driveway to access the hilltop areas is proposed at the northwest corner. An emergency access
drive for first responders is proposed at the northeast corner of the site parallel to the Thruway. A
traffic study completed by Creighton Manning Engineering indicated the necessity to undertake
relatively minor improvements on Greene County Route 23B which was consistent under all four
development scenarios. These improvements include the construction of a dedicated left turn
lane for west bound traffic on Route 23B as well as minor realignment of Forest Hill Avenue to
create a typical four way intersection. The traffic report did not indicate a need for a traffic
signal. Necessary traffic improvements in support of development at this location will be the
responsibility of the GCIDA.
2.3.4

Water

The Village of Catskill owns, operates and maintains a water system that serves the Village and
Hamlets of Leeds and Jefferson Heights. The source of the water is the Potic Reservoir located in
the Town of Coxsackie. The water system includes the reservoir, treatment plant, transmission
main and a distribution system with approximately 2,200 connections. The CAT21 project will
tie into the transmission main that runs along County Route 23B immediately north of the site.
The Town of Catskill negotiated an Intermunicipal Agreement with the Village in 2014 for the
supply of up to 330,000 gallons per day (GPD) of potable water. The Town recently formed a
Water District that includes the CAT21 site.
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Sewer

The Town of Catskill recently created the Leeds and Jefferson Heights Sewer District and
entered into an Intermunicipal Agreement with the Village of Catskill for the treatment of up to
330,000 gallons of wastewater per day. The Town is currently constructing a wastewater
collection system serving the hamlets with an anticipated completion date in the fall of 2017. The
wastewater on the CAT21 site will be collected by gravity sewers and forcemains as necessary
and will flow to Pump Station #4 located near the northern site boundary.
2.3.6

Power

Central Hudson Electric & Gas provides electric service to the site area through distribution
feeder lines along County Route 23B. The existing electrical infrastructure has adequate capacity
to serve the preferred site development plan. In addition, the GCIDA and Central Hudson are
working together to provide natural gas service to the site. In 2016 the GCIDA entered into a
cooperative agreement with Central Hudson for the purpose of upgrading the existing 4” gas
main to 6” to insure adequate capacity for the project. The gas main will be extended from the
end of the current service area in Jefferson Heights to the project site in 2017 or 2018. As
specific development plans are prepared, Central Hudson will be consulted regarding power
requirements, facility demands and locations.
A key objective of the GCIDA is to accommodate and encourage approaches to efficient
utilization of energy resources within the site. In particular, the GCIDA will encourage new
structures to be designed as green buildings with the objective of attaining certification for
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED certification) under the United States
Green Building Council’s green building certification program.
2.3.7

Telecommunications

Verizon, New York Inc. provides local, long distance, Internet and fiber service to the project
site. Extension of existing services in the vicinity of the project is planned. As plans progress
from the conceptual stage, each specific user will coordinate with Verizon to secure services.
Cable and fiber based internet services are also available from Mid-Hudson Cablevision, Inc.
2.3.8

Storm Water Management

Based on a specific end users attracted to the site, a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan will
be designed to meet the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation’s
(NYSDEC) State Pollution Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) Phase II required sizing
criteria and pollutant removal goals, as well as to attenuate post-development flows of the 2 year,
10 year and 100 years rain events to pre-development conditions. All stormwater treatment
practices will be designed to maximize biological treatment of runoff quality with wet ponds,
constructed wetlands and bioswales being the key components. The system will predominately
feature treatment wetlands in the water quality areas as well as water quantity features. It is
expected that given the site constraints on space, flood attenuation practices are likely to be
focused on subsurface retention galleries which will be integrated into a landscape irrigation
system.
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Wetlands

Bagdon Environmental conducted a Wetland Delineation and Endangered Species Assessment of
the site, which is included as Appendix B of the DGEIS. There are no NYSDEC mapped
wetlands in the immediate site vicinity. Within the project site, approximately 0.24 acres of
forested wetlands have been delineated. While the final general development plan will determine
the total disturbance of regulated wetlands, it is expected that impacts will not be substantial and
will not exceed approximately 0.2 acres. The wetlands that are subject to future impacts are
primarily associated with remnants of an intermittent stream that appear to have been disturbed
by past land uses including fill and channel diversion.
2.3.10 Green Space
Within the total 64 acres of the project site, approximately 49 acres are developable. A maximum
of 24 acres will become impervious area as a result of construction of parking lots, building
footprints and common roadways. The remaining 40 acres are planned to remain as existing
wooded areas, or as landscaping for the common areas of parking lots and walkways as well as
for creating natural stormwater structures for conveyance, capture and treatment. These areas
will be planted with both trees and shrubs. The steeper slopes immediately adjacent to the
Catskill Creek on the western limits of the site are proposed for protection as permanent open
space. The project also targets establishing access to a Town owned parcel south of NYS Route
23. Access will be limited to passive recreation with the entire parcel left in its current natural
state.
2.3.11 Recreation
Several of the alternative concept plans for the site includes a mixture of active recreation
components such as a water park, outdoor adventure center and family recreation facilities which
will be open to the public. In addition, all the alternative plans include a network of public
walking trails that will overlook the Catskill Creek and connect the development parcel to the
Town owned parcel south of NYS Route 23. The GCIDA intends to work with the Greene Land
Trust and Scenic Hudson on a larger master plan to create passive access by hiking trails in the
highly scenic Austin’s Glen. It is anticipated that the GCIDA project will involve the creation of
a trail head location that will interconnect with existing and proposed public lands in the Austin’s
Glen area.
2.3.12 Parking
Parking, including landscaping, will be finalized as specific end users are identified. All ‘general
parking’ and private on-site parking spaces are assumed to be sized to 10’ in width and 20’ in
length to accommodate all vehicles from compact sized to larger SUV and pick-up style
vehicles. Handicap spaces will be sized according to rules and regulations for disabled persons.
Truck parking spaces will be 12’ wide by 60’ long.
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2.3.13 Lighting
As with the other GCIDA projects, lighting standards will be established in conjunction with
local land use planning and zoning requirements. All exterior lighting will be dark-sky compliant
and designed so as to not to result in light pollution off the parcel’s boundary. The GCIDA
proposes that all lighting will be LED style which allows for greater control of fugitive light as
well as significant energy savings and the ability to adjust light level to time and need conditions.
The GCIDA expects to play a strong role in the future review of specific site users and will
insure that all sources of lighting are addressed in a manner that does not result in off-site
impacts.
2.3.14 Landscaping
In keeping with the landscape character commonly found in other GCIDA projects and local
zoning requirements, the landscaping for the project will be simple and intended to enrich
outdoor space. Deciduous canopy trees will be planted along streets and parking areas with
evergreen trees adding accent and screening.
As site-specific users are identified, detailed landscaping plans will be prepared and reviewed by
the Town Planning Board as part of Site Plan Review. In general, utility terminals (electric
power, telephone, gas, and telecommunications) will be located in the least visible section of the
building or lot and screened by evergreen planting. Dumpsters and similar facilities will be
screened with vegetation and natural material fencing. Each building will be well landscaped
with lawn areas, trees and shrubs that are native to the area. Vegetation will accent each structure
and not cover or hide architectural details, such as windows and signage. The species and color
of flowers and vegetation will be designed to create interest and accent the color and design of
the buildings.
2.3.15 Design Standards
The GCIDA will work in compliance with local planning and zoning requirements to continue
the intent of design standards set in previous GCIDA projects. These standards include the
character, construction materials, color and other features for buildings and structures, signage,
site furniture, hardscape and sidewalks, exterior building equipment and common areas.
Maintenance and upkeep standards generally include the requirement to maintain lawns and
gardens and remove unsightly objects from view. They prohibit nuisance activities which could
unnecessarily disturb others. Each property owner is required to maintain all property in a safe
and attractive manner consistent with the architectural standards. These also include painting,
lawn care, repair of buildings, and prompt removal of trash.
2.3.16 Common Area Management
The potential for common areas that will need management will be directly impacted by the type
of end users the GCIDA is able to recruit to the parcel. Under the preferred alternate a master
developer would utilize the entire land base with no long term management responsibilities
incurred by the GCIDA. In the event common areas are a component of the final development
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plan, these areas would be expected to include landscaping not associated with a specific site
use, the buffer zones associated with stormwater management structures, and potentially the
roadways. Stormwater treatment structures and associated buffer zones as well as the landscape
integrated with the stormwater conveyance system will be owned by end users or the GCIDA
and managed by the GCIDA. All costs for managing services shall be funded by the owner or
operator of the property.
2.3.17 Security
Security on the site will be provided by the individual building owners/operators as appropriate
use. Businesses employ varying methods of site security ranging from closed circuit television
monitoring, to security guards, to plain clothed security services. Parking lot security will be the
responsibility of each owner/user. Common security for parking areas may be arranged by the
various site users at their discretion. The GCIDA has selected development alternatives which
can be expected to have minimal security requirements given they are targeted at family based
entertainment.
On-site security services will be first responders to any incident requiring emergency service
personnel and will work closely with local law enforcement, fire and emergency medical
services.

2.4

OPERATIONS

Specific operational aspects such as sound, air discharges, hours of operation and others will all
be contingent on the characteristics of the future end user that is recruited. It is the GCIDA’s
commitment that industry sectors that are characterized by excessive noise or other operational
features that may impact the community will not be considered for locating in the CAT21
project.
While the purpose of the DGEIS is to evaluate and determine broader impacts, the SEQRA
process does not supersede or eliminate local requirements under various sections of the Town’s
zoning code. As potential end users are identified and move forward the Town will have the final
review and approval of not only operational aspects of a proposed tenant but also landscaping,
design standards and other issues.

2.5

CONSTRUCTION

Hours for construction activities as well as truck routes will be established and reviewed with
local authorities prior to the initiation of any construction. These issues will be thoroughly
reviewed and vetted by the Town Planning Board during site plan review. Hours for construction
operations may range from 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM, and the typical construction season is
considered to be from early spring to late fall/early winter. It is anticipated that the project will
be built out in phases. For each phase, that specific project will need to undergo Town of Catskill
Planning Board review and approval.
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Normal operations during the construction phases consist of on-site personnel (laborers,
foremen, vehicle operators, drivers, engineers, surveyors, etc.), entering and departing of
vehicles from designated entrances (both personal, large construction vehicles, and material
transport trucks), and establishment of trailers for base of operations. The contractors will follow
a comprehensive development plan to ensure that infrastructure is installed in accordance with
design standards, code, and permits.
A detailed description of construction activities together with a phasing plan and a schedule for
the installation of the infrastructure will be developed. Due to the size and scope of this project
and the proximity to water resources in the area, a NYSDEC SPDES General Permit for
Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity (Permit No. GP-0-15-002) must be obtained
prior to the initiation of construction. As part of the requirements of this permit, the
Owner/Operator must supply comprehensive construction drawings and a detailed report or
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP will incorporate a number of key
components including:


A comprehensive Erosion and Sediment Control Plan as per the standards and practices
listed in “New York State Standards and Specifications for Erosion and Sediment Control
Manual, November 2016”; and,



Post construction-Stormwater Quality Controls.

The SWPPP and General Permit Application will incorporate the following:
1. Background information about the scope of the project, including the location, type and

size of project;
2. Site map/construction drawings for the project, including a general location map. At a

minimum, the site map should show the total site area; all improvements; areas of
disturbance; areas that will not be disturbed; existing vegetation; on-site and adjacent offsite surface water(s), wetlands and drainage patterns that could be affected by the
construction activity; existing and final slopes; locations of off-site material, waste,
borrow or equipment storage areas; and location(s) of stormwater discharges(s);
3. Description of the soils present at the site;
4. Construction phasing plan describing the intended sequence of construction activities,

including clearing and grubbing, excavation and grading, utility and infrastructure
installation and any other activity at the site that results in soil disturbance. Consistent
with the “New York State Standards and Specification for Erosion and Sediment Control
Manual, there shall not be more than five (5) acres of disturbed soil at any one time
without prior written approval from the Department;
5. Description of the pollution prevention measures that will be used to control litter,

construction chemicals and construction debris from becoming a pollutant source in the
stormwater discharges;
6. Description of construction and waste materials expected to be stored on-site with

updates as appropriate, and a description of controls to reduce pollutants from these
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materials including storage practices to minimize exposure of the materials to
stormwater, and spill prevention and response;
7. Temporary and permanent structural and vegetative measures to be used for soil

stabilization, runoff control and sediment control for each stage of the project from initial
land clearing and grubbing to project close-out;
8. Identify and show on a site map/construction drawing the specific location, size, and

length of each erosion and sediment control practice;
9. Dimensions, material specifications and installation details for all erosion and sediment

control practices, including the siting and sizing of any temporary sediment basins;
10. Temporary practices that will be converted to permanent control measures;
11. Implementation schedule for staging temporary erosion and sediment control practices,

including the timing of initial placement and the duration that each practice should
remain in place;
12. Maintenance schedule to ensure continuous and effective operation of the erosion and

sediment control practices;
13. Names of the receiving water;
14. Delineation of SWPPP implementation responsibilities for each part of the site;
15. Description of structural practices to divert flows from exposed soils, store flows, or

otherwise limit runoff and the discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site to
the degree attainable;
16. Existing data that describes the stormwater runoff characteristics at the site;
17. Description of each post-construction stormwater control practice;
18. Identify and show on a site map/construction drawing the specific location and size of

each post-construction stormwater control practice;
19. Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis for all structural components of the stormwater control

system for the applicable design storms;
20. Comparison of post-development stormwater runoff conditions with pre-development

conditions;
21. Dimensions, material specifications and installation details for each post-construction

stormwater control practice; and,
22. Maintenance schedule to ensure continuous and effective operation of each post-

construction stormwater control practice.
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PERMITS AND APPROVALS

Based on the four alternate concept plans, a number of permits and approvals will be necessary
prior to the commencement of construction activities. This list is not intended to be exhaustive,
but rather illustrative of the nature and type of permits and approval anticipated. Specific permits
and approvals will be identified as the plan for development of the site becomes more detailed.
Town, Regional and Local Approvals:


Town of Catskill Town Board Potential Zoning Amendment



Town of Catskill Planning Board Site Plan Review



Greene County Planning Board General Municipal Law Section 239-M Reviews

Water and Sewer Infrastructure:


SPDES permit for wastewater discharges from NYSDEC



Sanitary sewer collection and conveyance system approval from the NYSDEC



Water distribution and/or storage system approval from NYSDOH

Environmental Permits:


SPDES General Permit for Storm Water Discharges from NYSDEC



Wetland delineation and jurisdictional determination from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (ACOE). Based on the limited scope of wetland impacts the project would be
permitted under a nationwide permit.



Section 404/401 permit from the ACOE



NYSDEC Article 11 (Habitat) and Section 608 (Water Quality Certification)



Potential Takings Permit from USFWS and NYSDEC (Northern Long-Eared Bat)

Transportation:


Greene County DPW Highway work permit for access on County Route 23B
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CAT21 Project

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND
MITIGATIONS

The focus of the identified impacts and mitigations is the maximum threshold of impacts that
were identified in review of the four alternate concept plans. Where appropriate, conservative
evaluations of impacts have been used to conduct the analysis discussed in the impacts and
mitigations sections.

3.1

TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND SOILS

For the purpose of this DGEIS, a number of resources were used to inventory and assess the
project site’s natural features related to topography, geology and soils. Resources used in the
final analysis included existing maps and GIS databases, as well as numerous site visits by
GCIDA staff and consultants to collect information about on-site conditions. Data sources for
this analysis included the New York State Museum (NYSM) Bedrock and Surficial Geology
Hudson Mohawk GIS files, the Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) Greene County
Digital Soil Survey and a topographic survey prepared from New York State LiDAR data.
3.1.1

Existing Conditions

Land elevations in the Town of Catskill range from 0 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) at its
eastern boundary along the shores of the Hudson River, to 3,180 feet AMSL at the summit of
North Mountain in the Catskill Forest Preserve in the western corner. The proposed project site is
located south of County Route 23B, west of the I-83 corridor and east and north of the Catskill
Creek. Elevations on the proposed project site range from a low of 142 AMSL to a high of 266
feet AMSL.
The CAT21 site is characterized by two distinct types of topography: open, gently sloping fields
on the eastern end, and steeply sloped forested areas on the western end with cliffs overlooking
the Catskill Creek. The eastern portion is characterized by a former ravine which was filled using
rock blasted during the construction of the NYS Thruway and NYS Route 23. The USGS quad
map for Cementon, NY (W47) indicates that a small pond formerly existed in the southeast
corner of the site, ultimately draining to the Catskill Creek to the south. This pond no longer
exists and much of this area was filled with massive rock deposits during construction of the
NYS Thruway.
The NYSM Bedrock Geology GIS files classify the site as the Dhg – Port Ewen Formation of the
Helderberg Group. The NYSM Surficial Geology GIS files classifies the surficial geology as Till
in the northeast corner and Bedrock in the southwest corner.
A Soils Map created from the NRCS digital Greene County Soil Survey is attached as Figure
3.1. The proposed project site is characterized by two primary soil associations: GalwayFarmington silt loams in the open fields and lowlands and Farmington gravelly silt loam in the
forested uplands. None of the soils are classified as Prime Farmland.
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Specific soil types on the project site include:


Galway-Farmington gravelly silt loams, rocky, 2-8% slopes (GfB): This unit consists
of gently sloping soils on top of limestone ridges and hills. These soils are formed in
glacial till underlain by highly fractured folded limestone. Rock outcrop covers about 2%
of the surface. Bedrock typically occurs from 10-40 inches below the surface. These soils
are well drained and make up approximately 25% of the project site. The capability class
is VIs and the erosion hazard is slight.



Farmington gravelly silt loams, rolling, rocky, 5-16% slopes (FaC): This unit is
located on irregularly sloping bedrock controlled uplands, mainly on limestone ridges
parallel to the Hudson River. This soil is shallow, somewhat excessively drained and well
drained and makes up approximately 9% of the project site. The capability class is VIs
and the erosion hazard is severe.



Farmington gravelly silt loams, hilly, rocky, 15-30% slopes (FaD): This unit is located
on irregularly sloping bedrock controlled uplands, mainly on limestone ridges parallel to
the Hudson River. It formed in glacial till and is underlain by highly fractured, folded
limestone. Exposed bedrock and ledges cover about 2% of the surface and depth to
bedrock is typically 10-20 inches below the surface. This soil is shallow, somewhat
excessively drained and well drained and makes up approximately 43% of the project
site. The capability class is VIs and the erosion hazard is very severe.



Farmington gravelly silt loams, steep, rocky, 25-35% slopes (FaE): This unit is
located on irregularly sloping bedrock controlled uplands, mainly on limestone ridges
parallel to the Hudson River. It formed in glacial till and is underlain by highly fractured,
folded limestone. Exposed bedrock and ledges cover about 2% of the surface and depth
to bedrock is typically 10-20 inches below the surface. This soil is shallow, somewhat
excessively drained and well drained and makes up approximately 23% of the project
site. The capability class is VIIs and the erosion hazard is very severe.

3.1.2

Potential Impacts

Potential impacts to topography, geology and soils will be dependent on the final end user at the
project site. In regards to topography and geology, impacts will primarily result from grading to
accommodate buildings and stormwater system features. The GCIDA anticipates that some level
of bedrock excavation will be required to allow for larger buildings to be constructed on stable
ground. The GCIDA anticipates that the bedrock excavation will be combined with mobile
processing so the rock materials removed during excavation can be broken down and sorted into
usable products such as gravel which will be used on site during construction. The site
development plans specifically avoid the steepest terrain on the site overlooking the Catskill
Creek. The impact associated with soils would be erosion and sedimentation during construction.
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Mitigation Measures

Impacts to topography at the proposed project site will be met primarily through avoidance of
significant topographical features. The most significant project construction has been targeted for
the flatter portions of the property to reduce earthwork requirements. Construction on the east
facing slopes in the center of the site will be undertaken in a manner so as to minimize the need
for excavation and disturbance. Grading will be limited to the minimum extent possible so as to
preserve the aesthetics of the rocky slope and forest cover. Other features such as stormwater
basins will be located to take advantage of existing site topography and reduce grading.
Since the project will disturb more than one acre of land, future development activities must fully
comply with the NYSDEC SPDES General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction
Activity (GP-0-15-002). Protection of soils from erosion and sedimentation both during and after
construction will be addressed fully in a project specific Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
(ESC Plan), a component of the project’s SWPPP. The purpose of the ESC Plan is to minimize
the impacts of erosion and sedimentation to the maximum extent practicable. The ESC Plan will
address both on-site and off-site impacts during the construction process, and will be developed
based on the standards set forth in the New York State Standards and Specifications for Erosion
and Sediment Control. The ESC Plan will utilize a variety of Best Management Practices
(BMPs) including silt fence, temporary sediment basins, temporary/permanent seeding and
waterway protection.
Soils will be carefully managed during construction with the topsoil used in critical areas such as
stormwater management and creation of berms. It is expected that specific construction activities
will provide for a balanced site with no excess fill leaving the parcel. All materials will be used
on site. While site soils provide moderate to severe limitations for construction activities such as
building and road construction primarily due to drainage, these impacts are routinely and safely
mitigated through design and engineering standards. The use of sub-base stabilization, geotextiles, under-drains and other engineering practices are common in this area, and are effective
in addressing soil limitations. During the development of the proposed project, appropriate
geotechnical sampling and design will be incorporated into all phases of construction.

3.2

WATER RESOURCES

3.2.1

Existing Conditions

3.2.1.1 Streams
The Town of Catskill is characterized by a diverse network of streams. The most prominent
stream is the Catskill Creek, a 46 mile long tributary of the Hudson River that drains the
northeastern Catskill Mountains. It flows southeast from its source in Schoharie County through
Albany and Greene Counties to its mouth on the Hudson River in the Village of Catskill. It
defines the northwest corner of the Town of Catskill, forming its boundary with the Town of
Athens. The primary stream system in the southern portion of the Town is the Kaaterskill Creek
and its tributaries. The creek starts in the Town of Hunter and drops into Kaaterskill Clove and
Kaaterskill Falls before exiting the mountains in the hamlet of Palenville and taking a zigzag
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course northeast to its mouth just west of the Village of Catskill. The Kiskatom Brook is a major
tributary of the Kaaterskill Creek that drains the western section of the Town. Other minor
streams in the Town include the Hans Vosen Kill north of Jefferson Heights and the Burget
Creek and Mineral Spring Brook south of the Village. The flow regime of most of the main
stream channels is perennial in nature, while most of their tributaries are intermittent.
The Catskill Creek is the primary surface water feature on or near the project site and forms the
western and southern site boundaries. NYSDEC classifies this section of the Catskill Creek as
Class B water, suitable for primary and secondary contact recreation and fishing. Approximately
¼ mile west of the site an old dam creates the Mill Pond, a popular fishing spot. The Kaaterskill
Creek confluences with the Catskill Creek approximately 2.4 miles downstream of the site and
empties into the Hudson River approximately 2.8 miles further downstream.
Several remnants of an intermittent stream are present in the eastern section of the site. These
stream segments run north to south and appear to have been disturbed by past land uses including
fill and channel diversion. In some locations the former stream has been filled presumably by
larger rubble and it disappears into the subsurface. USGS Topographic Quad W47 (Cementon)
mapping indicates a small freshwater pond was once located along this linear intermittent stream.
One of the remnant stream segments is located in the southern portion of the site where it drains
through a large culvert beneath NYS Route 23 and ultimately to the Catskill Creek.
3.2.1.2 Wetlands
The NYSDEC regulates development within a 100-foot buffer around large wetlands greater
than 12.4 acres. The United States Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) regulates waters of the
United States, including wetlands, intermittent streams, natural drainage courses, lakes and
ponds. National Wetland Inventory Wetland (NWI) maps are not regulatory, but indicate the
location of potential ACOE wetlands. The majority of NYSDEC regulated wetlands in the Town
of Catskill are located in the eastern section of the Town in areas with flat topography and poorly
drained soils. The largest NYSDEC wetland (HS-101) is located within and adjacent to the tidal
flats of the Hudson River and totals 1,872 acres. While the highest density of wetlands is located
along the Hudson River, a network of small streams and wetlands is present throughout the entire
Town. In most cases, wetland areas are associated with local stream networks, but they are also
frequently located in association with smaller streams and drainageways in former agricultural
fields. There are no NYSDEC classified wetlands on or near the project site. The former pond in
the eastern section of the site is classified as a NWI freshwater pond.
Bagdon Environmental (Bagdon) conducted a Wetland Delineation and Endangered Species
Assessment (WD/ESA) of the site to determine the extent of waters of the U.S. including
wetlands subject to federal jurisdiction under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and wetlands
subject to Article 24 of the NYS Environmental Conservation Law. Bagdon also assessed the
potential presence of isolated wetlands not subject to Section 404 jurisdiction. The Wetland
Delineation and Endangered Species Assessment is included in Appendix B.
Based on this delineation there are five small wetlands on the site with a total area of
approximately 0.24 acres. Two wetlands are associated with an intermittent stream in the eastern
section of the site, two isolated forested wetlands are located centrally in the higher wooded
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elevations, and one small emergent wetland along the eastern border drains into a culvert going
underneath I-87. A Wetlands Map is included as Figure 3.2.
3.2.2

Potential Impacts

3.2.2.1 Streams
The primary impacts to stream systems on-site would be related to the relocation of the existing
intermittent stream and reconfiguration of drainage patterns for development. Stormwater
impacts, both to on-site as well as off-site streams, would be expected to be the most significant
impact to the stream systems for the proposed project site. An increase in the amount of
impervious surface associated with roads, parking and buildings could increase both pollutant
loading from runoff (water quality), as well as alter the volume and rate of stormwater runoff
leaving the site (water quantity). Unmitigated changes in the quality and quantity of stormwater
runoff would be expected to impact the Catskill Creek (i.e. decrease in water quality, increase in
stream bank erosion, increased incident of flooding).
In addition to potential impacts from an increase in runoff associated with development, surface
waters will also be impacted by a reduction or diversion of runoff when a full SWPPP is in place
as well as physical reconfiguration of the smaller drainage features within the proposed project.
On these small intermittent streams and watercourses, stormwater management will capture, treat
and often release stormwater runoff at some distance down slope of the original water course.
Essentially, a well-designed stormwater system is by design forced to divert site runoff to
alternate drainage features, impacting existing hydrologic conditions.
3.2.2.2 Wetlands
While the final general development plan will determine the total disturbance of regulated
wetlands, it is expected that impacts will be minimal and will not exceed 0.2 acres. Wetlands
associated with low laying drainage features along the NYS Thruway are unlikely to be impacted
while wetlands in the other portions of the site may need to be impacted to facilitate the desired
construction. The purpose of this DGEIS is to define upper limits of disturbance and to set forth
the framework for an effective wetland mitigation strategy. The final amount and configuration
of wetland impacts is subject to adjustment as specific development projects are proposed and
proposed end users can develop more detailed site plans that further avoid or minimize impacts.
Final analysis of wetland impacts will be covered in the detailed permit application and its
associated mitigation plan.
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3.2.3 Mitigation Measures
3.2.3.1 Streams
Impacts to stream resources under the alternate dvelopment plans will be minimal and will
involve relocation of the stream remnant in the northeast section of the site. While stormwater
management will require reconfiguration of smaller on-site drainage patterns, the nature of the
site and the locations suitable for stormwater treatment would not result in a change in the
discharge point. The discharge point will remain the same and compliance with NYSDEC
stormwater regulations will insure that there is a net benefit in regards to pollutant filtration and
flood attenuation.
The GCIDA will continue to work closely with the GCSWCD and the Greene Land Trust to
implement effective measures targeted at protecting surface waters within and adjoining the
proposed project site. The GCIDA will continue to meet the high standards set under the
previous development projects. Stream mitigation measures will be presented in greater detail
during development of the project’s permit applications and will include the following measures.


Avoidance:
As required under the rules and regulations governing stream impacts, the development of a
detailed site plan for a specific end user must demonstrate that impacts to the resource have
been avoided to the maximum extent possible. At this site it is projected that avoidance will
not be possible and restructuring of the main intermittent stream will be done in a manner
that will result in a system with a much higher biological function as well as adequate
conveyance of storm flows. The stream relocation will be done in a manner such that off-site
flow will be diverted to the existing discharge point near the southeast corner of the site.



Riparian Buffers:
The steep banks above the Catskill Creek as well as the lower slopes immediately adjacent to
the creek will be completely avoided so as to maintain the existing functional riparian buffer.
The buffer will be protected either via a formal conservation easement or restrictive
covenants placed in the deeds at the time of sale to the end user.



Stormwater Management:
The primary mitigation measures for surface water impacts will be accomplished via a
detailed SWPPP. The SWPPP will be designed to mitigate increased runoff from new
impervious surfaces and will be designed to maintain as much of the site’s natural hydrology
as possible. Stormwater quality and water quantity mitigation will be designed and
implemented in accordance with the NYSDEC Technical Standards as found in the “New
York State Stormwater Design Manual”, and will meet or exceed the requirements under
NYSDEC General Permit GP-0-15-002 Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activities.
The SWPPP will be designed to meet NYSDEC’s required sizing criteria and pollutant
removal goals, as well as attenuate post-development flows of the 2 year, 10 year and 100
years rain events to pre-development conditions. All stormwater treatment practices will be
designed to maximize biological treatment of runoff quality with rain gardens, wet ponds,
constructed wetlands and bioswales being the key components.
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In addition, the GCIDA will seek the continuing technical assistance of the GCSWCD in the
development, oversight and management of all stormwater features. The GCIDA will contract
with the GCSWCD to insure that all features are designed and constructed as required, as well as
to provide oversight of routine operation and maintenance activities. The GCSWCD employs
staff trained and certified in erosion and sediment control.
3.2.3.2 Wetlands
While the project is not likely to have a significant impact on wetlands, the GCIDA is committed
to continuing its practice of developing an aggressive wetland mitigation plan that will provide
benefits which exceed mitigation for a typical project of this type and size. The GCIDA will
continue to use a multi objective approach to wetland mitigation that will consider not only the
replacement of wetland functions lost in the impacted area, but significantly enhanced functions
such as flood attenuation, habitat conservation and the ability to integrate mitigation actions with
wetland protection activities.


Wetland Replacement On-Site:
Wetland impacts may reach 0.20 acres and will be mitigation on-site. It is expected that
replacement wetlands will be constructed on a 1 for 1 basis and will be integrated into the
riparian area of the relocated intermittent channel to insure adequate hydrology.



Wetland Protection:
The remaining non-impacted wetlands on the site will be protected by the virtue of their
location within the buffer between the development area and the NYS Thruway. No
additional wetland protection is proposed as a component of the wetland mitigation strategy.

3.3

AIR RESOURCES

3.3.1

Existing Conditions

As part of the SEQRA process, an air quality assessment for the proposed CAT21 project site
was conducted. The assessment conforms to the procedures followed by the NYSDEC as
outlined in Chapter 1.1 of the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
Environmental Procedures Manual (EPM), last updated in December 2012. These procedures
address the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and guidance from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
For the purpose of this DGIES, the evaluation and assessment of air resources are defined as two
different sources: Stationary and Mobile.


Stationary sources refer to power generating facilities which concentrate exhaust and
pollutant loading in one area and are permanent structures on-site.



Mobile sources refer to the truck and automobile traffic in and out of the site and analysis of
air quality and pollutant loading at various intersections based on the traffic control measures
proposed (e.g. signalized, signalized, etc.)
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3.3.1.1 Stationary
Air quality characterization at the proposed project site was conducted. The air quality of a site is
characterized in terms of whether the concentrations of criteria pollutants and hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) in the ambient air are measured or are deemed to be in compliance with
applicable standards for ambient air quality. An area that complies with applicable standards for
ambient air quality is classified as an Attainment Area.
The CAT21 project is located in Greene County which is currently classified by the EPA as an
Attainment Area meeting all National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for the criteria
pollutants listed in Table 3.3.1.
Table 3.3.1 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Criteria Pollutants
Pollutant
[final rule cite]

Primary/
Secondary

Averaging
Time

Level

8-hour

9 ppm

1-hour

35 ppm

Form

Carbon Monoxide (CO)
[76 FR 54294, Aug 31, 2011]

primary

Lead (Pb)
[73 FR 66964, Nov 12, 2008]

primary and
secondary

Rolling 3 month
0.15 μg/m3 (1) Not to be exceeded
average

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
[75 FR 6474, Feb 9, 2010]
[61 FR 52852, Oct 8, 1996]

primary

1-hour

100 ppb

98th percentile, averaged over 3 years

primary and
secondary

Annual

53 ppb (2)

Annual Mean

Ozone (O3)
[80 FR 65291, Oct 26, 2015]

primary and
secondary

8-hour

0.070 ppm (3)

Annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8hr concentration, averaged over 3 years

primary

Annual

12 μg/m3

annual mean, averaged over 3 years

secondary

Annual

15 μg/m3

annual mean, averaged over 3 years

primary and
secondary

24-hour

35 μg/m3

98th percentile, averaged over 3 years

primary and
secondary

24-hour

150 μg/m3

Not to be exceeded more than once per
year on average over 3 years

primary

1-hour

75 ppb (4)

99th percentile of 1-hour daily maximum
concentrations, averaged over 3 years

secondary

3-hour

0.5 ppm

Not to be exceeded more than once per
year

Particle Pollution
(PM)
Dec 14, 2012

PM2.5

PM10
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
[75 FR 35520, Jun 22, 2010]
[38 FR 25678, Sept 14, 1973]

Not to be exceeded more than once
per year

(1) Final rule signed October 15, 2008. The 1978 lead standard (1.5 µg/m3 as a quarterly average) remains in effect until
one year after an area is designated for the 2008 standard, except that in areas designated nonattainment for the 1978, the
1978 standard remains in effect until implementation plans to attain or maintain the 2008 standard are approved.
(2) The official level of the annual NO2 standard is 0.053 ppm, equal to 53 ppb, which is shown here for the purpose of
clearer comparison to the 1-hour standard.
(3) Final rule signed October, 2015, and effective December 28, 2015. The previous (2008) O3 standards additional remain
in effect in some areas Revocation of the previous (2008) O3 standards and transition to the current (2015) standards will be
addressed in the implementation rule for current standards.
(4) The previous SO2 standards (0.14 ppm 24-hour and 0.03 ppm annual) will additionally remain in effect in certain areas:
(1) any area for which it is not yet 1 year since the effective date of designation under the current (2010) standards, and (2)
any area for which implementation plans providing for attainment of the current (2010) standard have not been submitted
and approved and which is designated nonattainment under the previous SO2 standards or is not meeting the requirements
of a SIP call under the previous SO2 standards (40 CFR 50.4(3)), A SIP call is an EPA action requiring a state to resubmit
all or part of its State Implementation Plan to demonstrate attainment of the require NAAQS.
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All of New York State is located in the Northeast Ozone Transport Region. Under New York
State and federal regulations the thresholds for classification as a Major Source of pollutants are
listed in Table 3.3.2. These thresholds would apply to any facility or group of facilities under
common ownership constructed and operated on the CAT21 site and contiguous or adjacent
parcels of land.
Table 3.3.2 Major Source Pollution Thresholds at CAT21 Site
Major Source Thresholds,
tons/year (tpy)

Air Pollutant
Carbon Monoxide (CO)

100 tpy

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

100 tpy

Volatile Organic compounds
(VOCs)

50 tpy

Particulate Matter (PM-10)

100 tpy

Sulfur Dioxide (SOx)

100 typ

Hazardous air pollutants (HAPs)

10 tpy for a single HAP
25 tpy for any combination of HAPs

3.3.1.2 Mobile
New York State collects air quality data for numerous pollutants at monitoring stations in each
County through a program operated by the Bureau of Air Quality Surveillance. The EPA
prescribes what pollutants are required to be monitored at different locations based on the
characteristics of each region. Monitoring stations are disbursed throughout the State with each
station monitoring certain pollutants. In addition to the continuous and manual monitors in each
County, ambient air quality data from private networks (utilities) is also an integral part of the
state database for pollutants. The data from each monitoring station is recorded and summarized
in the New York State Air Quality Report. The latest data tables available are for the year 2015.
There are no air monitoring stations located in Greene County. The closest comprehensive air
monitoring station is located to the north in Albany County in Loudonville. The Loudonville
Station (#0101-33) monitors sulfur dioxide, inhaled particulates, carbon monoxide, and ozone.
The most recent data tables indicate that the Loudonville Station was in compliance with the
New York State and National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for all the monitored
pollutants in 2015. See Appendix C for air quality data
3.3.2

Potential Impacts

3.3.2.1 Stationary
Stationary facilities that emit pollutants that exceed the identified Major Source thresholds in
Table 3.3.2 would be required to obtain a Title V Facility Permit from NYSDEC under 6
NYCRR Part 201-6, Title V Facility Permits. Non-major source facilities would require a State
Facility Permit, or facility registration if they meet the criteria of Subpart 201-4.1.
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3.3.2.2 Mobile
In order to accurately determine within a low margin of error the impacts from additional vehicle
exhaust on air quality on-site, several analyses would be conducted including: Microscale air
quality analysis, Mesoscale air quality analysis, Particulate Matter Microscale analysis, and
Particulate Matter Mesoscale analysis.
Microscale Air Quality Analysis
A microscale air quality analysis is performed to determine carbon monoxide concentrations at
various worst case receptors adjacent to the roadways in a project area. Based on the procedures
outlined in the EPM, worst case receptors are typically chosen at signalized intersections where a
level of service D, E, or F exists for the build conditions. Unsignalized intersections do not
typically warrant a detailed air quality analysis since the major-street high volume approaches at
these intersections operate as free flow conditions. Any intersection requiring a detailed air
quality analysis based on the level of service criteria undergoes additional screenings based on an
analysis of the site conditions with respect to the reduction in source-receptor distances, traffic
volume increases, vehicle emission increases, and speed reduction. The screening process is used
to pinpoint locations where vehicle emissions will be the highest and will contribute to the
background air quality. Any detailed air quality analysis is conducted using CAL3QHC, Version
2.0, which is a computer based air quality dispersion model. This model is based on traffic
parameters from the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) and is capable of analyzing intersection
and free flow receptors.
Intersection Screening Analysis
A discussion of the intersections related to this project is provided in the Traffic Impact Study
included as Appendix D.
Mesoscale Analysis
A mesoscale air quality analysis is conceptually similar to the microscale air quality analysis;
however it covers a larger geographic area, typically larger than the immediate project area. In
addition to carbon monoxide, a mesoscale air quality analysis monitors for volatile organic
compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). Guidelines in the EPM state that, in general, a
mesoscale air quality analysis is required for projects involving the following:






HOV lanes versus general use lanes
New or significant modification to interchanges on access-controlled facilities
Large-scale signal coordination projects
In attainment areas, projects having alternatives (including the no-build) with
significantly different (10%) VMT
Widening to provide additional travel lanes more than a mile in length.
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Particulate Matter Analysis
Particulate Matter (PM) is a mixture of substances that include elements such as carbon and
metals; compounds such as nitrates, organic and ammonium compounds, and sulfates; and
complex mixtures such as diesel exhaust and soil. Some of these particles are emitted directly
into the atmosphere. Others, referred to as secondary particles, result from gases that are
transformed into particles through physical and chemical processes in the atmosphere. As noted,
there are two types of inhalable particulates; those with aerodynamic diameters of 10 microns or
less (PM10) and those with aerodynamic diameters of 2.5 microns or less (PM2.5).
Many scientific studies have linked breathing PM to a series of significant health problems
including aggravated asthma, increase in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or
painful breathing, chronic bronchitis, decreased lung function, and premature death. As a result,
NYSDOT requires that transportation project level air quality impact analyses consider both
PM10 and PM2.5. NYSDOT is requiring all non-Categorical Exclusion and non-Type II Action
projects that result in increased traffic volumes to undergo microscale and mesoscale emissions
analysis for both PM10 and PM2.5 as outlined in Chapter 1 of the EPM.
Particulate Matter Microscale Analysis
Similar to the CO microscale air quality analysis, unsignalized intersections do not typically
warrant a detailed air quality analysis since the major-street high volume approaches at these
intersections operate as free flow conditions. The intersection at the entrance of the facility will
not be signalized. Therefore, based on a review of the proposed project and mitigation, a
particulate matter analysis is not required.
Particulate Matter Mesoscale Analysis:
As previously discussed, projects requiring a mesoscale analysis are those that could have a
significant impact on emissions on a regional basis. The proposed project is not expected to
result in changes to the regional travel patterns in the surrounding area. New traffic to the
proposed project site is expected to be traffic specifically traveling to and from the proposed
project site. Since regional travel patterns are not expected to change, a particulate matter
mesoscale air analysis is not required for the project.
Construction Impacts
The air quality within the project area may experience short-term impacts due to the construction
of the project. During construction, airborne particulates will increase as dust is raised by
construction vehicles in motion. This increase is expected to be sporadic and short-term in nature
and will be most noticeable in the area immediately adjacent to the construction. Constructionsite impacts will be minimized by the use of dust inhibitors, such as calcium chloride and other
dust-control provisions found in the NYSDOT Standard Specifications for construction.
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Mitigation Measures

3.3.3.1 Stationary
Facilities on-site that would be classified as Major Sources of regulated pollutants would be
subject to regulations under the federal Prevention of Significant Deterioration PSD program for
Attainment Areas at 40 CFR 51, which is administered by NYSDEC under delegated
responsibility from the EPA. Such facilities would be required to install pollution control
equipment that meets the standards for Best Available Control Technology (BACT), and would
be required to conduct air dispersion modeling to demonstrate that the area’s air quality will not
be significantly degraded as a result of the major sources of pollution.
The alternate concept plans do not include a land use that would be classified as a Major Source
of pollutants, thus mitigation measures for stationary air emissions are not required.
3.3.3.2 Mobile
Microscale Air Quality Analysis
Based on the above site screening analysis, a detailed microscale air quality analysis is not
necessary since this project will not increase traffic volumes, reduce source-receptor distances or
change other existing conditions to such a degree as to jeopardize attainment of the National and
New York State ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide.
Mesoscale Analysis
The proposed project is not expected to result in changes to the regional travel patterns in the
surrounding area. Since regional travel patterns are not expected to change, a mesoscale air
analysis is not required for the project.
Particulate Matter Microscale Analysis
No mitigation efforts are needed.
Particulate Matter Mesoscale Analysis
No mitigation efforts needed. Construction-site impacts will be minimized by the use of dust
inhibitors, such as calcium chloride and other dust-control provisions found in the NYSDOT
Standard Specifications for construction.
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3.4

TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC ECOLOGY

3.4.1

Existing Conditions

3.4.1.1 Ecological Communities and Species
Bagdon Environmental reviewed the NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Information for Planning and Conservation (IPaC)
application for preliminary information on endangered species and ecological communities in the
site vicinity. Bagdon contacted the NY Natural Heritage Program (NYNHP) on June 19, 2015 to
request information on rare species, including state and federal listed species, and ecological
communities in the general area of the site. The NYNHP defines, classifies and describes
ecological communities throughout the state. The basis for each ecological community is the
variable assemblage of plant and wildlife species that share a common environment. The
NYNHP sent an initial response letter on July 22, 2015 and an updated response on October 13,
2016. The most current letter is included in Appendix A of the Wetland Delineation and
Endangered Species Assessment (Appendix B).
The NYSDEC Environmental Resource Mapper (Figure 3 in the WD/ESA) shows the Catskill
Creek portion of the site mapped as a “Significant Natural Community” with the remainder of
the site within the “Natural Communities Nearby”. The NYNHP response letter identifies three
significant natural communities in the site vicinity associated with the Catskill Creek and nearby
HansVosen Kill. These include Calcareous Cliff Community, Calcareous Talus Slope Woodland
and Calcareous Shoreline Outcrop. Descriptions of NYNHP ecological communities, ranks and
codes are included in Appendix B of the WD/ESA (Appendix B).
The primary ecological communities on-site include hemlock-northern hardwood forest,
successional northern hardwoods and successional old field. Minor communities include forested
wetlands, emergent/scrub-shrub wetlands.
Hemlock-northern hardwoods forest contains a variety of micro-habitats and soil
conditions that correlate to a relatively high diversity of plant species. Low-lying areas and
slopes contain moist rich soils while some of the ridges and outcrop areas support flora
adapted to dryer conditions. The underlying calcareous soils and numerous rock outcrops
support many calciphiles associated with limestone such as walking fern (Asplenium
rhizophyllum), bulblet fern (Cystopteris bulbifera), wild ginger (Asarum canadense) and
sweet cicely (Osmorhiza claytonii).
The upland forest in the southern portion of the site surrounding the fields is characteristic of the
successional northern hardwoods defined by NYNHP as the following:
Successional northern hardwoods: a hardwood or mixed forest that occurs on sites that
have been cleared or otherwise disturbed. Characteristic trees and shrubs include any of the
following: quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides), bigtoothaspen (P. grandidentata), balsam
poplar (P. balsamifera), paper birch (Betula papyrifera), or graybirch (B. populifolia), pin
cherry (Prunus pensylvanica), black cherry (P. serotina), red maple (Acer rubrum), white
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pine (Pinus strobus), with lesser amounts of white ash (Fraxinus americana), green ash (F.
pensylvanica), and American elm (Ulmus americana). Northern indicators include aspens,
birches, and pin cherry. This is a broadly defined community and several seral and regional
variants are known.
The old-field areas are best characterized by the NYNHP as:
Successional old field: a meadow dominated by forbs and grasses that occurs on sites that
have been cleared and plowed for farming or development and then abandoned. Characteristic herbs include goldenrods (Solidago altissima, S. nemoralis, S. rugosa, S. juncea, S.
canadensis, and Euthamia graminifolia), bluegrasses (Poa pratensis, P. compressa), timothy
(Phleum pratense), quackgrass (Agropyron repens), smooth brome (Bromus inermis), sweet
vernal grass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata), common
chickweed (Cerastium arvense), common evening primrose (Oenothera biennis), old-field
cinquefoil (Potentilla simplex), calico aster (Aster lateriflorus), New England aster (Aster
novae-angliae), wild strawberry (Fragaria virginiana), Queen-Anne's lace (Daucus corota),
ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia), hawkweeds (Hieracium spp.), dandelion (Taraxacum
officinale), and ox-tongue (Picris hieracioides). Shrubs may be present, but collectively they
have less than 50% cover in the community. Characteristic shrubs include gray dogwood
(Cornus foemina ssp. racemosa), silky dogwood (Cornus amomum), arrowwood (Viburnum
recognitum), raspberries (Rubus spp.), sumac (Rhus typhina, R. glabra), and eastern red
cedar (Juniperus virginiana). A characteristic bird is the field sparrow (Spizella pusilla). This
is a relatively short-lived community that succeeds to a shrubland, woodland, or forest
community.
3.4.1.2 Wildlife Habitat, Observed and Potentially Occurring Species
Bagdon Environmental conducted plant and wildlife surveys throughout the growing season in
2015. A list of observed plant and wildlife species is included in Appendix C of the WD/ESA
(Appendix B). Relatively few wildlife species and signs were observed during field surveys.
Herpto-fauna (amphibians and reptiles) species diversity and bio-mass appeared to be especially
low. No endangered or threatened wildlife species were observed onsite during the field surveys.
Wildlife habitats were documented along with observed wildlife species and signs. Since many
species are not always visually identifiable, a variety of signs were used to identify wildlife
presence. Examples include vocalizations for identifying birds, amphibians (specifically frogs
and toads) and some mammals; scats (droppings); tracks; excavations, gnawing/chewing/
browsing and markings on trees; ground burrows and tunnels; nests; egg masses (amphibians);
and dams/lodges (beaver).
Day-time amphibian and reptile searches were conducted. Numerous logs, rocks and debris were
turned over searching for salamanders and snakes that often use these for cover. Vernal pools are
used by many species of amphibians for breeding and larval development, however, no vernal
pools were observed onsite. Relatively few amphibians were observed. Species of amphibians
observed include green frog (Rana clamitans), american toad (Anaxytus americanus), spring
peeper (Pseudacris crucifer) and red-backed salamander (Plethodon cinereus). The absence of
vernal pools and water bodies (both temporary and permanent) may explain the relative scarcity
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of amphibians noted during field surveys. The numerous rock outcrops provide extensive
basking habitat for snakes, however, none were observed.
Common species of mammals were observed during the site visits such as white-tailed deer
(Odocoileus virginianus), wood chuck (Marmota monax), eastern gray squirrel (Sciurus
carolinensis), eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus) and short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda). A
number of other common mammals such as red fox (Vulpes vulpes), opossum (Didelphis
virginiana), deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) and others likely occupy the site at times
based on the woodland and field habitats in and adjacent to the site.
Bird surveys were conducted incidentally to wetland and plant surveys during periods when both
migratory and breeding species were likely to be present. Data from the New York State
Breeding Bird Atlas Block 5864 C is presented in Appendix F of the WD/ESA (Appendix B) to
facilitate a comparison of known breeding species in the area. All of the bird species observed are
common resident or migratory species in the region such as common crow (Corvus
brachyrynchous), American robin (Turdus migratorius), blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata) and blackcapped chickadee (Poecile atricapillus).
The Catskill Creek is classified as a warm water fishery from approximately Freehold
downstream to the confluence with the Hudson River. Approximately 1.5 miles of the Catskill
Creek upstream of the Hudson River are tidal. The Catskill Creek onsite is classified as a nontidal warm-water stream. Both smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) and largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides) were observed in the Catskill Creek onsite.
Plant surveys were conducted during each site visit to document the widest range of species
during the growing season. Specimens were identified in the field in addition to collection for
identification in the lab. Many of the sedges (genus Carex) require confirmation by examining
morphological features under a microscope. A number of Carex specimens were collected and
identified in the lab. The site contains a relatively high diversity of plants species associated with
the rich calcareous soils, varying topography and numerous micro-habitats. Plant surveys were
conducted throughout 2015 to determine if any endangered, threatened or rare plants were present.
No endangered or threatened plant species were observed. Several uncommon plant species
associated with limestone bedrock outcrops and cliffs were documented onsite including purple
cliff brake (Pellaea atropurpurea) and wall-rue spleenwort (Asplenium ruta-muraria). Shore
aster (Symphyotrichum tradescantii) was found along the shoreline of the Catskill Creek onsite.
While not rare, this is a new record for Greene County. Photos of these species are presented in
Appendix G of the WD/ESA (Appendix B). If rare plant species are present, they would most
likely be associated with the limestone talus slopes, cliff and shoreline outcrops along the
Catskill Creek.
3.4.1.3 Endangered, Threatened and Special Concern
The NY Natural Heritage Program was contacted to determine if there are any known records of
endangered, threatened or special concern wildlife species, rare plant, animal or natural
community occurrences or other significant habitats in the vicinity of the site. Their 2015
response letter indicates that the Northern Long-eared Bat has a hibernacula within 0.25 miles of
the project site, but does not list any known summer maternal roost colonies in the vicinity. The
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2016 update letter also indicates that a Bald Eagle nesting area has been documented within ½
mile of the project site and notes that individual animals may be disturbed by activities up to one
mile away. A copy of the most current NYNHP correspondence is included in Appendix A of the
WD/ESA (Appendix B).
The USFWS Information, Planning and Consultation System (IPaC) website was also consulted
to determine the potential presence of federally listed threatened or endangered species in the
project vicinity. This preliminary screening determined that the project may be within the range
of the Indiana Bat and the Northern Long-eared Bat. A copy of the IPaC report is included in
Appendix E of the WD/ESA (Appendix B).
None of the species listed by NYSDEC as “Special Concern” were observed onsite. Several
special concern species could occur onsite or on adjacent lands based on the presence of suitable
habitat and known presence in the general area of the site. These include the Sharp-shinned
(Accipiter striatus) and Cooper's (Accipiter cooperii) hawks which are fairly common throughout
the area in many forested habitats.
The focus of the endangered/threatened species screening entailed assessing the potential for
habitat of listed wildlife species including the Northern Long-eared Bat, Indiana Bat and rare
plants associated with calcareous cliff/talus slope/shoreline ecological communities.
Indiana Bat
The Indiana Bat (Myotis sodalis) is a small-sized, migratory bat found in the Midwest and
eastern regions of the United States, including portions of New York State. The bat is listed by
the USFWS and NYSDEC as an endangered species throughout its range. This species
hibernates during the winter along with other species such as the small brown bat (Myotis
lucifugus) in suitable underground habitat (hibernacula) such as caves and abandoned mines.
Only ten extant hibernacula are documented in New York State according to NYNHP. This
species generally hibernates from October through mid-April in New York State.
After emerging from hibernation in the spring, both males and females migrate to traditional
summer roost sites, generally within 30 to 40 miles of the hibernacula. Males generally choose
separate roost areas from the females and are known to migrate somewhat further than females.
Roost sites are not known to occur at an elevation greater than 900 feet mean sea level. Based on
the most current available information, there are no summer-time nursery roosts (occupied by
females and their broods) in the area. The project site is located approximately 30 miles from a
known hibernacula in Ulster County.
Roosting sites have been documented typically under the loose or peeling bark of large diameter
snags, dying or living trees such as shagbark hickory (Carya ovata) and black locust (Robinia
pseudo-acacia). Many other tree species can be utilized if suitable crevices are available in dead
or dying branches that have split from the trunk. Indiana Bats have also been known to
occasionally use tree cavities. Suitable habitat includes successional or mature forested areas
with trees of 5” diameter at breast height (DBH) or greater.
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According to recent contact with NYSDEC (Nancy Heaslip, Region 4 Wildlife Biologist –
Retired) the project site is not located in an area of concern in Greene County for the Indiana
Bat. The area of occurrence for this species is shown in Figure 4 of the WD/ESA (Appendix B).
The site and most of the higher elevations to the west are outside of the area of occurrence for
the Indiana Bat.
Northern Long-eared Bat
The Northern Long-eared Bat (Northern myotis, Myotis septentrionalis) is newly listed by the
USFWS and NYSDEC as a threatened species. This bat was relatively common in New York
State prior to the wide-spread fungal infection known as “White-nose Syndrome” (WNS) in
2006. They have since declined dramatically with only an estimated 2% of the pre-WNS
population numbers remaining in 2012. The Northern Long-eared Bat is now one of the least
commonly encountered species during winter hibernacula surveys. There is currently very little
available information on the location of Northern Long-eared Bats in New York State due to the
decimation of populations by the fungus.
Northern Long-eared Bats utilize habitats similar to Indiana Bats for summer time maternal
roosts. In general, suitable roost trees are over 3” DBH such as snags (dead trees/tree sections)
and trees with ex-foliating bark. Generally, maternal roost colonies are located in open canopy
forested areas, forest edge and wetlands.
NYSDEC records indicates that there is a Northern Long-eared Bat hibernacula within 0.25
miles of the CAT21 site. However, according to Carl Herzog, NYSDEC Wildlife Biologist – Bat
Specialist, this hibernacula has not been occupied in recent surveys and the probability of
additional hibernacula near the site is relatively low.
Bald Eagle
The Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is listed by NYSDEC as a threatened species. Bald
eagles are one of the largest birds of prey in North America with a wing span of up to 7 feet.
Their primary prey is fish but they sometimes take mammals, waterfowl and carrion, especially
during winter. A bald eagle pair mates for life and once they select a nesting territory they use it
year after year. Nests are huge structures usually located in tall white pine trees near water.
Eagles prefer undisturbed areas near large lakes and reservoirs, marshes and swamps, or
stretches along rivers where they can find open water. Prior to the 1900s, there were
approximately 80 nest sites in New York, primarily in the northern and western parts of the state.
In the last century, reproductive impairment from pesticides, especially DDT, and heavy metals
caused virtual extirpation of the few remaining bald eagles in New York and many other areas.
Persistent and toxic compounds in fish from contaminated waters built up to high levels in the
eagles' bodies, interfering with the deposition of calcium in their eggshells and making many of
the eggs infertile. Since the 1972 ban on DDT, eagles and other birds of prey are once again
producing young.
The New York State Bald Eagle Restoration Project, active from 1976-1989, successfully
reestablished a breeding population. The bald eagle program's current focus is finding and
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protecting nesting pairs in New York, and monitoring their productivity. Each year, New York's
bald eagles fledge about 10 percent more young eagles than the year before. NYSDEC adopted a
Conservation Plan for Bald Eagles in New York State in March 2016 which notes that
construction of new buildings, roads, and permanent structures is not recommended within ¼
mile of an eagle nest if there is no visual buffer, and blasting and other extremely loud noises
should be avoided within ½ mile of a nest within breeding season (January 1 – September 30.)
3.4.2

Potential Impacts

In the development of this site, it is expected that there would be permanent impacts to each of
the land cover types described above. The primary impact to vegetative cover will be the
conversion to impervious surfaces associated with buildings, parking and transportation
infrastructure. To a lesser extent, impacts will also be associated with conversion of existing
vegetative cover to manicured green space or open water and wetland features associated with
the development of stormwater systems. During the life of the development project up to 20.65
acres of vegetative cover may be disturbed, and up to 23.58 acres of impervious surfaces may be
constructed.
Loss of this habitat as a result of construction would displace wildlife currently inhabiting the
site. Areas immediately adjacent to the project site show similar characteristics and are expected
to provide adequate habitat for species displaced by the construction. Larger, more able wildlife
species such as deer, rabbits and birds would easily relocate to adjoining properties when
construction begins. Some competition between similar species may occur as a result. Other
species that are not able to relocate as easily, such as insects, reptiles, amphibians and small
mammals may be impacted. The majority of the species that would be displaced as a result of
construction are common throughout the Hudson Valley.
3.4.3

Mitigation Measures

The GCIDA will conduct acoustic monitoring in the summer of 2017 to confirm the presence or
absence of Northern Long-eared Bats and Indiana Bats on the site. Upon completion of the
acoustic monitoring the GCIDA will review the results with NYSDEC and USFWS to determine
an appropriate mitigation plan. If the monitoring verifies the presence of bat species, GCIDA
will ensure the removal of suitable summer habitat trees will be conducted during the late fall
and winter months when the bats are not present.
The GCIDA will consult with NYSDEC concerning the location of the existing Bald Eagle nest
to determine if there is a visual buffer between the nest and the CAT21 site. NYSDEC will also
be consulted as a specific project is evaluated in order to determine appropriate mitigations, such
as minimizing noise during construction.
Given the limited wildlife found during field investigations combined with the fact that the areas
adjacent to the site offer suitable habitat, the GCIDA does not propose that other habitat
mitigation will be necessary.
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TRANSPORTATION

When the GCIDA gave initial consideration to the development of a new shovel ready
development project, potential traffic impact was one of the first issues examined. While the
GCIDA’s strategy of developing shovel ready lands can generally find acceptable and cost
effective mitigation measures for impacts related to water/sewer, wetlands, habitat etc., traffic
impacts can be much more difficult and expensive to mitgate. Additionally, if a project creates
significant traffic impacts there are immediate and direct impacts to a wide segment of the
community.
Creighton Manning prepared a Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for the CAT21 project, included as
Appendix D. The purpose of the traffic study is to determine traffic impacts potentially created
by the proposed development alternatives and identify any necessary roadway improvements.
The potential traffic impacts of the project were determined by documenting the existing traffic
conditions in the area, projecting future traffic volumes, including the peak hour trip generation
of the site and determining the operating conditions of the study area intersections after site
development of the four alternate concept plans.
3.5.1

Existing Conditions

3.5.1.1 Roadways Serving the Site


Main Street (CR 23B) – Main Street, designated CR 23B, is a county road providing
primarily east/west travel through the Towns of Catskill and Cairo. Near the site, Main Street
travels in a north/south direction and provides one 12-foot wide travel lane in each direction
with three to four foot wide paved shoulders. There are no sidewalks along Main Street and
no on street parking is allowed in the study area. The posted speed near the site is 35-mph
and land use in the study area is a mix of residential and commercial.

3.5.1.2 Study Area Intersections
The project site includes approximately 60 developable acres located on the west side of the
NYS Thruway (I-87) bordered by Main Street (County Road(CR) 23B) to the north and NY
Route 23 to the south. The study area for the traffic analysis was determined based on a review
of the surrounding roadway network and an estimate of the project’s influence area. The
following intersections are included in the study area:
Main Street (CR 23B)/NY Route 23 Eastbound Ramps
Main Street (CR 23B)/NY Route 23 Westbound Ramps
Main Street (CR 23B)/I-87 Exit 21/Oak Street
Main Street (CR 23B)/Forest Hills Avenue
Main Street (CR 23B)/Cauterskill Road (CR 47)
NY Route 23/Cauterskill Road (CR 47)
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Main Street (CR 23B)/NY Route 23 Eastbound Ramps – This four-leg intersection operates
under stop sign control on the eastbound off ramp approach to the intersection. The
northbound Main Street approach provides a single lane for shared through and right-turn
movements, the Main Street southbound approach provides a left-turn lane and a through
lane, and the NY Route 23 Eastbound off-ramp provides a one-way approach wide enough
for separate left- and right-turn movements. The eastern leg of the intersection is a one-way
on-ramp to NY Route 23 eastbound. There are no sidewalks or marked crosswalks at the
intersection.



Main Street (CR 23B)/NY Route 23 Westbound Ramps – This four-leg intersection operates
under stop sign control on the westbound off ramp approach to the intersection. The
northbound Main Street approach provides a left-turn lane and a through lane, the
southbound approach provides a through lane and a channelized yield-controlled right-turn
lane, the westbound NY Rte. 23 Westbound off-ramp provides a one-way approach wide
enough for separate left- and right-turn movements. The western leg of this intersection is a
one-way on-ramp to NY Route 23 westbound. There are no sidewalks or marked crosswalks
at the intersection.



Main Street (CR 23B)/I-87 Exit 21/Oak Street – This is a four-leg intersection operating
under traffic signal control. The northbound Main Street approach provides a left-turn,
through, and channelized yield-controlled right-turn lane. The southbound Main Street
approach provides a left-turn lane and a single lane for shared through and right-turn
movements. The eastbound Oak Street approach provides a single lane for shared left-turn
and through movements and an exclusive right-turn only lane. The westbound I-87 Exit 21
approach provides a single lane for shared left-turn and through movements and a
channelized right turn slip lane operating under yield control. There are no sidewalks,
marked crosswalks, or pedestrian signals at this intersection.



Main Street (CR 23B)/Forest Hills Avenue – The Main Street approaches to this four-leg
intersection provides single lanes for shared travel movements. The southbound Forest Hills
Avenue approach splits to provide a channelized stop-controlled right-turn lane (Forest Hills
Avenue) and a stop-controlled shared left-turn/through lane (Leeds Road). The northbound
approach is a large curb cut that is uncontrolled (however vehicles exiting must yield to Main
Street traffic) providing access to a dead end road providing access to several homes. There
are no sidewalks or marked crosswalks at the intersection.



Main Street (CR 23B)/Cauterskill Road (CR 47) – This is a three-leg intersection operating
under stop sign control on the northbound Cauterskill Road approach to the intersection. All
intersection approaches provide a single lane for shared travel movements. There are no
sidewalks or marked crosswalks at the intersection.



NY Route 23/Cauterskill Road (CR 47) – This is a four-leg intersection operating under
traffic signal control. The northbound and southbound Cauterskill Road approaches provide a
single lane for shared travel movements. The eastbound NY Route 23 approach provides a
left-turn lane, a through lane, and a shared through/right-turn lane. The westbound NY Route
23 approach provides a left-turn lane, two through lanes, and a right-turn lane. The eastbound
and westbound travel lanes are separated by a median with guiderail. There are no sidewalks,
marked crosswalks, or pedestrian signals at this intersection.
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3.5.1.3 Existing Conditions
The traffic study focuses on the weekday PM peak period to coincide with the peak period for
commuter travel on the adjacent roadway network and a peak operating period for the proposed
land uses within the development scenarios at the site. Intersection turning movement traffic
counts were conducted at the study area intersections on Wednesday and Thursday, March 25
and 26, 2015 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. The raw traffic volume data are included in Appendix B of
the TIS. A regression analysis conducted using historical traffic volume data published by
NYSDOT along Main Street, NY Route 23, and Cauterskill Road indicates that traffic volume
changes range from reductions of 2% per year and increases of 4.6% per year with most
roadways showing a reduction in traffic volumes. The 2015 traffic volumes were increased by
0.25% for one year to represent current 2016 conditions and account for growth that may have
occurred in the study area since the data collection was completed. These 2016 existing traffic
volumes form the basis for all traffic forecasts and are summarized on Figure 2.1 of the TIS in
Appendix D.
The following observations are evident based on the existing traffic volume data:


The PM peak hour generally occurred from 4:15 to 5:15 p.m.



The two-way traffic volume on Main Street near the project site is approximately 3,625
vehicles per day (vpd) with 335 vehicles per hour (vph) during the PM peak hour.



Heavy vehicles and buses account for approximately one percent of two-way traffic
volumes on Main Street during the PM peak hour.

3.5.1.4 Multi-Modal Accommodations
Transit service in Greene County is provided by the Greene County Transit System. According
to the Greene County website, the transit system provides bus service between the Village of
Catskill and outlying areas of Greene County. Due to the close proximity of the site to the
Village of Catskill, there are multiple routes that pass the site on Main Street including Route
700 (Blue), Route 705 (Green), Route 706 (Brown), and Route 709 (Red) NY Route 385.
The study area provides limited pedestrian accommodations as there are no marked crosswalks,
sidewalks, or pedestrian signals throughout the study area. During field observations a bicyclist
was observed at two intersections and a pedestrian was observed at one intersection. No
pedestrians or bicyclists were observed at the other three intersections.
3.5.2

Potential Impacts

The potential traffic impact of the CAT21 project was determined by documenting the existing
traffic conditions in the area, projecting future traffic volumes (including the peak hour trip
generation of the site), and determining the operating conditions of the study area intersections
and site access after development of the site. Access to the site will be via Main Street with
primary access across from Forest Hill Avenue and a secondary access approximately 550-feet
west. A third driveway for emergency access only is proposed to the east of the primary access
driveway adjacent to the NYS Thruway.
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Four alternate land use development scenarios were evaluated in the TIS and are summarized in
Table 3.5.1.
Table 3.5.1 Alternate Land Use Developments
Alternate 1
Water Park/Resort Hotel w/ cabins
Conference Center
Hotel
Indoor Activity Center
Outdoor Adventure Center

425 Rooms
20,000 SF
80 Rooms
27,500 SF
9 Acres

Alternate 3
National Brand Retail
Retail Plaza
Truck Stop
Hotel
Restaurant
Apartments
Townhouses

82,500 SF
13,000 SF
15,000 SF
80 Rooms
15,000 SF
96 Units
60 Units

Alternate 2
Indoor Recreation
Outdoor Adventure Center
Hotel
Restaurant
Apartments
Townhouses
Convenience Store/Gas Station
Alternate 4
Warehouse/Distribution Center
Office
Hotel
Restaurant
Apartments
Townhouses
Convenience Store/Gas Station

130,000 SF
4 Acres
80 Rooms
15,000 SF
96 Units
60 Units
4,300 SF
201,250 SF
159,600 SF
80 Rooms
15,000 SF
96 Units
60 Units
4,300 SF

The traffic evaluation includes a trip generation estimate for the development alternates for the
weekday PM Peak hour and a detailed traffic evaluation for the alternate with the highest peak
hour trip generating potential. A sensitivity analysis was also completed for the preferred
development scenario.
3.5.2.1 2019 No-Build Traffic Volumes
To evaluate the impact of the proposed development, traffic projections were prepared for 2019,
the expected year of site development and operation. No-Build traffic volumes include
background traffic growth and trips associated with other development projects in the study area.
Information provided by the Town of Catskill indicates that there are currently no other
developments in the study area that will impact traffic volumes at the study area intersections;
therefore only a general background growth rate was applied. Consistent with the 2015 raw
traffic volumes, the 0.25% growth rate was applied to the 2016 Existing traffic volumes for three
years to develop the 2019 No-Build Traffic Volumes as illustrated on Figure 3.1 of the TIS in
Appendix D. These volumes represent conditions in the study area expected without
development of the proposed project.
3.5.2.2 Trip Generation
Trip generation determines the quantity of traffic expected to travel to/from the project site. The
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation, 9th edition, provides trip generation
data for various land uses based on studies of similar existing developments located across the
country. The peak hour trip generation was estimated for all four development scenarios are
summarized in Table 3.5.2.
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It can be expected that some of the traffic coming to the proposed project will stop at more than
one location or be completely internal to the site. These trips are referred to as multi-use or
internal trips and are described as trips that use one or more land uses in the same area. For
example, a person may visit the convenience store/gas station before travelling to the restaurant
for dinner within the mixed use development during a single shared trip to the site. Based on the
mix of proposed land uses, it’s expected that roadway connections will be provided within the
site to allow for internal trips between land uses; therefore, internal capture rates were applied to
the trip generation estimate for Alternates 2, 3, and 4. To account for the mix of available land
uses, the peak hour internal capture rates were completed using the methodology contained in the
methodology in NCHRP Report 684 “Enhancing Internal Trip Capture Estimation for MixedUse Developments.”
It can also be expected that some trips to the proposed project for Alternates 2, 3, and 4 will
originate from traffic that is already passing the site on Main Street. Pass-by trips are vehicles
that will stop at the site before continuing on to their primary destination. For example, a person
traveling westbound on Main Street may stop at the convenience store/gas station and then
continue westbound towards home. This type of trip would be considered a pass-by trip. Pass-by
trip percentages were applied to the various land uses based upon data provided by ITE. Table
3.5.2 summarizes the trip generation for the four Alternates. Detailed trip generation estimates
are included in Appendix C of the TIS (Appendix D).
Table 3.5.2 Trip Generation Summary for Alternate Development Plans
Enter

PM Peak Hour
Exit

Total

Total Trips
Multi-Use Trips (0%)
Pass-By Trips (0%)
Total New Trips

173
0
0
173

278
0
0
278

451
0
0
451

Total Trips
Multi-Use Trips (-29%)
Pass-By Trips (-13%)
Total New Trips

468
-130
-57
281

417
-131
-57
229

885
-261
-114
510

Total Trips
Multi-Use Trips (-38%)
Pass-By Trips (-27%)
Total New Trips

431
-153
-108
170

364
-153
-108
103

795
-306
-216
273

Total Trips
Multi-Use Trips (%)
Pass-By Trips (%)
Total New Trips

334
-132
-53
149

453
-132
-53
268

787
-264
-106
417

Alternative Land Use
Alternate 1

Alternate 2

Alternate 3

Alternate 4
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The trip generation estimate shows that Alternate 3 will generate the fewest number of new peak
hour trips and Alternate 2 will generate the highest number of new peak hour trips. For the
purposes of the TIS, the land use scenario with the highest trip generation (Alternate 2) was
therefore analyzed further to evaluate the worst case scenario.
3.5.2.3 Trip Distribution and Assignment
Trip distribution describes where traffic originates or where traffic is destined. Traffic generated
by the proposed project was distributed based on existing travel patterns, the site design, and the
locations of the proposed driveways. Due to the anticipated internal roadway connections at the
site, it’s expected that the majority of the traffic will use the primary site driveway across from
Forest Hill Avenue. This assumption also provides for a worst case evaluation of the primary site
driveway intersection. In general, 90% of the site generated traffic will access the site via Main
Street across from Forest Hill Avenue at the primary site access and 10% will use the secondary
site driveway located approximately 550 feet west. Based on a review of the current travel
patterns in the study area and an estimate of the travel patterns for the proposed uses at the site, it
is assumed that 15% of the site generated traffic will travel to/from the east, 15% will travel
to/from the west, and the remaining 65% will travel to/from the north and south using the NYS
Thruway. Pass-by trips were distributed to traffic travelling past the site on Main Street based on
the existing travel patterns. All of the development scenarios are expected to use the same
distribution pattern. The detailed trip distribution pattern for the proposed site is shown on
Figure 3.2 of the TIS in Appendix D.
Trip assignment combines the results of the trip generation and trip distribution and determines
the specific paths and roadways that will be used between various origin/destination pairs. Passby trips were assigned to traffic travelling past the site on Main Street. Figure 3.3 of the TIS
illustrates the trip assignments for the PM peak hour for the worst case development scenario.
3.5.2.4 2019 Build Traffic Volumes
The results of the site generated traffic assignment were added to the 2019 No-Build traffic
volumes to develop the 2019 Build traffic volumes. The 2019 Build traffic volumes are shown
on Figure 3.4 of the TIS in Appendix D.
3.5.2.5 Sight Distance Analysis
A sight distance evaluation was completed at the proposed site access intersections with Main
Street. Available intersection sight distance was measured from the perspective of a passenger
vehicle exiting the site. In addition, the sight distance for vehicles traveling along Main Street
looking straight ahead to turn left into the site was measured. The available intersection sight
distance on a side street should provide drivers a sufficient view of the intersecting highway to
allow vehicles to enter or exit the intersection without excessively slowing vehicles traveling at
or near the operating speed on the intersecting mainline.
Stopping sight distance was also measured on Main Street at the proposed site access locations.
Stopping sight distance is the length of the roadway ahead that is visible to the driver. The
available stopping sight distance on a roadway should be of sufficient length to enable a vehicle
traveling at or near the operating speed to stop before reaching a stationary object in its path.
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The posted speed limit on Main Street near the site is 35-mph and the recorded 85th percentile
travel speed is 42-mph. The sight distances measured in the field were compared to the
guidelines presented in American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) for a 40-mph operating speed on Main Street. The results of the sight distance
evaluation are summarized in Table 3.5.3.
Table 3.5.3 Sight Distance Summary (feet)
Stopping Sight
Distance2

Intersection Sight Distance1
Intersection

Right-turn
from Site Dwy
looking left

Available
Recommended

900
385

Available
Recommended

340
385

Left-turn from
Site Driveway1
looking left looking right

Left-turn from
Main Street
looking straight

Primary Site Driveway/Main St/Forest Hill Ave
900
705
900
445
445
325
Secondary Site Driveway/Main St
340
660
540
445
445
325

EB

WB

900
305

705
305

535
305

540
305

1. Intersection sight distance is measured at 14.5 feet back from the travel way at an eye height and object
height of 3.5 feet.
2. Stopping sight distance is measured at an eye height of 3.5 feet for a 2-foot object located in the path of
vehicles travelling on the mainline.



Primary Site Driveway/Main Street/Forest Hill Avenue – The sight distance analysis shows
that the available sight distances along the site frontage on Main Street meet the AASHTO
guidelines for a 40-mph operating speed at the Primary Site Driveway/Forest Hill Avenue
intersection.



Secondary Site Driveway/Main Street – The sight distances available at the secondary site
driveway intersection with Main Street meet the AASHTO guidelines for a 40-mph operating
speed with the exception of the sight distance looking left to make a left or right-turn out of
the site. The sight distance is limited by an embankment of the south side of Main Street. A
review of the criteria in the New York State Supplement to the National Manual of Uniform
Traffic Control Devices (NMUTCD) indicates that while the sight distance looking left is
less than desirable, it is not critically limited and therefore does not require mitigation such as
the installation of an intersection warning sign. However, in order to maximize the sight lines
and meet the AASHTO recommended sight distance, it is recommended that the site
driveway be relocated approximately 100-feet east along the project frontage.

3.5.2.6 Capacity/Level of Service Analysis
Intersection Level of Service (LOS) and capacity analysis relate traffic volumes to the physical
characteristics of an intersection. Intersection evaluations were made using Synchro (Version 8)
software which automates the procedures contained in the 2010 Highway Capacity Manual.
Levels of service range from A to F with level of service A conditions considered excellent with
little delay while level of service F generally represents conditions with long delays. Further
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detailed information about levels of service criteria is included in Appendix C of the TIS. Table
3.5.4 summarizes the results of the Level of Service calculations. The detailed level of service
evaluations are included in Appendix C of the TIS (Appendix D).

Control

Table 3.5.4 PM Peak Hour Level of Service Summary
Intersection
Main St/NY Rt 23 EB Ramps
NY Rt 23 EB Ramp EB
Main St SB
Main St/NY Rt 23 WB Ramps
NY Rt 23 WB Ramp WB
Main St NB

2016
Existing

2019
No-Build

2019
Build

2019
Build
w/ Imp

D (28.1)
A (9.9)
A (8.6)

D (28.7)
A (9.9)
A (8.7)

D (34.3)
A (9.9)
A (8.8)

--

C (19.3)
B (11.9)
A (8.5)

C (19.5)
B (11.9)
A (8.5)

C (20.2)
B (12.5)
A (8.6)

--

B (13.5)
B (13.8)
C (28.0)
B (11.5)
B (14.1)
B (10.2)
B (11.7)
C (20.6)

B (13.5)
B (13.8)
C (28.5)
B (11.5)
B (14.1)
B (10.2)
B (11.7)
C (20.8)

B (14.6)
B (15.0)
C (33.4)
B (12.5)
B (16.1)
B (10.3)
B (11.5)
C (21.0)

B (11.2)
--B (11.5)
A (9.6)
-A (7.4)
-A (8.1)

B (11.2)
--B (11.5)
A (9.6)
-A (7.4)
-A (8.2)

D (34.8)
--E (46.2)
A (9.5)
-A (8.2)
-A (8.1)

-E (41.1)
B (10.2)
--D (31.7)
-A (8.2)
A (8.1)

A (9.8)
A (7.5)

A (9.8)
A (7.5)

B (10.3)
A (7.6)

--

C (30.2)
B (12.0)
C (30.8)
B (13.0)
B (10.6)
B (15.1)
B (15.3)
B (13.6)

C (30.2)
B (12.0)
C (30.8)
B (13.0)
B (10.6)
B (15.1)
B (15.3)
B (13.6)

C (31.5)
B (11.9)
C (32.3)
B (14.1)
B (11.5)
B (15.8)
B (16.6)
B (14.9)

--

--

A (7.6)
B (10.6)

TW
LT
R
L
LT
R
L

Main St/Thruway Exit 21/Oak St

TW

S
Oak St EB

Thruway Exit 21 WB
County Route 23B NB
County Route 23B SB

LT
R
LT
L
T
L
TR

Overall
Access Rd (Primary Site Dwy)/Main St/Forest Hills Ave
Access Rd (Primary Dwy) EB LTR
[LT]
[R]
Forest Hills Ave WB LT
R
[LTR]
Main St NB LTR
[L]
Main St SB LTR
Main St/Cauterskill Rd
Cauterskill Rd NB LR
Main St WB LT
NY Rt 23/Cauterskill Rd
NY Rt 23 EB L
T,TR
NY Rt 23 WB L
T,T
R
Cauterskill Rd NB LTR
Cauterskill Rd SB LTR
Overall
Main St/Secondary Site Dwy
Main St NB LT
Secondary Dwy EB LR

TW

TW

S

--

--

TW

S, TW = Traffic Signal or Two-Way Stop controlled intersection
EB, WB, NB, SB = Eastbound, Westbound, Northbound, or Southbound intersection approaches
L, T, R = Left-turn, Through, and/or Right-turn intersection movements
X (Y.Y) = Level of service (Average Delay in seconds per vehicle)
-- = Not Applicable
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The following observations are noted regarded the level of service and capacity evaluations:


Main St/NY Route 23B Eastbound Ramps – The eastbound off-ramp approach to Main
Street operates at LOS D/A during the PM peak hour and the southbound Main Street leftturn movement operates at LOS A. These levels of service will be maintained through NoBuild and Build conditions.



Main St/NY Route 23B Westbound Ramps – The westbound off-ramp approach to Main
Street operates at LOS C/B during the PM peak hour and the northbound Main Street leftturn movement operates at LOS A. These levels of service will be maintained through NoBuild and Build conditions.



Main Street/Thruway Exit 21/Oak Street – The analysis shows that the intersection currently
operates at overall LOS C conditions with all movements operating at LOS C or better.
These levels of service will be maintained through No-Build and Build conditions.



Access Road (Primary Site Driveway)/Main Street/Forest Hills Avenue – The Forest Hills
Avenue and Access Road approaches to the intersection currently operate at LOS A/B
conditions while the northbound and southbound left-turn movements on Main Street operate
at LOS A. These levels of service will be maintained through 2019 No-Build conditions.
With construction of the project, the Access Road will be modified to become the Primary
Site Driveway. The Primary Site Driveway and Forest Hills Avenue approaches will operate
at LOS D/E conditions. It is estimated that approximately 90% of the site traffic will
enter/exit the site via the Primary Site Driveway.
As part of construction of the project it is recommended that improvements to the
intersection be constructed to provide a more standard alignment of the Primary Site
Driveway approach to Main Street. Review of the AASHTO guidelines for construction of
left-turn lanes shows that the future traffic volumes meet the criteria for construction of a
northbound left-turn lane on Main Street entering the site. Based on the number of vehicles
exiting the site and turning right onto Main Street, it is also recommended that a right-turn
lane be constructed on the Primary Site Driveway approach to the intersection. In addition,
the Forest Hills Avenue approach to the intersection should be modified to provide a typical
single lane approach rather than the existing shared left-turn/through lane and channelized
right-turn lane. A preliminary review of available mapping indicates that adequate right-ofway exists to complete the recommended intersection modifications. The right-of-way will
need to be confirmed as the project and design progresses.With these changes to the
intersection, the Primary Site Driveway approach to the intersection will operate at LOS E/B
with approximately 41 seconds of average delay for the shared left-turn/through movement
and 10 seconds of average delay for the right-turn movement. The shared Forest Hills
Avenue approach will operate at LOS D with approximately 32 seconds of average delay.
The proposed intersection modifications are conceptually shown on Figure 4.1 of the TIS.



Main Street/Cauterskill Road – The stop controlled Cauterskill Road approach to the
intersection currently operates at LOS A and the Main Street westbound left-turn movement
operates at LOS A. These levels of service are maintained through the 2019 No-Build
conditions. With construction of the project the Cauterskill Road will operate at LOS B with
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a 0.5 second increased in average delay and the Main Street left-turn movement will continue
to operate at LOS A.


Cauterskill Road/NY Route 23 – The analysis shows that the intersection currently operates
at overall LOS B conditions with all movements operating at LOS C or better. These levels
of service will be maintained through No-Build and Build conditions.



Main Street/Secondary Site Driveway – The Secondary Site Driveway will operate at LOS B
with single lanes entering and exiting the site and unsignalized intersection control. It is
estimated that approximately 10% of the site traffic will enter and exit via this driveway.

3.5.2.7 Multi-Modal
The project site is located within a relatively rural area with limited pedestrian, bicycle, and
transit accommodations. As the project continues through the review and development process,
the Applicant should coordinate with the local transit agency to determine the potential for
providing transit service to the site. In addition, pedestrians should be accommodated within the
site through construction of sidewalks or multi-use paths.
3.5.2.8 Sensitivity Evaluation
The detailed traffic capacity evaluation was completed for the worst case trip generation
scenario. However, the preferred development scenario is Alternate 1 which includes the
construction of a waterpark/resort hotel, conference center, indoor recreation center, outdoor
adventure center, and hotel. Trips associated with Alternate 1 were assigned to the study area
consistent with Alternate 2 and added to the 2019 No-Build traffic volumes to develop the 2019
Build Alternate 1 traffic volumes. Review of Table 3.5.4 shows that level of service impacts are
only expected at the Primary Site Driveway intersection with Main Street; therefore, the Main
Street/Primary Site Driveway intersection was evaluated with construction of the preferred
development scenario as summarized in Table 3.5.5. Review of the AASHTO left-turn lane
guidance shows that future traffic volumes with construction of Alternate 1 satisfy the guidelines
for construction of a left-turn lane on Main Street. Therefore, the Build Alternate 1 level of
service evaluations include the improvements identified in Table 3.5.4.

Control

Table 3.5.5 2019 PM Peak Hour Level of Service Summary
Intersection
Access Rd (Primary Site Dwy)/Main St/Forest Hills Ave
Access Rd (Primary Dwy) EB [LT]
[R]
Forest Hills Ave WB [LTR]
Main St NB [L]
Main St SB LTR

Build with Improvements
Alternate 2

Alternate 1

E (41.1)
B (10.2)
D (31.7)
A (8.2)
A (8.1)

C (19.2)
B (10.4)
C (21.0)
A (7.8)
A (8.2)

TW

S, TW = Traffic Signal or Two-Way Stop controlled intersection
EB, WB, NB, SB = Eastbound, Westbound, Northbound, or Southbound intersection approaches
L, T, R = Left-turn, Through, and/or Right-turn intersection movements
X (Y.Y) = Level of service (Average Delay in seconds per vehicle)
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The level of service evaluation shows that with the intersection modification presented in the
worst case evaluation, the Primary Site Driveway/Main Street/Forest Hills Avenue intersection
will operate at LOS C or better on all approaches. No additional improvements are needed with
construction of Alternate 1, the preferred development scenario.
3.5.3

Mitigation Measures

Adequate transportation facilities are a critical element to the success of any growing community
and there is an inextricable link between transportation access and economic activity. The Traffic
Impact Study identified various intersection improvements to mitigate the potential impacts of
the CAT21 alternate development scenarios. The GICDA will undertake the following measures
to mitigate potential project impacts:
1. The sight distance analysis for the Secondary Site Driveway meets the AASHTO guidelines
for a 40-mph operating speed with the exception of drivers looking left to make a left or
right-hand turn out of the site driveway. A review of the criteria in the New York State
Supplement to the NMUTCD indicates that the sight distance looking left is less than
desirable, however it is not critically limited. As mitigation, the secondary site driveway will
be relocated approximately 100-feet east to provide available sight distances that meet
AASHTO guidelines for all movements.
2. Review of AASHTO guidelines shows that the future traffic volumes for Alternate 2 meet
the guidelines for construction of a northbound left-turn lane on Main Street. With
construction of a northbound left-turn lane, left and right-turn lanes exiting the site, and
modifying the Forest Hills Avenue approach to the intersection to provide a more typical
four-leg intersection, the intersection will operate with acceptable levels of service for any of
the alternate development plans.
3. The GCIDA will coordinate with the local transit agency to determine the potential for
providing transit service to the site. In addition, pedestrians will be accommodated within the
site through construction of sidewalks or multi-use paths.
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LAND USE AND ZONING

A critical consideration in the GCIDA’s efforts to attract new business is the relationship
between a community’s land use regulations and the available land base. While environmental
features such as wetland, floodplains, slopes and habitat are important factors in targeting areas
for development, advance planning to ensure the ability to meet local zoning codes and other
land use regulations is absolutely necessary. In the following sections the GCIDA addresses land
use and zoning issues associated with this project.
The GCIDA conducted a review of the Village and Town of Catskill Joint Comprehensive Plan
and current Zoning Regulations to determine how they related to the proposed alternate
development concepts. General goals in the Comprehensive Plan include providing a greater
range of job opportunities, and promoting residential, commercial and industrial growth that
respect rural beauty, historic character ant the natural environment. Several specific
recommendations in the Comprehensive Plan are associated with updating the Town’s zoning
code, attracting new development with shovel-ready sites, providing more recreational
opportunities and promoting workforce housing:


Focus commercial development and denser housing opportunities in the hamlets and
designated commercial nodes.



Revise zoning and land use regulations and procedures to create an efficient development
process that achieves the community’s goals.



Designate certain industrial sites, especially within the new Empire Zone, as “shovel-ready.”



Set site plan review and architectural design standards for industrial areas.



Improve parks and facilities in both the Town and Village to provide active and passive
recreation for all of Catskill’s residents.



Develop and implement policies that promote local workforce housing.

3.6.1

Existing Conditions

The Town of Catskill Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 160 of the Code of the Town of Catskill, was
adopted in 1988, amended in its entirety in 1995 and last revised in 2007. The purpose of the
Town’s Zoning regulations are to:
“promote the health, safety, morals and general welfare of the community. In accordance
with the Town’s Comprehensive Master Plan, this chapter is designed to secure safety from
fire, flood, panic and other dangers; to promote health and general welfare, to provide
adequate light and air; to prevent crowding the land and undue concentration of population;
to facilitate transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks and other public services; to
assure privacy for residents and freedom from nuisance and things harmful to the senses.”
The Town of Catskill is divided into 7 base zoning districts: Rural Residential/Agriculture,
Moderate Density Residential, High Density Residential, General Commercial, Highway
Commercial, Industrial, and Conservation, and a Waterfront Overlay District.
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The CAT21 project site is split between two zoning districts. The first 500 feet abutting County
Route 23B is in the Highway Commercial (HC) District and the remainder of the site is in the
Rural Residential/Agriculture (RA) District. Article IV - District Regulations, includes the
following descriptions and lists of permitted and special uses for the HC and RA districts. Land
uses related to those proposed in the CAT21 concept plans are highlighted in bold text:


Highway Commercial District:
The intent of the HC District is to encourage highway oriented commercial uses along
heavily traveled principal routes in the Town. Permitted uses include one-family dwellings,
agriculture, religious institutions, schools, day nurseries or camps, public facilities, cultural
facilities, funeral homes, general and professional offices, self-service laundries,
restaurants, bars or nightclubs, dance halls or skating rinks, bowling alleys, theater or
concert halls, newspaper offices and printing shops, automobile storage or repair shops, car
washing stations, equipment rental or sales yards, wholesale businesses or services, laundry
or dry-cleaning plants, accessory uses and district-related retail uses.
Special uses include two-family and multiple-family dwellings, mobile home parks and
mobile homes, institutional or philanthropic uses, service stations, veterinarian offices or
kennels, public utilities, membership clubs or recreational uses, hotels, motels, and boarding
houses.



Rural Residential/Agriculture District:
The RA District is located in more rural areas of the Town with existing large lot low-density
development. Although residential and agricultural uses are preferred, open-space types of
commercial uses are permitted if properly located and designed. Permitted uses include onefamily dwellings, agriculture, mobile homes, religious institutions, schools, day nurseries or
camps, cultural facilities, cemeteries, stables and riding academies, home occupations, golf
courses and country clubs, veterinarian offices and accessory uses.
Special uses include two-family and multiple-family dwellings, boarding houses, mobile
home parks, resorts, hospitals, nursing or convalescent homes, crematories, motels,
restaurants, boat docking facilities, bars or nightclubs, marinas, dance halls or skating rinks,
boat ramps, theater or concert halls, recreational commercial water-dependent uses,
manufacture, fabrication, extraction and mining uses, recreational water-dependent uses,
drive-in movie theaters, campgrounds/recreation vehicle parks, research laboratories,
general or professional offices, public utilities, membership clubs and recreational uses,
district-related retail uses and shopping centers.

The vast majority of the uses included in the alternative concept plans are listed as permitted or
special permit uses in the RA and HC zoning districts in the Zoning Law. However, some of the
definitions are outdated and do not reflect current standards. In addition, although manufacturing
and fabrication are included as special uses in the RA district, they are not defined, and
warehousing/distribution is not listed.
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Article II includes the following definitions related to uses proposed for the CAT21 site.
HOTEL: A building or any part thereof which contains living and sleeping accommodations
for transient occupancy, has a common exterior entrance or entrances and which may
contain one or more dining rooms.
MOTEL: A building or group of buildings having no more than 20 individual sleeping units
for hire which are designed primarily for transient automobile travelers. The term “motel”
includes but is not limited to a hotel, motor hotel, motor court, motor inn, motor lodge and
tourist court.
RESORT: A building or group of buildings having individual sleeping units for hire that
includes a restaurant on the premises, offers the inclusion of the cost of meals in the room
rates and has outdoor recreation facilities and entertainment. The lot shall be of sufficient
size as to provide at least 0.5 acre per individual sleeping unit.
DISTRICT RELATED RETAIL USE: A store, shop or similar business establishment similar
to or related to the permitted or special uses allowed in a specific zoning district.
SERVICE STATION: Any area of land, including structures thereon, that is used or designed
to be used for the supply of gasoline or oil or other fuel for the propulsion of motor vehicles
and which may include facilities used for designed to be used for polishing, greasing,
washing, spraying, dry cleaning or otherwise servicing such motor vehicles. A service station
is not a sales, major repair or rental agency for autos, trucks or trailers.
SHOPPING CENTER: A group of retail business and service uses on a single site with
common parking facilities; or a single retail business with a floor space of 50,000 square feet
or more. All such facilities shall have direct access to a county, state or federal highway.
Article II – Supplemental Regulations §160-17 includes the following standards for issuance of
special use permits:
1. Adequate access for fire and police protection.
2. The location, size and character of the special use must be in harmony with the orderly
development of the zoning district and must not be detrimental to the orderly
development of adjacent properties.
3. Safe, convenient and adequate vehicular and pedestrian access to and from the use
through adequate, but not excessive, points in ingress and egress having sufficient width,
proper grading and alignment and clear visibility, and which are not located too near
street corners or places of public assembly.
4. Adequate off-street parking and loading areas which are properly located on the lot so as
to provide safe and convenient circulation.
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5. Locations and heights of buildings and structures shall be such that the special use will
not hinder or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and
buildings.
6. Landscaping and screening of parking, loading and service areas so that such areas are
screened all seasons of the year from the view of adjacent lots and streets.
3.6.2

Potential Impacts

In order for the CAT 21 project to proceed, the Town Zoning Law would require several
amendments. At a minimum, the definition of resort could be updated to specifically include
water parks and remove the acreage requirement, and warehouse/distribution centers and service
stations/truck stops could be added as special permit uses in the RA district.
In addition or as an alternative, the Town could amend the Zoning Law to include provisions for
creation of Planned Development Districts (PDDs). This new zoning classification would give
the Town flexibility in accommodating and encouraging innovative projects that include a
mixture of uses and don’t fit into the rigid categories in the current zoning law. The CAT21
project could then reviewed as a mixed use Planned Development District.
3.6.3

Mitigation Measures

Based on the GCIDA’s assessment of the current zoning code and potential amendments as
stated in the previous section, no mitigation measures are required.
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3.7.1

Existing Conditions

CAT21 Project

3.7.1.1 Water
The Village of Catskill owns, operates and maintains a water system that serves the Village and
the hamlets of Leeds and Jefferson Heights. The water source is the Potic Reservoir located in
the Town of Coxsackie on the Schoharie Turnpike. Total capacity of the reservoir, including
three-foot spillway boards, is approximately 249 million gallons with an estimated fourteen
square mile watershed area.
The Catskill water system includes the reservoir, a water treatment plant, a 16” transmission
main along County Route 23B and a distribution system with approximately 2,200 connections
serving an estimated 8,500 people. According to the Map, Plan and Report for the Leeds and
Jefferson Height Sewer District, the average residential water customer uses approximately 160
gallons of water per day.
The total water generated at the water plant in 2015 was 290,562,500 gallons. The treatment
plant contains three Microfloc Trident 420 package filters, each capable of filtering 700 gallons
per minute (gpm). Raw water is pumped into the plant by the raw water pumps through a
chemical feed room where caustic soda (for Ph adjustment), PC-2300 (a coagulant) and polymer
(a coagulation aid) are injected. Water then flows through the upflow clarifiers of the Trident
units before passing through the dual-media filters and into the clearwell below the plant. As
water exits each filter, chlorine is injected for disinfection. Zinc Orthophoshate is added to the
effluent line for corrosion control. Each filter is equipped with an effluent turbidimeter, which
allows for monitoring the performance of each individual filter. The filters’ backwash is based
on pressure loss through the filter. The clarifiers flush automatically based on time in use.
Backwash water is returned to the beginning of the system for refiltering and use.
The CAT21 project will tie into the transmission main that runs along County Route 23B
immediately north of the site. The Town of Catskill negotiated an Intermunicipal Agreement
with the Village in 2014 for the supply of up to 330,000 gallons per day of potable water and
recently formed the Leeds and Jefferson Heights Water District. According to recent Village of
water billing records, the Town currently uses approximately 102,000 gallons of water per day.
3.7.1.2 Sewer
The hamlets of Leeds and Jefferson Heights in the Town of Catskill are characterized by dense
development on small lots that are currently served by on-site septic systems with a history of
failure. Both hamlets also feature commercial and retail land uses along Route 23B with
residential housing located in compact neighborhoods just off the main street. In order to serve
the wastewater needs of the hamlets, protect natural resources and promote sustainable economic
development, the Town of Catskill recently created the Leeds and Jefferson Heights Sewer
District and entered into an Intermunicipal Agreement with the Village of Catskill to treat up to
330,000 gallons of wastewater per day discharged from the Town. The Town is currently
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constructing a wastewater collection system to serve the Route 23B corridor and associated side
roads in the two hamlets. The new collection system will include approximately 9 miles of sewer
lines and 5 pump stations, and will connect to the existing Village collection system and
ultimately discharge to the Village wastewater treatment plant. The anticipated completion date
of the system is the fall of 2017. The wastewater on the CAT21 site will be collected by gravity
sewers and forcemains as necessary and will flow to Pump Station #4 located near the northern
site boundary.
The Village of Catskill owns and operates a wastewater collection and treatment system serving
residential and commercial properties within the Village. The collection system consists of
approximately 95,000 linear feet of separated and combined sewer lines, 5 permitted active
combined sewer overflows (CSO), an main interceptor line of 7,860 feet, 8 wastewater pump
stations and wastewater treatment plant. The sewer system is currently under a NYSDEC consent
order that requires the Village to implement capital improvements to separate the sanitary and
storm sewers. Over the past several decades, the Village has been actively replacing the existing
combined sewer collection components of the system. As part of the Intermunicipal Agreement,
the Town agrees to provide financial assistance to the Village to implement the mandated
infrastructure improvements.
The Village of Catskill wastewater treatment facility was constructed in 1971 and provides
primary and secondary treatment. The plant includes influent screening via a manual bar rack,
grit settling chambers, primary clarifiers, trickling filters, and a final settling/chlorine contact
tank. The treatment facility has a State Pollution Discharge Elimination System (SPDES)
permitted maximum average monthly flow rate of 1.55 million gallons per day (MGD). Above
this permit limit, the treatment facility has a hydraulic design capacity of 3.2 MGD. The treated
effluent from the WWTP is discharged to the Hudson River under NYSDEC SPDES Permit
Number NY-0020389.
The facility is operated by Village staff including a licensed Superintendent, a Deputy Superintendent and two to three technicians and laborers. The facility is staffed approximately 8 hours
per weekday by a NYSDEC licensed wastewater treatment facility operator and staff, and on
weekends, the facility is staffed four hours per day. Operators are on call 24-hours a day for
emergencies.
The Town of Catskill owns and maintains approximately 3,200 linear feet of concrete sewer
main along Route 23B immediately west of the Village. The sewer main was constructed around
1974 to serve the former County Hospital, which is now the Greene County Medical Arts
facility, and a 2013 inspection determined it is in excellent condition. The sewer main connects
to the Village wastewater collection system upstream of the Allen Street Wastewater Pump
Station which is owned and operated by the Village.
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3.7.1.3 Schools
Educational services in the Town of Catskill are provided by the Catskill Central School District.
The mission of the Catskill Central School District is to provide all children with the opportunity
to fully develop their academic and creative potential, and to assist them in becoming mature,
humane, responsible and productive members of society.
The Catskill Central School District encompasses approximately 70 square miles in the Towns of
Catskill, Athens and Cairo, and enrolls approximately 1,550 students in grades Pre K-12. The
district facilities include the Catskill Elementary School (820 students in Grades Pre K-5),
Catskill Middle School (333 students in Grades 6-8) and Catskill High School (454 students in
Grades 9 – 12). The elementary school is located on Embought Road on the southern Town/
Village border and the Middle School and High School share a campus on West Main Street in
the Village.
According to the New York State Education Department, enrollment in the Catskill Central
School District has decreased by approximately 12% in the decade between 2005 and 2015.
Grades K-12 enrollment has declined by 211 students since a peak of 1,758 students in the 200405 academic year. Table 3.7.1 gives a breakdown of enrollment by grade in this decade.
Table 3.7.1 Catskill Central School District Enrollment 2004-2015
Grade
Pre-K
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Ungraded
Total
K-12

20042005
0
115
121
113
135
118
137
134
162
132
186
134
118
116
37

20052006
0
135
120
125
121
144
124
150
147
160
144
143
116
111
1

20062007
0
132
128
123
142
127
144
131
150
150
174
129
126
116
34

20072008
0
123
138
134
120
133
132
147
145
135
184
150
109
129
2

20082009
45
116
126
132
133
121
137
136
148
138
176
136
96
120
0

20092010
198
119
120
121
124
132
121
139
134
147
133
163
142
124
6

20102011
73
140
111
110
111
127
126
116
130
131
149
137
137
131
16

20112012
66
126
123
122
116
110
117
120
109
123
147
133
122
130
4

20122013
49
125
125
130
123
112
110
110
117
109
115
130
115
130
4

2013- 20142014 2015
62
60
117
127
129
117
131
124
129
129
129
130
111
125
111
112
112
114
111
107
120
112
108
118
118
102
120
122
7
8

1758

1741

1806

1781

1715

1725

1672

1602

1555

1553

1547

3.7.1.4 Recreation
There are no designated recreational areas within the proposed project site, however the GCIDA,
in cooperation with the Town of Catskill, proposes to create walking trails overlooking the
Catskill Creek on the adjacent town-owned parcel 138.-10-14 on the south side of NYS Route
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23. This parcel was donated to the Town in 1964 for the purpose of creating a recreation
resource. Since that time, the parcel has sat unused although in the 1990’s there was an attempt
to return the land to the family that had made the original donation. The use of the parcel has
been hampered by the lack of an access point from NYS Route 23 or any other roads.
The Town owns the Ricky Cramer Memorial Field, a 9.6 acre parcel in the hamlet of Jefferson
Heights that includes a baseball field with concession stand, sports lighting, informal parking,
picnic tables and bleachers. The field is used by the Catskill Little League, Catskill High School
and American Legion Post 110 baseball teams. The Town of Catskill cemetery, located
immediately to the north of the field, is used for passive recreational activities such as walking,
jogging and bird watching.
There are also several private recreational facilities in the Town including the Catskill Golf
Resort, a membership golf club which is also open to the public, the Catskill Soccer Club on
Embought Road and several resorts, riding stables and camping facilities in the western and
southern sections of the Town.
The Village of Catskill owns several recreational facilities including Dutchman’s Landing Park
on the Hudson River with a boat docking area, playground, gazebo and picnic facilities and
Elliot Park on Broome Street which hosts several baseball and softball fields and a playground.
The Catskill Central School District campuses in the Village include a variety of sports fields
and recreational facilities. The Middle and High School campus on West Main Street includes a
basketball court, tennis courts, baseball and soccer fields and a track and field facility. The High
School Fitness Center is open for public use. The Elementary School campus on Embought Road
includes several playgrounds, soccer and softball fields.
The Town and Village of Catskill are also in close proximity to the Rogers Island Wildlife
Management Area, an important regional wildlife management and wildlife-dependent recreation
area. This 280 acre Hudson River island was acquired by NYSDEC in 1950 to provide a refuge
for migrating waterfowl. It can only be accessed by boat and contains one the largest tidal
swamp forests in the Hudson Estuary and examples of freshwater tidal marsh and intertidal
mudflat communities. It is open to the public for wildlife viewing, and for fishing, hunting and
trapping subject to regulations and permits.
3.7.1.5 Police, Fire, Emergency, and Health Care Services
Law enforcement in the Town of Catskill is met by two law enforcement agencies: the Greene
County Sheriff’s Department and the New York State Police. The Greene County Sheriff’s
Department has its main headquarters at 80 Bridge Street in the Village of Catskill. Greene
County Road Patrols are radio dispatched to respond to 911 calls, accidents, answer complaints,
assist motorists or travelers in need, and work on a multitude of traffic safety issues. The
Criminal Investigations Unit is responsible for a variety of felony and misdemeanor investigations and the Civil Office serves legal papers, evictions, and a number of other civil
transactions. The Sheriff’s department also patrols the Hudson River utilizing three marine
vessels, operates the County Jail and provides security in the County Office Building in Catskill
and the Mental Health Building in Cairo.
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The New York State Police Troop F Zone 3 Catskill Station is located at 78 R McLaren Road
Extension in South Cairo approximately 4 miles west of the CAT21 site.
Fire protection services in the Town of Catskill are provided by four volunteer fire companies:
Leeds Hose Company #1, Kiskatom Volunteer Fire Department, Palenville Fire Department and
Village of Catskill Fire Department. Although all four fire companies act as independent units,
they participate in the Greene County Mutual Aid program, providing support to others when
additional manpower or equipment is needed. Fire protection at the CAT21 site will primarily be
provided by the Leeds Hose Company #1 which was established in 1922 as the Leeds Chemical
Fire Company. The fire house is located in the hamlet approximately 0.4 miles west of the
CAT21 site and its protection district covers the northern area of the Town of Catskill and part of
the Town of Athens. The Leeds Hose Company current equipment includes:





Engine/Tanker: ETA 17-1, Saulsbury, 1500 GPM, 1000 Tank, 1992
Engine/Tanker: ETA 17-3, Quality, 1250 GPM, 1000 Tank, 1988
Rescue: M 17-5, 4500 PSI, 2007
Tanker: TA 17-4, Fouts Brothers, 750 GPM, 3000 Tank, 2002

The Town of Catskill Ambulance Service provides emergency medical services to the Town and
Village of Catskill and the Town of Athens. In the spring of 2016, the agency received approval
from New York State to upgrades services to the Advanced Life Support paramedic level. The
Town also participates in the Greene County EMS, a paid paramedic service run by a non-profit
corporation that works at the county scale. Each community contributes to the budget for this
organization and is provided access to a paramedic staffed fly car that supplements local rescue
squads as needed for the more critical patients. The Greene County EMS Medic 3 Station is
located at 151 Main Street in the hamlet of Leeds.
With respect to ambulatory emergency care, Catskill Urgent Care is a professional walk-in
medical facility providing unscheduled treatment for medical problems requiring urgent
attention. Service is provided from 9AM to 9PM every day of the year at the facility located at
10 Grandview Avenue in the Village of Catskill.
Columbia Memorial Hospital in Hudson, New York is the closest hospital serving the CAT21
project site. Columbia Memorial serves more than 100,000 residents in Columbia, Greene and
northern Dutchess counties. The 192-bed acute care facility focuses on advanced surgery,
primary care and health-based education. The hospital has invested more than $20 million in new
facilities and equipment including surgical instrumentation, patient information systems and
medical imaging technologies. The Kellner Wing houses state-of-the-art emergency and surgical
departments with an advanced computer system that reduces patient waiting time and assists
doctors and nurses in tracking patient care.
3.7.1.6 Telecommunications, Electricity and Natural Gas
Verizon, New York Inc. provides local, long distance, Internet and fiber service to the project
site. Additionally, Mid-Hudson Cablevision, Inc. provides cable and fiber based internet services
in the project vicinity. Central Hudson Electric & Gas Corporation provides electric service to
the project area through distribution feeder lines along County Route 23B, but there is currently
no natural gas service in the vicinity.
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Potential Impacts

3.7.2.1 Water
The CAT1 project site is located directly on the main water line from the Village of Catskill
water treatment plant. It is adequately served by municipal water provided by via an intermunicipal agreement with the Village of Catskill which allocates up to 330,000 GPD to the
Town. Recent Village water billing records indicate that Town users currently use approximately
102,000 GPD leaving an excess capacity of 228,000 GPD. Table 3.7.2 shows the estimated
water and sewer demand for the alternate development plans using NYS Design Standards for
Intermediate Sized Wastewater Treatment System typical design flows for each of the planned
uses. The estimated demand ranges from a low of approximately 80,000 GPD for Alternate 4 to a
high of approximately 160,000 GPD for Alternate 1. The existing water system therefore has
more than enough capacity to serve any of the CAT21 proposed alternate development plans.
Table 3.7.2 CAT21 Estimated Water and Sewer Demand
ALTERNATE 1
Water Park/Hotel Resort (400 rooms)
Conference Center (20,000 SF)
Hotel (125 rooms)
Cabins (25 2-3 BR)
Indoor Activity Center (27,500 SF)
Outdoor Adventure Center (9 acres)

GPD
120,000
6,000
13,750
6,875
4,450
3,200

TOTAL

154,275

ALTERNATE 2
Indoor Recreation (130,000 SF)
Outdoor Adventure Center (4 acres)
Hotel (125 rooms)
Restaurant (15,000 SF)
Apartments (96 2BR)
Townhouses (60 2BR)
Convenience Store/Gas Station
TOTAL

GPD
13,000
3,200
13,750
21,000
21,120
13,200
800
85,270
GPD

ALTERNATE 3

GPD

ALTERNATE 4

National Brand Retail (82,500 SF)
Retail Plaza (13,000 SF)
Truck Stop
Hotel (125 rooms)
Restaurant (15,000 SF)
Apartments (96 2BR)
Townhouses (60 2BR)
TOTAL

8,250
1,300
10,000
13,750
21,000
21,120
13,200
88,620

Warehouse/Distribution (200,000 SF)
Professional Offices (160,000 SF)
Hotel (125 rooms)
Restaurant (15,000 SF)
Apartments (96 2BR)
Townhouses (60 2BR)
Convenience Store/Gas Station
TOTAL

600
159,600
13,750
21,000
21,120
13,200
800
78,450

3.7.2.2 Sewer
The site will be served by the new Town of Catskill Leeds and Jefferson Heights Sewer District.
The Town has 330,000 GPD of sewer capacity allocated in the intermunicipal agreement with
the Village. The force main serving the site was designed with capacity to handle approximately
720,000 GPD and is more than adequate to handle the flow from the CAT21 project. Town of
Catskill Pump Station #4 was designed to accommodate existing as well as future sewer
demands foreseeable during the design process. Given the range of potential end users of the
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site, it is possible that the pumps in this pump station may accommodate the sewer demands
from the CAT21 site. However, it is also possible that an increase in pump size may be
necessary to accommodate a very large sewer demand. Therefore, at the time that end users are
known and sewer demands are confirmed, the capacity of the pumps in Pump Station #4 will be
evaluated and upgrades identified if necessary.
3.7.2.3 Schools
The impact to schools from large scale development projects is entirely related to the ratio
between the expected generation of tax revenue to the school district versus the number of
students generated by the project. Alternate 1 does not include a residential component and
therefore has no anticipated impacts on the school population. Alternates 2, 3 and 4 include 60
townhouses and 96 apartments, however the specific makeup of the housing component will be
determined at a later date. The GCIDA is aware that there is a growing need for both workforce
and senior housing in the community and therefore has assumed that a portion of the housing
stock would be targeted exclusively at seniors. The GCIDA assumed that 25% of the units will
be targeted at senior citizens and would not impact the school resources. The anticipated school
age population in the remaining family oriented units (45 townhouses and 72 apartments) was
calculated using Rutgers University Residential Demographic Multipliers, and is estimated to be
approximately 45 students. Table 3.7.3 shows the total estimated school age children, and Table
3.7.4 is broken down by grade level ranges.
Table 3.7.3 CAT21 Family Housing Units Total School Age Children
CAT21 Housing
Units Alts 2-4
Townhouses 2 BR
Apartments 2 BR
TOTAL

No. of
Units

Persons/
HU

Total
Persons

School Age
Children / HU

Total School
Age Children

45
72
117

2.16
2.51
4.67

97
181

0.22
0.49
0.71

10
35
45

278

Table 3.7.4 CAT21 Family Housing Units School Age Children by Grade
CAT21 Housing
Units Alts 2-4
Townhouses 2 BR
Apartments 2 BR
TOTAL

K-2 /
HU

Total
K-2

3-6 /
HU

Total
3-6

7-8 /
HU

Total
7-8

9-12 /
HU

Total
9-12

0.08
0.15
0.23

4
11

0.07
0.17
0.24

3
12

0.02
0.07
0.09

1
5

0.06
0.12
0.18

3
9

14

15

6

11

Source: Rutgers University, NY Residential Demographic Multipliers, Estimates of Occupants of New
Housing, 2006

The GCIDA has discussed the CAT21 projected enrollment increases with the Superintendent of
the Catskill Central School District. The Superintendent has indicated that the District can absorb
these minor enrollment increases without negatively impacting District resources.
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3.7.2.4 Recreation
The project will increase the recreational opportunities in the Town of Catskill. New recreational
opportunities would be provided under Alternates 1 and 2 and the GCIDA is also proposing to
integrate a passive recreation trail and fishing access in the project. Hiking and fishing resources
would be provided both on the GCIDA owned parcels as well as the adjacent Town of Catskill
parcel located south of NYS Route 23. Although the Town owned parcel’s use is currently
limited by the lack of safe access from public roads, the GCIDA has identified an access point
that would start on the GCIDA’s parcel and extend into the Town’s parcel via a foot path under
the NYS Route 23 Bridge over the Catskill Creek.
3.7.2.5 Police, Fire, Emergency, and Health Care Services
The GCIDA proposes that none of the Alternate Concept Plans will create a significant increase
in the need for police or fire services at the site. Several issues need to be considered to identify
the impacts upon municipal fire districts and emergency services to adequately provide fire
repression controls, safety and emergency rescue. Sufficient water pressure must be available to
adequately run fire repression systems. All buildings on the site will be designed and constructed
of flame retardant materials with an internal wet sprinkler system to handle initial fire outbreaks.
An on-site dedicated tank and fire pump station must provide adequate flow and pressures for the
wet sprinkler system. Externally, there shall be strategically placed fire hydrants to ensure the
easy access for connection to pumper trucks and optimal proximity to buildings. The locations
will be determined by the owner/operator in conjunction with the serving fire districts.
Although the demands on fire and police services will be minimal, the presence of significant
new visitors under Alternate 1 may result in some increased demands for health care services at
local urgent care or hospital facilities.
3.7.2.6 Telecommunications, Electricity and Natural Gas
Verizon, New York Inc. provides local, long distance, Internet and fiber service to the project
site. Extension of existing services in the vicinity of the project is planned. As plans are
progressed from the conceptual stage, each specific end user will coordinate with Verizon to
secure services. Additionally, Mid-Hudson Cablevision, Inc. provides cable and fiber based
internet services in the project vicinity.
Central Hudson Electric & Gas Corporation provides electric service to the site area through
distribution feeder lines along County Route 23B. The existing electrical infrastructure has
adequate capacity to serve the preferred site development plan. The GCIDA and Central Hudson
are currently working together to provide natural gas service to the site. In 2016 the GCIDA
entered into a cooperative agreement with Central Hudson for the purpose of upgrading the
existing 4” gas main to 6” to insure adequate capacity for the project. The gas main will be
extended from the end of the current service area in Jefferson Heights to the project site in 2017
or 2018. As specific development plans are prepared, Central Hudson will be consulted
regarding power requirements, facility demands and locations.
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Mitigation Measures

3.7.3.1 Water
There is an adequate allocation of water capacity in the intermunicipal agreement between the
Village and Town to support the CAT21 project. No mitigation is required.
3.7.3.2 Sewer
There is an adequate allocation of sewer capacity in the intermunicipal agreement between the
Village and Town to support the CAT21 project. Town of Catskill Pump Station #4 was
designed to accommodate existing as well as future sewer demands foreseeable during the design
process. Given the range of potential end users of the site, it is possible that the pumps in this
pump station may accommodate the sewer demands from the CAT21 site. However, it is also
possible that an increase in pump size may be necessary to accommodate a very large sewer
demand. Therefore, at the time that end users are known and sewer demands are confirmed, the
capacity of the pumps in Pump Station #4 will be evaluated and upgrades identified if necessary.
In addition, the GCIDA intends to work with the Village of Catskill to identify additional sewer
inflow and infiltration (I&I) remediation which may be funded by a contribution from the
GCIDA so as to allow for additional sewer capacity in the overall system.
3.7.3.3 Schools
There will be minimal impacts on schools from the CAT21 alternative development scenarios
and no mitigation efforts will be necessary.
3.7.3.4 Recreation
The CAT21 project will provide improved recreation areas and activities and no mitigation
efforts are needed.
3.7.3.5 Police, Fire, Emergency, and Health Care Services
The GCIDA proposes that there will be no mitigation necessary for emergency services. Police
services are handled by the New York State Police and Greene County Sheriff which are both
adequately staffed to address any increase in services necessary to support the project. Any
necessary improvements in fire service equipment will be provided for by the significant
increase in special district taxes that will be generated by the facility. Health care services are all
privately owned and operated and it is expected that they will increase their capacity to meet any
new demand.
3.7.3.6 Telecommunications, Electricity and Natural Gas
No mitigation measures are necessary. The GCIDA is currently working with Central Hudson
Electric and Gas for provision of gas service to the site. As specific development plans are
prepared, Central Hudson will be consulted regarding power requirements, facility demands and
locations.
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3.8.1.1 Demographics
Recent demographic profiles for the Town of Catskill and Greene County are included in
Appendix E. A comparison of recent U.S. Census figures indicates that the population in the
Town of Catskill decreased by 0.6% from 11,849 in 2000 to 11,775 in 2010. The 2011-2015
American Community Survey (ACS) estimates that it has decreased another 2% in the past 5
years to 11,558. The Town had the following racial composition in 2000: White 87.9%, Black
6.1%, Native American 0.4%, Asian 1.0%, some other race 1.6%, and two or more races 3.0%.
Between 2000 and 2010, the median age in the Town of Catskill increased from 40 to 42.9 years.
This reflects the general aging of the population in Greene County, which experienced an
increase in median age from 39.1 to 44 years. The numbers and percentage of all pre-school and
school age children has decreased since 2000.
There was a 6.3% increase in the number of households in the Town of Catskill between 2000
and 2010. As the number of households continues to increase, there may be demand for
additional types of housing units available in the community such as market rate and affordable
housing, senior housing, townhomes and condominiums as well as single-family homes at all
market options.
The 2010 Census indicates there were 6,112 total housing units in the Town of which 83.1% are
occupied. 63.3% of the occupied housing units were owner occupied. According to the 2015
ACS estimates, there are 5,757 housing units in the Town of which 75.0% are occupied. 61.7%
of the occupied housing units are owner-occupied and have a median value of $169,900.
A healthy housing market should provide good quality units that address resident demand in
terms of number of bedrooms, location, price and other considerations. The generally accepted
standards for measuring availability in a healthy housing market are vacancy rates in the area of
5% for rental units and 1% for purchase housing. The 2015 ACS estimates the vacancy rates in
the Town of Catskill as 18.2% for rental units and 4.1% for homeowner housing.
A significant percentage of residents in the Town are cost burdened, paying in excess of 30% of
their income for housing. According to the 2015 ACS, 41.1% of households carrying a mortgage,
24.7% of households without a mortgage, and 58.5% of renters pay in excess of 30% of their
total household income for housing costs. Low and moderate income families are pinched further
by substantial increases in the cost of transportation and utilities.
The Greene County Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Planning recently
prepared the Greene County Second Home Owner Study which is currently in draft form. The
study examined the role of the second home population in the County, and focused on 8,200
addresses that were identified as likely to be a second home. The study found that over 50% of
the respondents to a survey were between 45 and 65 years of age and another 25% between 65
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and 75. Over 53% of the respondents were characterized as a household without children under
18 living at home. The second largest block (16%) were families with children. From an income
perspective, 29% had incomes between $50,000 and $99,999, 26% between $100,000 and
$149,999, 16% between $150,000 and $199,999 and 10% over $350,000. On average, second
home owners spend 4 day visits, 14 weekend stays and 5 week long stays in the County per year.
The study also found that the direct economic impact of second home owners is +/- $135.4
million/year with an additional $12,223,294 in indirect impacts. The study did not examine the
exact distribution of second home owners by municipality but projected 5% of these properties
are in Catskill.
3.8.1.2 Economics and Employment
According to the 2015 ACS estimates, 14.9% of the general population in the Town of Catskill
and 20.5% of children under 18 years of age are living in poverty. According to the United States
Department of Labor, the unemployment rate in Greene County has decreased from 9.9% in
2012 to 5.7% in 2015. The 2015 ACS estimates the unemployment rate to be 4.9% in Greene
County, 5.5% in the Town of Catskill, and 6.2% in Village of Catskill.
The Town of Catskill’s ability to raise revenue to provide infrastructure and services to the
community is driven by effective performance of its tax base. The existing and future real estate
in the Town creates opportunities and constraints for maintaining and attracting homeowners,
businesses and jobs. In many communities the key to economic stability or growth is to
optimizing tax base by making every acre of land as productive as it can be without
compromising community vitality or natural resources. Understanding existing land use patterns,
property ownership, number of parcels, amount of land and configuration of potential
redevelopment areas are key to understanding future development potential and enhancement
strategies. Existing data sources and field studies document the existing development patterns
and concentrations, zoning designations, design requirements and other land use regulations.
3.8.1.3 Aesthetics and Noise
Aesthetic Conditions
Landscape character is largely determined by the topography, land use, vegetation and water
features that contribute to area views. In terms of climatic, geological, ecological, and spatial
characteristics, the Hudson River Valley can be considered a single regional landscape, and thus
the proposed project site is entirely within this single regional landscape.
The project site is located in an area that has significant scenic beauty. The aesthetic conditions
at the site contribute to its desirability as a recreation/tourism based development. The higher
elevations at the western end of the site offers dramatic views of both the Catskill Mountains and
the Catskill Creek gorge. The eastern end of the site is an open sloping field nestled at the foot of
the forested uplands rising to the west, residential and small commercial development along
County Route 23B to the north and NYS Route 23 to the south. The NYS Thruway to the east is
a dominant component in the landscape which impacts the natural setting of the site.
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Noise Conditions
The site is comprised of an open field on the eastern end, forested uplands to the west, and
limited residential uses on the north surrounded by significant highways (Route I-87 to the east,
Route 23B to the north, and Route 23 to the south). The primary source of noise in the project
area is associated with the NYS Thruway and NYS Route 23. The highway sounds from the
NYS Thruway are amplified to some extent due to the sloped portions of the site facing the
highway. Sound from NYS Route 23 is somewhat mitigated by the presence of a rock cut. Noise
from both highways is increased due to traffic noise with bridges over the Catskill Creek.
Because there are no direct sources of noise on the site presently, noise monitoring was not
conducted. However, published noise data indicates that a vacant field in a suburban to rural
area generally has a noise level between 50 and 80 decibels (dBA) with an average of 60 dBA.
This ambient noise level is created by the rustling of grass and trees in the wind, wind itself,
vehicle noise from adjacent highways, and the common sounds of animals (e.g. birds and
insects). Direct field observation confirms that existing noise conditions are consistent with the
typical published data.
For informational purposes, the threshold of human hearing is around 10 dBA and a gas lawn
mower at 3 feet generates approximately 100 dBA. Heavy commercial traffic at 300 feet
generates 70 dBA of sound.
3.8.1.4 Historic and Archeological Resources
Curtin Archaeological Consulting (Curtin) was retained by the GCIDA in the late summer of
2015 to conduct an archaeological survey of the CAT21 site. The purpose of the study is to
identify the presence or absence of archaeological sites within the project’s area of potential
effect (APE). Curtin is coordinating the cultural resources review of the Catskill Exit 21
Development project (15PR05012) with the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation (OPRHP). Copies of the Phase I and Phase 2 archeological surveys have been
submitted to OPHRP for review and are included in Appendix F.
A Phase 1A study was conducted to review New York State Museum (NYSM) and OPRHP
records and previous archaeological surveys in the site vicinity. According to OPRHP records,
15 Native American archaeological sites are located within 4,600 feet of the project site. Two
notable sites are the REF quarry site, located approximately 590 feet to the east on the site of the
present-day Home Depot, and the Leeds Flat site, an important cluster of Mohican settlements
located approximately 4,020 feet to the west in the flood plain of the Catskill Creek. Four
National Register of Historic Places properties were also identified including the Susquehanna
Turnpike, Leeds Dutch Reformed Church, John Van Vechten House and Leeds Flat Site.
The following archaeological reports conducted in the site vicinity were also reviewed:


Hanny, Steven P. – Leeds Flats Project Report, Catskill Wal*Mart, Town of Catskill



Hartgen Archeological Associates – Catskill Home Depot, Phase 1A, Phase IB, Phase II
and Phase III Investigations, Town of Catskill, 2003



Hartgen Archeological Associates – Town of Catskill Sewer Project, Hamlets of Leeds &
Jefferson Heights, Phase I, Additional Phase IB and Phase II Site Evaluations, 2014-2015
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The Phase 1A study concluded that the CAT21 site is sensitive for the occurrence of precontact
archaeological sites and therefore a Phase 1B site investigation was conducted in the fall of 2015.
441 shovel test pits (STPs) were excavated at no more than 15-meter intervals in areas of less
than 12% slope. The Phase 1B investigation identified 5 archaeological sites containing concentrations of chipped stone precontact artifacts and 14 isolated find locations. It recommended that
a Phase 2 study be conducted to refine the boundaries of the archeological sites and evaluate
their potential significance and well as conduct additional shovel testing at the isolated finds in
order to determine if a Phase 2 survey was warranted at these locations.
The Phase 2 survey was conducted in the late fall of 2015. This investigation included more
intensive sampling at the five identified archaeological sites and involved shovel test pits at 5
meter intervals and 1x1 meter excavation units. Additional shovel testing at 1 and 3 meter
intervals was also conducted at the isolated finds and a full Phase 2 investigation was
recommended at 6 of these locations (Sites 6-11).
Interviews with the property owner to determine the extent and location of prior site disturbance
revealed that much of the topsoil in the eastern valley area had been bulldozed and redeposited in
other areas prior to dumping massive rock waste from the Thruway construction. This relocated
soil remains as a thick layer of spoil in the southern and eastern parts of the site. The artifact
density in the filled area of Site 1 is therefore an unreliable indicator of the location of precontact
activity. Table 3.8.1 summarizes the Phase 2 findings and recommendations. A map showing
archaeological sites is included as Figure 3.3.
Table 3.8.1 Archaeological Site Summary
Site Location
Size (acres)
Gently sloping field behind 1.25 unfilled
1
Rt 23B residences
0.64 filled
Along intermittent stream
0.4
2
and dirt road
In small valley in ridges
0.26
3
overlooking main valley
Isolated ridge over-looking
0.08
4
creek
Ridge in western part of
0.28
5
site overlooking creek
Ridge in western part of
0.08
6
site overlooking creek
Isolated saddle between
0.04
7
ridges
Head of small valley north
0.08
8
of Site 3
Floor of larger valley that
0.1
9
Site 3 valley opens into
10

Ridge overlooking Site 9

0.09

11

130 feet south of Site 2,
west of stream

0.2

Classification
Overlapping campsites and
specialized activity areas

Recommendation
Avoidance or
Phase 3 Data Recovery
Avoidance or
Small campsite/work area
Phase 3 Data Recovery
Avoidance or
Quarry workshop
Phase 3 Data Recovery
Avoidance and
Quarry workshop
Preservation
Avoidance and
Quarry workshop
Preservation
Field Camp or intensive
Avoidance or
work location
Phase 2 Survey
Small low artifact density
Avoidance or
location
Phase 2 Survey
Avoidance or
Quarry workshop
Phase 2 Survey
Small low artifact density
Avoidance or
location
Phase 2 Survey
Small low artifact density
Avoidance or
location
Phase 2 Survey
Two work locations or small Avoidance or
temporary camps
Phase 2 Survey
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Potential Impacts

3.8.2.1 Demographics
Alternates 2, 3 and 4 include approximately 60 townhouses and 96 apartments. The anticipated
population in these housing units was calculated using Rutgers University Residential
Demographic Multipliers, and is estimated to be approximately 371 persons. The Greene County
Housing Action Plan, prepared for the Greene County Department of Economic Development,
Tourism and Planning, indicates there is a need for housing across all sectors in the County
including market rate, senior and work force housing. The GCIDA therefore projects that the
majority of the residents will come from the existing population and there will be negligible to
no impacts upon the demographics of the area from the CAT21 project.
Table 3.8.2 CAT21 Alternates 2 - 4 Potential Housing Population
CAT21 Housing
Units Alts 2-4

No. of
Units

Persons/
HU

Total
Persons

Townhouses 2 BR

60

2.16

130

Apartments 2 BR

96

2.51

241

TOTAL

371

Source: Rutgers University, NY Residential Demographic Multipliers, Estimates of Occupants of New
Housing, 2006

3.8.2.2 Economics and Employment
An economic analysis was performed to determine potential impacts to property tax revenue.
The tax revenue analysis is included in the H&LA Economic Impact Study in Appendix A.
Fiscal impacts measured include property tax revenue for the school district, town, county and
special districts.
The economic analysis is limited to property tax revenue. The development of the site can be
expected to generate additional tax revenues in the form of employment taxes, corporate taxes
and sales tax on supplies and materials necessary to operate and maintain any future
development. Additionally, the preferred land use will generate employment, which will have a
secondary effect in the local and regional economy. This secondary multiplier effect is achieved
through the employees of the facility using their wages in the local economy to purchase goods
and services. While this type of economic activity is very important and ensured to occur
whenever there is new employment in a locality, an attempt to quantify the impact has not been
conducted due to the need to make a series of assumptions regarding the employment pool,
residence, origin and destination of trip to work, etc. Other economic benefits will come from
direct secondary spending by any future facility. For example, in 2011 Empire Merchants North
(a large distribution center facility) reported over $800,000 in direct spending on goods and
services in the community.
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The impact of the project on local taxing jurisdictions is overwhelmingly positive for the
preferred land use under either PILOT scenario investigated. Expected Tax Revenues are
provided in Table 3.8.3.
Table 3.8.3 Summary of Ten Year Property Tax Revenues
Property Tax Type
1st Year School/County/Town
1st Year Special Districts
1st Year Total
10 Year School/County/Town
10 Year Special districts
10 Year Total

Resort Project
$464,708
$273,511
$738,219
$10,828,488
$2,851,065des
$13,679,553

No Project
$19,557
$1,453
$21,010
$226,210
$16,808
243,018

The tax revenue projections indicate a substantial benefit to all local taxing jurisdictions if a
destination resort project were to be constructed on the site. It should be noted that the preferred
land use will not place any direct demand on the local school district and the indirect demand
from employees of the facility is considered to be small because the new jobs generated as a
result of the project will be targeted to workers in the local and regional employment pool.
Relocation of workers to the area which could place a demand on the local school district are
anticipated to be minimal as it is assumed that only the very most senior management may
relocate to area to work at this facility. Demands on other local taxing jurisdictions are also
considered to be minimal given the land use. Traffic generated by the site will not travel on local
roads, demands for water and sewer services will be funded by rates paid for those services, and
emergency service demands will be minimal given the nature of the land use. Thus, the
economic and employment impacts of the project are projected to be very positive.
During the GCIDA’s previous attempt to recruit a major resort/waterpark to the County, the most
vocal opposition to the concept was raised by the owners and supporters of the Zoom Flume in
the Town of Durham. The Zoom Flume contends that the presence of a major indoor water park
will have a significant negative impact on their business with the new waterpark competing for
the same visitors. It was the position of the GCIDA, as well as our consultants, that this concern
was unfounded and it was likely that the Zoom Flume could benefit from the draw of a
significant number of new visitors to the County.
Under this project, the GCIDA felt it was necessary to better understand the Zoom Flume’s
concerns and Hotel & Leisure Advisors was retained to conduct a separate study on the potential
attendance and revenue impact to the Zoom Flume. While the GCIDA paid for the study, the
agency took a hands off approach and the consultant worked directly with the Zoom Flume
ownership. The GCIDA did not receive a copy of the study until it was reviewed and commented
on by the Zoom Flume. The study indicated that the Zoom Flume may see a small decrease (1%)
in the first year that the new water park is opened with no decrease in attendance after year one.
The GCIDA has proposed that any potential impact to the Zoom Flume can be adequately
mitigated by working with the new waterpark operator and Greene County Department of
Economic Development, Tourism and Planning. In the GCIDA’s earlier discussions with a major
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national water park operator, both parties were supportive of developing cross promotions
between the proposed resort and the existing Zoom Flume facility. During the H&LA studies an
on-line survey was used to collect input on a variety of issues related to the proposed indoor
water park resort. One question asked respondents if they were to visit an indoor water park
during the summer would they pay extra to spend a portion of their visit at an outdoor water park
within a 30 minute drive. The question had 596 responses with 37% saying yes they would visit
an outdoor park, 34% answered maybe and 29% replied no. The GCIDA proposes that revenues
from the CAT21 project could be targeted at increased marketing of both facilities. If 50% of the
respondents that answered could be sold on the concept of visiting both facilities via cross
promotions that would increase the potential attendees to the Zoom Flume to 54% of the visitors
to the proposed water park. Using a conservative estimate of 150,000 visitors a year to the
proposed water park, the Zoom Flume could see a potential increase of 81,000 new visits which
would almost double their current attendance. The GCIDA also proposes to assist the Zoom
Flume in future expansions at their facility as well as take the lead in securing agreements with
the new facility’s operators to undertake cross promotions.
3.8.2.3 Aesthetics and Noise
Aesthetics Assessment
Visual impact is assessed in terms of the anticipated change in visual resources, including
whether there would be a change in character or quality of the view with respect to significant
scenic and aesthetic resources. The project as proposed can be expected to have some visual
impacts associated with the conversion of currently vacant land to a developed condition. While
some elements of the project such as a water park resort can be expected to result in a significant
visual change at the site, the parcel’s location and surrounding terrain limit the visual impact
from sensitive locations. The visibility of the project is largely mitigated from the east and west
by a large ridge east of the site and the ridge present on the site itself. The project will be most
highly visible from the NYS Thruway and County Route 23B. The project will have very limited
visibility from NYS Route 23. Visibility from the Thruway is a key selling point of the parcel
with the GCIDA proposing uses that would benefit from high visibility. In regards to visibility
from adjacent or surrounding parcels, the project will only be visible to a select number of
residential properties. Other adjoining properties that would experience a view of the project are
mostly commercial and would not be impacted by the change in view.
The most sensitive potential visual impact would be on the New York State Historic Site at
Olana, located on the east side of the Hudson River approximately 3.8 miles southeast of the
CAT21 project site. To examine the potential impact of the proposed project, a Line-of-Site
Analysis was conducted to determine if any elements of the project would be visible from Olana.
As shown on Figure 3.4, Olana is located at elevation 465.9 feet above sea level while the
project site is located at elevation 180. To conduct the analysis, the GCIDA added 30 feet to the
base site elevation at Olana in order to examine the potential view from the upper stories of the
historic structure. At the project site, the GCIDA evaluated the potential visibility of the water
park component of the project which would rise approximately 90 feet from the ground
elevation, placing the top of the structure at +/- 270 feet in elevation.
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Olana sits at a higher elevation than the CAT21 site, but two major ridge lines run in a northsouth direction between the two sites. These ridge lines and their heavy vegetation will block the
view of the waterpark project from the historic site. Other elements of the proposed development
plans that may be located on the western slope of the project site will be constructed below the
ridgeline and with as little vegetative loss as possible in order to provide view protection. The
GCIDA would require all site lighting to be Dark Sky compliant thus eliminating visual impact
from fugitive light. At the time that a final project is selected for the site the GCIDA will conduct
additional assessments as a component of the local planning board approvals.

Figure 3.4 Line-of-Sight Analysis from Olana
Noise Assessment
Potential impacts to the ambient noise setting include noise generated during construction and
noise generated during operations of the multi-use/destination recreation project.
The following factors were considered in determining the potential for a change in the existing
noise environment:




Replacement of soft surfaces like existing grass fields with asphalt parking areas and
buildings
The potential change in noise levels due to transportation related improvements or
modifications
Heating and ventilation systems for the proposed buildings
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Parking lot noise
Traffic volume, speed, or vehicle distribution changes to the affected roadway network
Construction related noise and potential mitigation

Noise during construction will be generated at above current levels. The sounds of vehicles,
heavy equipment, earth moving, building construction and people are expected. Due to
topography and geology issues, the GCIDA expects that, blasting, the ripping of rock and similar
very loud activities will be necessary. These activities would be expected to be limited in
duration to the initial site work phase and would not be extended over the entire construction
period.
After construction, it is expected that noise levels will increase slightly due to the changes in
terrain and introduction of hard surfaces such as buildings and parking lots. Traffic noise level
changes due to the increase in traffic are expected to be less than 1 dBA and not be discernable
to human hearing. Given the extensive traffic related traffic associated with the NYS Thruway
and other major highways adjoining the site, and new noise sources associated with the project
will be minimal. The GCIDA proposes that certain target uses such as a hotel will need to
integrate sound proofing methods in their construction to greatly reduce or eliminate the existing
traffic noise. The introduction of heating and ventilation equipment and the operating noises
associated with the proposed development will increase the noise level on the site.
Receptors to the increase in noise include a number of residential parcels that border the site. No
receptor is close enough to the site to substantially perceive the 1 dBA increase in noise that is
predicted. The site is relatively isolated and berming and landscaping are anticipated to buffer
the noise generated on the site during operations.
3.8.2.4 Historic and Archeological Resources
As described in Section 3.8.1.4, Phase 1 and Phase 2 archaeological surveys were completed in
2015 to determine existing cultural resources on the site that may be affected by development
and construction. Eleven prehistoric archaeological sites were identified. It is not possible to
determine the CAT21 project’s impacts on cultural resources until a final end user and
development plan have been determined. To the maximum extent possible, the GCIDA will
avoid artifact sites when developing a final site plan for a known end user. If it is impossible to
avoid any of these sites or buffer areas during construction, the recommendations listed in Table
3.8.1 will be followed. Additional Phase 2 surveys will be conducted to determine where Phase 3
Data Recovery Plans will be required.
3.8.3 Mitigation Measures
3.8.3.1 Demographics
There are no mitigation efforts required due to the project’s minimal impacts on population.
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3.8.3.2 Economics and Employment
There are no mitigation efforts required due to the project’s positive impacts on employment and
economics.
3.8.3.3 Aesthetics and Noise
Aesthetics Mitigation
In order to mitigate the visual impacts of the proposed multi-use/destination recreation project, a
combination of natural buffer areas and landscaping will be used to screen the project from
neighboring parcels. Under Alternates 1 and 2, visibility from major highways (NYS Thruway)
is essential to marketing of the tourism based facilities and it is expected that views from these
roadways will be cleared. The most sensitive screening will be required to protect views from a
single residential property located northwest of the secondary entry drive. Visual impacts and
their mitigation will be more thoroughly addressed at the time the GCIDA secures a final end
user and undertakes the local planning process.
Olana sits at a higher elevation than the CAT21 site, but two major ridge lines run in a northsouth direction between the two sites. These ridge lines and their heavy vegetation will block the
view of the waterpark project from the historic site. Other elements of the proposed development
plans that may be located on the western slope of the project site will be constructed below the
ridgeline and with as little vegetative loss as possible in order to provide view protection. The
GCIDA would require all site lighting to be Dark Sky compliant thus eliminating visual impact
from fugitive light. At the time that a final project is selected for the site the GCIDA will conduct
additional assessments as a component of the local planning board approval process. Overall
visual mitigation will be achieved by careful site planning and avoidance of significant
vegetative cover on the western portion of the site. The current forest cover is an asset on the
target site and any future development will take this into consideration.
Noise Mitigation
Noise levels during and after construction are anticipated to increase, although not to levels that
could be harmful to humans or wildlife. Mitigation measures are planned to temper the expected
minimal increases in noise.
During construction, noise levels will be mitigated by not allowing vehicles and equipment to
idle for long periods of time, reducing trips of vehicles and equipment by following a thoroughly
considered construction sequence that takes into account material handling, lay down areas,
storage areas and phasing of clearing and construction works. In addition, construction hours
will be limited to natural daylight hours; thus avoiding excessive noise during times when
residents are home and enjoying peaceful quiet.
Operational noise levels will be tempered through site design elements including berms and
landscaping which absorb sound waves before reaching receptors. Additional sound mitigation
can be provided if site specific activities and receptor perceptions warrant, such as changes in
operational hours, movement patterns, additional noise absorption landscaping elements, etc.
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3.8.3.4 Historic and Archeological Resources
Based on the distribution of the cultural resource sites within the project site, it may be necessary
to disturb many of them during construction. To the maximum extent possible, the GCIDA will
avoid artifact sites when developing a final site plan for a known end user. Mitigation will occur
by one of several methods. On those areas where additional Phase 2 investigations indicate the
presence of significant artifacts, the GCIDA will work with representatives of the Stockbridge
Munsee tribe to develop a Phase 3 artifact recovery plan. All artifacts recovered during Phase 3
will be transferred to the tribe for their curation. In those cases where additional Phase 2 work
indicates artifacts of lesser significance, the GCIDA will work with the Stockbridge-Munsee
tribe to develop and fund an alternative mitigation focused on increasing awareness of the tribe’s
ancestral homeland via seminars, school visits and conferences. The GCIDA is also working to
determine if it can make a commitment to acquire and permanently protect archeological sites in
close proximity to the project site that have been identified as having a very high sensitivity for
cultural resources. All mitigation measures will require a formal Memorandum of Agreement
between the GCIDA, NYS Office of Historic Preservation, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the Stockbridge-Munsee tribe.
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4.0

CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

4.1

BACKGROUND GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT TRENDS

Cumulative impacts are those reasonably foreseeable impacts that result from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency or person undertakes such other action. Reasonably foreseeable is
when something is sufficiently likely to occur within the projected build year(s). With respect to
the CAT21 project and foreseeable impacts derived from the incremental impact when added to
past, present or future actions in the area, it is instructive to consider the recent history of the
community, contemporary context and future plans.
As for recent history, the Town of Catskill and the general vicinity in the neighboring
communities of Cairo and Athens have suffered from a lack of investment and a loss of business
and population over many years. The impact of this history has been a shrinking tax base as well
as challenges to fund basic public services and education. The intent of the CAT21 project is to
reverse this trend of disinvestment.
In the contemporary environment, the single largest recent investment in the Town of Catskill is
currently underway – the installation of a public sewer system to serve the hamlets of Leeds and
Jefferson Height. The intent of this action is to provide protections to public health and the
environment and to support existing small businesses as well as to encourage residential and
commercial investment in the community. The CAT21 project would not be economical without
the public sewer system that is currently under construction. The cumulative impact of the public
sewer system and the CAT21 project is intentional and positive as a means to address the lack of
investment and poor economic conditions of the past.

4.2

CUMULATIVE IMPACT WITH OTHER PROPOSED DEVELOPMENTS

At this time, the only reasonably foreseeable action that may result in cumulative impacts when
considered in conjunction with the CAT21 project is the Town’s intent to raze the structure that
formerly housed a Quality Inn to create a shovel ready development site. The Quality Inn site is
located just west of Exit 21 and just east of the CAT21 site. While both the redevelopment of the
Quality Inn site and the development of the CAT21 site will demand public services and increase
traffic, these cumulative effects are actually positive with respect to the local economy. The road
network and water and sewer infrastructure are adequate to accommodate any reasonably
foreseeable land uses on both sites, and the resulting influx of investment will result in new
employment opportunities as well as an increasing tax base.
Given the nature of the CAT21 project and the Quality Inn site revitalization, both of which are
to create properties that are ready for development in response to market-driven demand, it is
impossible to predict if construction on these two sites would occur simultaneously, and in this
way, a fact-based cumulative impact analysis cannot be conducted at this time. However, given
that the CAT21 project has established an extensive record of study for environmental impacts,
at the time that the Quality Inn redevelopment is considered in the future, the SEQR review for
that project will be conducted on the basis of an excellent, well established record, and any
cumulative impacts can be identified at that time.
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ALTERNATIVES

Alternatives evaluated in the preparation of the DGEIS include four development plans that meet
the needs and goals of the GCIDA relative to the target industry sector and job creation,
alternative infrastructure, alternative sites and the no-action alternative. The preferred alternative
development plan is highly consistent with earlier GCIDA efforts to recruit a major nationally
branded hotel/water park complex to Greene County. While the down turn in the economy in
2007 resulted in a period of inactivity in expansion plans, the indoor water park industry is
currently undergoing significant growth on a national basis. As reported by Hotel & Leisure
Advisors, in 2015 the water park industry in North America saw more than $500 million of new
investment. In 2015, 17 municipal and 1 private water park opened with projections for 14 new
parks in 2016. The period of inactivity associated with the economic downturn provided the
GCIDA an opportunity to evaluate alternative development sites that would address the
significant hurdles related to infrastructure and environmental resources associated with the
earlier project.
In the event the GCIDA is unsuccessful in attracting a major hotel/water park the GCIDA has
proposed alternative development scenarios and examined each under this SEQRA process.
While Alternates 2 and 3 do meet the tourism support and sales tax generation goals to a lesser
extent than Alternate 1, Alternate 4 provides the GCIDA with an exit strategy for recovering the
GCIDA’s investment while providing benefits related to employment and increased property
taxes. Given that the GCIDA’s preferred development plan is consistent with its earlier efforts
targeted at a site in New Baltimore, the evaluation of the Catskill site focused on the potential
positive aspects of the new location as compared to earlier site. These four development plan
alternatives were selected based on a range of factors that included:


The primary factors in the selection of various development alternatives was the
GCIDA’s goal of targeting future users that would be supportive of the County’s existing
tourism based economy. Given the project’s location adjacent to the NYS Thruway the
GCIDA proposes that the site would be very attractive to a hospitality or attraction based
user. In addition to the goal of supporting the tourism industry, the GCIDA is also
targeting future uses that would result in the generation of new sales tax revenues. While
the GCIDA’s traditional projects have resulted in positive benefits related to employment
and new property tax revenues, the agency’s past work has not contributed to the
generation of new sales tax revenues.



The GCIDA also considered availability of priority infrastructure such as transportation,
water, wastewater, electricity and natural gas. During the GCIDA’s previous efforts to
recruit a destination water park attraction to a site in New Baltimore, it was projected that
it was necessary to invest +/- $20,000,000 on new infrastructure to support the project.
While final development budgets and proforma have not yet been completed, the GCIDA
currently projects that infrastructure needs to support a similar project at this location will
cost less than 25% ($5,000,000) of the earlier project’s budget. Specific considerations
related to infrastructure include:
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Water – The project site is located directly on the main water line from the Village of
Catskill water treatment plant. The water line is accessible via a simple service tap
and the Village and Town have the appropriate water district in place as well as
intermunicipal agreements which will provide more than adequate water to the site
for all proposed uses as set forth in this GEIS. Conversely, the GCIDA’s earlier
project in New Baltimore would have required a significant investment related to
extension of the water distribution system, construction of increased storage for
finished water storage and creation of a complicated service district encompassing
two towns.



Wastewater – The Town of Catskill is currently in the process of developing a +/$12,000,000 sewer project that will serve the hamlet of Leeds as well as the GCIDA
site. The investment by the Town will reduce the GCIDA’s development costs and is
necessary to attract any significant use of the site. In addition to allowing for
development of the GCIDA project site, the new sewer infrastructure will benefit
both existing business as well as vacant or underutilized parcels within the new sewer
district. The new sewer line will have adequate capacity to support this project and
the allotment of wastewater volume between the Village and Town is sufficient to
support all actions proposed in this DGEIS. Alternatively, at the New Baltimore site
the GCIDA was facing a +/- $10,000,000 investment in the construction of a new
standalone sewer plant as well as added costs to develop the necessary collection
system and establishment of a County sewer district.



Natural Gas – While natural gas is not currently available at the project site, the
GCIDA has had extensive discussions and planning sessions with Central Hudson in
regards to extending service to this area. In conjunction with the on-going sewer
project Central Hudson had already planned on replacing all existing gas lines in the
area where service is available east of the target site. During discussions with Central
Hudson it was determined that the current 4” gas main servicing Jefferson Heights
was not adequate to support significant development in the broader area near the
Thruway exit. Subsequently, the GCIDA agreed to make an initial investment of
$995,000 to allow for Central Hudson to amend its plans for gas line replacement in
Jefferson heights by upgrading to a 6” line which also required replacing the line
starting at the regulator station on Allen Street.



Electric/Telecommunications – The site is also serviced by adequate electrical
infrastructure as well as telephone and internet services.

The GCIDA has been aware that a major limitation in the County’s tourism industry is
the lack of attractions which provide visitors with activities on days when the weather in
inclement. In a recent survey conducted for GCIDA by Hotel & Leisure Advisors
(H&LA) (see Appendix A), 88% of the respondents responded that Greene County had
insufficient attractions. While the hotel/water park would be for exclusive use of guests
staying at the facility, in recent projects a major brand waterpark has integrated facilities
such as a Family Entertainment Center (FEC) and outdoor adventure courses which are
open to the public as well as the waterpark guests. It is the GCIDA’s intent to work with
potential developers to maximize the amenities that would be open to the local population
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as well as visitors to existing tourism facilities in the County. Additionally, the GCIDA
proposes that the concept of an indoor water park would provide substantial opportunities
for cross promotions with the County’s ski slopes and golf courses as well as other local
attractions.


Another consideration in the selection of the subject site is the benefit to the local tax
base. In this case, the Town of Catskill has seen significant assessment reductions in
several large properties. For example, the closing and demolition of the former Holcim
cement plant has resulted in a drop in assessment from $16.6 million in 2010 to $3.7
million in 2016. Based on the actual tax rates for 2016, the GCIDA has calculated that
this reduction in assessment resulted in a total 2016 tax payment of $97,704 as compared
to what would have been a payment of $434,670 under the pre-closure/demo assessment.
Looking forward 20 years, the GCIDA projects the current assessment at Holcim will
produce $2,700,200 in total taxes as compared to $12,097,638 had the assessment not
experienced such a dramatic reduction. This is a loss of $9,397,438 or a 78% reduction in
property tax revenues. In addition to the assessment reduction related to Holcim, the
Town also saw significant reductions in other larger properties including the Friar Tuck
Inn and the Quality Inn. Based on this information the GCIDA proposes that the Town of
Catskill has a need for new development to offset the recent assessment reductions.



The GCIDA also considered equity in the provision of GCIDA services. To date, the
GCIDA has been highly successful in its activities in the towns of Coxsackie and New
Baltimore with a limited presence in other communities. While the GCIDA has
significant resource limitations that only allow for working on 1-2 major projects at the
same time, the agency has prioritized extending its work to other communities.



The GCIDA also has to consider project feasibility and probability of success. This factor
is critical given that the GCIDA is a self-funded agency which receives no financial
support from Greene County or any other taxing jurisdiction. As such, the GCIDA
operates similar to private industry and has to make sound investments that will provide
an adequate return after expenses. Like a private developer the GCIDA identifies sites
with a high chance of success, invests in the acquisition of raw land, completes a
thorough entitlement process to make the lands shovel ready and then makes land sales to
private sector developers. The GCIDA has to evaluate sites as well as targeted uses to
insure that receipts from land sales exceed the GCIDA’s investment, resulting in net
proceeds from the land sales which can be used for future projects as well as cover a
significant portion of the GCIDA’s operating costs. As set forth in this DGEIS, the
GCIDA has identified a hierarchy of potential development plans which include options
for recovering the GCIDA’s investment in a reasonable period of time.
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ALTERNATE DEVELOPMENT PLANS

The following section describes the four development alternatives that were examined in this
DGEIS. It is important to note that these development plans are conceptual and allow for
evaluation of potential impacts and the identification of effective mitigation to address the
impacts. The purpose of this DGEIS is to identify thresholds for the various impacts. If the actual
impacts associated with a future specific project are below the thresholds evaluated in this
DGEIS, the project’s SEQRA requirement is satisfied. While this DGEIS will satisfy SEQRA
requirements for future end users who are attracted to develop the site, each project will still be
required to undergo Site Plan Review and approval at the local level as well as secure a range of
permits from state and federal agencies. These future approvals are rigorous and will require
additional public hearings to address specific community concerns.
5.1.1

Alternate 1 Development Plan

The GCIDA has identified Alternate 1 as the preferred development plan and it focusses on two
main components at the site. The primary use would be a major destination hotel/indoor water
park with additional amenities. The GCIDA retained Hotel & Leisure Advisors to conduct a
Market Feasibility Study (Appendix A) which resulted in the following recommendations:









400 room hotel with consideration for future expansion
25 private 2-3 bedroom cabins associated with the main hotel
80,000 sq ft indoor water park
10,000 sq ft outdoor water park
20,500 sq ft conference center designed with flexibility in subdivision of meeting spaces
25,000 sq ft Family Entertainment Center
Adventure Course/outdoor activities which could include zip lines, obstacle course, mingolf and other similar types of attractions
A trail network that accesses an existing unutilized Town of Catskill parcel as well as the
Catskill Creek for passive hiking, fishing etc.

The GCIDA will seek to work with a single master developer to construct and operate the
proposed facilities. While it is expected that some components (hotel/waterpark) will be for
exclusive use of hotel guests, the GCIDA proposes to structure a development strategy similar to
existing models in other parts of the country where the attractions such as the Family Entertainment Center, Adventure Course and hiking trails/fishing access will be accessible to the
general public as well as hotel/waterparks guests.
The second component of Alternate 1 will be a brand name hotel which will serve the general
public as well as transit visitors traveling through Greene County. The GCIDA proposes to seek
an economy scale facility with a national brand. Examples of familiar brands classified as
economy scale include Days Inn, Red Roof Inn, and Microtel Inn and Suites. Numerous studies
and assessments have shown that Catskill needs a branded hotel and this need is increasingly
important given the lack of hospitality facilities to support existing businesses such as the ski
slopes as well as the expected increase in demand that will be generated by the rapidly growing
cultural attractions in the immediate area such as Olana, the Thomas Cole House and the recently
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announced American Dance Institute project in the Village of Catskill. Additionally, Greene
County’s growing success in attracting weddings to multiple facilities in the County has created
a strong demand for hospitality facilities. The GCIDA and Greene County Office of Tourism,
Economic Development and Planning are in the process of soliciting proposals to conduct a more
thorough market analysis targeted at recruitment of hotel facilities to the area.
The projected impacts associated with the Alternate 1 development plan include:
 The removal of 18.5 acres of existing vegetation
 The creation of 21.43 acres of impervious surfaces associated with buildings and parking.
 Impacts to 0.15 acres of federal jurisdiction wetlands
 Impact of 460 linear feet of federal jurisdiction drainageways on the site
 Water and wastewater demands of approximately 160,000 gallons per day
Figure 5.1 shows the Alternate 1 conceptual site plan.
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Alternate 2 Development Plan

Alternate 2 would not include a major hotel/water park but would focus on development of
attractions that could support the existing tourism industry and generate significant sales tax
revenue. To evaluate potential recreation/hospitality uses if Alternate 1 is unsuccessful, the
GCIDA retained Hotel & Leisure Advisors to study the market area and site and provide
recommendations on alternate leisure attractions (see H&LA Highest and Best Use Analysis in
Appendix A). The H&LA study recommended four potential uses for the site consistent with the
GCIDA’s goal of supporting tourism and generating sales tax. The H&LA recommended
attractions included:





A resort without water park
Campground/RV park
Retail Outlet Center
Family Entertainment Center and Adventure Park

After reviewing the HL&A recommendations, and based on the GCIDA’s local experience and
knowledge, some of the recommendations were determined to have a low chance of success at
the target site. Specifically:


Retail Outlet Center – While H&LA recommended a potential outlet based retail
complex they also noted that the retail industry both nationally and locally has been
experiencing some significant hurdles to growth. During the GCIDA’s attempt at the
development of a destination facility in New Baltimore, the agency held meetings with
several of the largest outlet developers in the country. During these meetings the GCIDA
was informed that the proximity of Woodbury Commons to the south and Lee Outlets to
the west would greatly reduce the success of a new outlet center in Greene County. None
of the outlet developers contacted expressed interest in a Greene County location. In
addition, the H&LA study also identified a number of significant weaknesses including
the lack of chain/franchised restaurants in the area, lack of family oriented attractions in
the area, close proximity to the Country’s largest outlet center (Woodbury), a low median
income as compared to similar markets with outlet centers and a low population base
within 20, 40 and 60 minute drive times. The condition of the existing Quality Inn was
also identified as a weakness.



Campground/RV Park – The GCIDA believes that this use cannot be accomplished
with a positive proforma. Given the costs associated with the land base, due diligence
(i.e. SEQRA) and investments by both the GCIDA and Town in infrastructure, a
Campground/RV Park is not feasible. In addition, it would be expected to represent both
limited employment and sale tax generation as compared to other alternatives. The
H&LA study also identified a number of significant weaknesses including the lack of
chain/franchised restaurants, lack of family oriented attractions in the area, high noise
levels associated with the Thruway and NYS Route 23, strong concentration of
campgrounds in the region, changing trends among millennial consumers and the
condition of the existing former Quality Inn facility near the Thruway. Additionally,
while H&LA projected a year round facility, the GCIDA believes that this use would
only be seasonal and would provide no benefit for 6 months or more on an annual basis.
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Resort w/out Water Park – While the H&LA study identified a non-water park upper
scale resort as an alternative use, the GCIDA did not find this concept to be feasible. The
study identified several factors that presented weaknesses or threats to the development
of this kind of facility. These included the lack of chain/franchised restaurants and family
oriented attractions in the area, low population numbers within 60, 90 and 120 minute
drive times, limitations on what the resort could offer, competition with existing family
based resorts, the condition of the Quality Inn facility, numerous similar type properties
proposed for the broader area and high construction costs which would require room rates
significantly higher than the current market. The GCIDA also felt that there was little to
no interest on the part of developers to undertake this kind of project in the area.

Upon review of the H&LA study and based on the GCIDA’s knowledge and experience, the
GCIDA elected to evaluate a development plan focused on a Family Entertainment Center/
Adventure Park as well as additional uses located on the Route 23B road frontage. In addition,
the GCIDA included a housing component as it will be necessary to develop more than just the
primary uses based on the value of the land base and related improvements. Given the topography of the western portion of the site, housing is one of the only feasible alternatives which
would allow for a return on investment for these lands. Alternate 2 includes the following uses:









A nationally branded economy scale hotel located on the Route 23B frontage. The hotel
would likely have somewhere between 80 and 125 rooms.
A nationally branded chain restaurant that would cater to both local population, tourists
and transit traffic from the Thruway.
A gas station/convenience store or a smaller retail store
Family Entertainment Center
Other unspecified attractions (i.e. theater, bowling, mini-golf etc.)
Adventure Park
Market Rate apartments and/or senior and workforce apartments. The GCIDA has not
evaluated specific size of such facilities but estimates maximum build at 96 units.
Townhouses. The GCIDA has not evaluated specific size of such facilities but estimates
maximum build at 60 units.

The projected impacts associated with the Alternate 2 development plan include:
 The removal of 11.42 acres of existing vegetation
 The creation of 14.35 acres of impervious surfaces associated with buildings and parking.
 Impacts to 0 acres of federal jurisdiction wetlands
 Impact of 75 linear feet of a small federal jurisdiction drainageway on the site
 Water and wastewater demands of approximately 86,000 gallons per day
While this alternative is highly consistent with the goal of supporting the tourism industry and
generating sales tax revenue, there are some very distinct disadvantages. It is highly unlikely that
a single developer could be secured to build out the entire development plan and it is the opinion
of H&LA that the current Greene County population and other weaknesses associated with the
proposed use would not be adequate to attract a national branded Family Entertainment Center
such as Dave & Busters. Figure 5.2 shows the Alternate 2 conceptual site plan.
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Alternate 3 Development Plan

The Alternate 3 development plan includes a large national brand retail store, a small retail plaza,
and a truck stop/travel center in addition to the hotel, restaurant and housing alternatives
described in Alternate 2. In this alternative, the primary uses move away from supporting the
tourism industry while still meeting the goal of generating sales tax revenue.
This alternative was selected based on two primary factors. First, the GCIDA as a self-funded
agency has to carefully manage its cash flow and cannot survive with its cash reserves tied up in
any project for an indeterminate amount of time. At some point, should all efforts to secure users
consistent with Alternates 1 and 2 not be successful, the GCIDA needs to have an alternative
plan for recovering its investment in this project. It should also be noted that the GCIDA has
allocated sufficient funding to allow for several years of trying to meet the objectives in
Alternates 1 and/or 2 before Alternates 3 and 4 would need to be considered. Additionally, initial
success in some elements such as the hotel and/or restaurant would allow additional time for the
GCIDA to recruit a project consistent with the attraction elements of Alternates 1 and 2.
Second, the concept of a truck stop/travel center type facility was based on GCIDA direct
knowledge of interest from this sector as well as projections that truck based transportation will
continue to increase. Nationally branded truck stops/travel centers such as Loves have been
increasing their presence in this area and are actively seeking sites for expansion. While the
GCIDA acknowledges it is a less desirable alternative than Alternates 1 and 2, this use would
generate significant sales tax and would target a market that the GCIDA knows is active.
Under Alternate 3, the development elements related to a mid-sized hotel, restaurant and housing
would be the same as Alternate 2 and do not require further description in this section. The new
elements being proposed are a national brand retail store, a small retail plaza and a truck
stop/travel center which would be expected to include gas islands, parking for tractor trailers and
a structure that may contain a convenience store, bathrooms, showers and other elements
typically found in travel centers. Impacts related to traffic are discussed in Section 3.5 of this
DGEIS.
The projected impacts associated with this alternate development plan include:
 The removal of 17.69 acres of existing vegetation
 The creation of 20.62 acres of impervious surfaces associated with buildings and parking.
 Impacts to 0.05 acres of federal jurisdiction wetlands
 Impact of 65 linear feet of federal jurisdiction drainageways on the site
 Water and wastewater demands of approximately 90,000 gallons per day
Figure 5.3 shows the Alternate 3 conceptual site plan.
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Alternate 4 Development Plan

Alternate 4 includes the elements of a mid-sized hotel, chain restaurant, convenience store/gas
station and housing alternatives described in Alternates 2 and 3. The additional uses under this
alternate would be an approximately 200,000 square foot distribution center and approximately
160,000 square feet of professional office space. This alternative was selected for review based
on current market trends and the GCIDA’s knowledge that new distribution centers are expected
to increase in the coming years. This alternative would be a last resort and implemented only if
the GCIDA has spent several years seeking to develop under Alternates 1 and 2 with no success.
The projected impacts associated with this alternate development plan include:
 The removal of 20.65 acres of existing vegetation
 The creation of 23.65 acres of impervious surfaces associated with buildings and parking.
 Impacts to 0.08 acres of federal jurisdiction wetlands
 Impact of 100 linear feet of federal jurisdiction drainageways on the site
 Water and wastewater demands of approximately 80,000 gallons per day
Figure 5.4. shows the Alternate 4 conceptual site plan.
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ALTERNATIVE INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT THE PROJECT

The preferred water, sewer, telecommunications, and power infrastructure for all the alternatives
is as described in Section 3.7. In short, water supply for all the alternatives is preferred to come
from the Village of Catskill via extension of existing water lines into the project site. Wastewater
would be collected and directed to the Village of Catskill via newly constructed Town sewer
lines and telecommunications and power would be extended onto the site from existing services.
Alternative infrastructure for any of the development scenarios is as follows:
Water:
On-site wells could be developed to provide potable water to the site but it is projected that well
yields would not be sufficient to meet the water demands of any of the proposed alternatives.
The local geology does not support high producing groundwater wells. The water system would
be considered a non-community, non-transient water system and disinfection would be required.
Water for fire protection would likely need to be harvested from rain water in cisterns due to low
quantities of well water. However, alternative water supplies would not be attractive to potential
end users. Companies are seeking the reliability and convenience of direct hook up to municipal
water supplies.
Sewer:
An on-site septic system would not be feasible due to the required capacity and the associated
cost of construction and operations and maintenance. Based on the projected capacity necessary
to support each alternate development plan, a traditional septic system would not be adequate
and the project would require the construction of a package treatment plant. In addition to cost
factors, the construction and subsequent operation of an on-site plant would present ownership
issues. The added burden of ownership and operation of a package treatment plan would be
highly undesirable to developers. Companies are seeking the reliability and convenience of direct
hook up to municipal sewer supplies.
Additionally, a primary reason the GCIDA targeted this site was the fact that the Town of
Catskill is making a substantial investment in the construction of a municipal sewer system that
would service the target site. Given the availability of municipal sewer and the fact the parcel is
in the new sewer district, regulatory agencies would not approve a separate wastewater treatment
system that only supported this project. If the GCIDA is successful in implementing any of the
described alternates the new sewer district will realize a significant benefit related to additional
users which will contribute to payment of the system’s debt as well as operating costs.
Telecommunications:
There are no viable alternatives to the preferred method of providing telecommunications to the
site.
Power:
There are opportunities for alternate energy such as wind, solar and geothermal. However, the
quantity and consistency of these alternatives to conventional energy from the grid is
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questionable. Therefore, while alternative energy may be available and may even be
implemented on the site to some extent, it is unlikely that alternative energy could entirely
replace the preferred connection to the existing power grid. Additionally, alternative power
supplies would not be attractive to potential end users. Companies are seeking the reliability and
convenience of direct hook up to the existing power grid. The GCIDA does keep abreast of new
technologies and strategies and will seek ways to integrate alternative power into projects as
appropriate.

5.3

ALTERNATIVE SITES

Over a period of time the GCIDA has worked to identify and evaluate development site
opportunities in Greene County. In this case, given the priority placed on the development of a
tourism or destination type development, the close proximity of major transportation networks to
the site is a critical feature. The GCIDA has reviewed other potential sites that have proximity to
the Thruway and has not identified any suitable alternative parcels. Available parcel size,
geology and topography have been significant limitations found with other available sites that
meet the proximity to the Thruway criteria. The New Baltimore site that was previously the
target of the GCIIDA’s efforts to recruit a water park resort represents significant challenges
associated with water/sewer, wetlands, access and habitat. A comparison of critical factors
necessary for a successful development clearly show the CAT21 site to be far more desirable
than the New Baltimore parcel.

5.4

NO-ACTION ALTERNATIVE

The no-action alternative would involve leaving the site in its current state. The majority of the
64 acre land base (60 acres) is not used for any purpose, and thus it is classified as Vacant Land
from a real property perspective. The remaining +/- 4 acres of land base includes a small vacant
lot, five residential structures and one commercial structure. The benefits of the no-action
alternative are simply the preservation of a vista of open land and an avoidance of any increased
traffic. The sparse residences located along County Route 23B would continue to enjoy a view of
open space. While the preservation of open space is very important to community aesthetics, the
vacant land would bring no value to the community in the form of increased property tax
revenues, employment or support of the existing tourism industry. A no action alternative will
have a negative community impact based on loss of potential jobs and tax revenues.
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

NYCRR Part 617.9(b)(5)(iii)(b) states that an environmental impact statement must identify and
discuss adverse environmental impacts that cannot be avoided or adequately mitigated if the
proposed action is implemented where applicable and significant.
Environmental impacts associated with the construction of a shovel ready development site have
been identified in a number of areas including wetlands, habitat, cultural resources, and traffic.
Section 3.0 incorporates a planning level analysis of these impacts and offers a variety of sound
mitigation measures to demonstrate that the adverse nature of these actions can be alleviated to
nominal levels.
Additional development of mitigation plans incorporating details as well as requirements and
restrictions for wetland impacts, potential loss of habitat, cultural resource preservation, and
traffic improvements are anticipated as a result of the permitting process.
As such, unavoidable adverse impacts associated with the proposed action are unlikely. All
potentially significant adverse effects have been identified and considered. The project can be
designed and constructed using demonstrated methods that will minimize impacts and in some
cases, bring value to the environment well beyond the project’s boundaries as discussed in
Section 4.0 Cumulative Impact Analysis.
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IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE RESOURCE
COMMITMENTS

A number of facets of the proposed project involve the irreversible and irretrievable commitment
of resources. These involve the commitments made during construction as well as operations of
the proposed project.
During construction, water resources and raw materials such as concrete, wood, gravel and other
construction supplies will be permanently committed. In addition, energy resources required to
operate construction equipment will be irretrievably committed.
The use of the land for this project is an irreversible commitment. With approved site plans and
development of the project, the site cannot be used for any other purpose and it is irreversibly
committed. The project will replace a maximum of 24 acres of existing vegetation with
impervious surfaces. The remaining land within the developed area will be graded and
revegetated and either left as open space or utilized for stormwater controls.
During the operational phase of the project, resources such as energy for building heating and
cooling, lighting and other equipment operations will be permanently and irretrievably
committed. However, a key objective of the GCIDA is to encourage and accommodate
approaches to efficient utilization of energy resources within the project. Specifically, the
GCIDA will encourage new structures to be designed as green buildings (e.g. LEED
certification) and opportunities to generate electricity and thermal energy for on-site use will be
promoted. These approaches may include utilization of on-site renewable energy sources
including solar photovoltaic generating facilities and heat pumps powered by geothermal energy.
In exploring and encouraging green buildings and alternative energy sources, the GCIDA is
pursuing a strategy to reduce the irreversible and irretrievable commitment of energy resources
during the operational phase.
These operational commitments of resources will occur whenever there is occupancy of the site.
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GROWTH INDUCING ASPECTS

The concept of a multi-use/destination recreation project is to provide new sources of revenue to
state and local governments while minimizing the expense incurred particularly by local
government in the cost of services to support the development. As conceived, the project will
have no initial community costs for the infrastructure improvements necessary for the success of
the development as these will be paid by the GCIDA as a component of the land sale proforma.
The project will generate users fees which will adequately address future costs to the services
required by end users and will benefit existing infrastructure users by providing a broader user
base to support future capital projects. Property tax revenues will become a consistent source of
revenue to the Catskill Central School District, Town of Catskill and Greene County. Local
property taxes can be used to support the on-going needs of the community. Special district taxes
will fund much more than the cost of services required for the development, thus generating
excess funds for use within those special districts. The school district benefits significantly for
this project in that the tax revenue from the project will be provided with a minimal increase in
the number of students.
The project is intended to result in a growth in the number of jobs in the County. By design, the
project is intended to create only minimal demands on the school district.
Review of the project components and the likely growth inducing aspects of the development
yielded the need to evaluate potential growth in the number of construction workers in the area,
population and housing, secondary growth, and infrastructure related induced growth.

8.1

CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

The construction of the project will require a significant number of skilled and specialized
construction workers. It is anticipated that there will be several aspects of construction involved
in the build-out of the project. Given the large scale of these construction works and the presence
of existing construction firms in the region that have the skills and workers necessary to conduct
such activities, it is anticipated that workers will be regional and local, but it is unlikely that
workers imported from other regions of the state or northeast will be needed. Another aspect of
the construction will be development on-site of buildings and parking lots for each of the
components. Past experience shows that many businesses have existing relationships with
contractors that construct their facilities. It is anticipated that the businesses will continue to
work with their existing contractors. Those contractors will leave the area at the end of
construction. The impact of these added workers will be short in duration and will provide a
short term benefit to the community in the areas of hospitality, food service and other retail
businesses necessary to support a transient workforce. The final component of the build-out of
the site may include a master developer for certain aspects of construction. Again, the
construction workers for these aspects of the project will come from existing contractor capacity
in the region.
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POPULATION AND HOUSING

Induced population growth and housing demand resulting from the development of the CAT21
site is considered to be minimal. The full and part-time positions will be filled by local and
regional workers that will commute to work or relocate to the area. Alternates 2, 3 and 4 include
approximately 60 townhouses and 96 apartments with an estimated population of 371 persons.
The Greene County Housing Action Plan, prepared for the Greene County Department of
Economic Development, Tourism and Planning, identified a need for housing targeting all
markets. Market rate rentals, senior living facilities and work force rentals have all been
identified as a critical need. Based on this, the GCIDA projects that should a housing component
be necessary to meet the project’s proforma, the vast majority of the residents will come from
within the community.

8.3

SECONDARY GROWTH

The concept of planning a shovel ready development project is to limit unplanned secondary
growth. There are many examples in the region where a single large entity has located in an
undeveloped area and unplanned (yet expected) piecemeal development of the surrounding area
has occurred. This scenario often results in excessive environmental impacts and ineffective
mitigations since each successive development is evaluated as a standalone project with site
specific impacts. Cumulative impacts are challenging to quantify, since each development is
commercially, financially and operationally independent and its feasibility is based on a wide
range of market conditions at the time a project is proposed. Providing a master plan with all the
components needed for success for an entire 64 acre site is intended to prevent this type of
haphazard development. In this instance, the GCIDA proposes that some level of secondary
growth in the commercial sector can be expected and is desirable as it will create additional tax
revenues, jobs and attractions/services which would in turn benefit the existing tourism industry.
However, secondary growth will be limited by the lack of suitable land base in the proximity of
the project. It can be expected that some existing properties may be acquired and converted to
new uses, but the project vicinity does not have other large open parcels of land served by
infrastructure.

8.4

INFRASTRUCTURE INDUCED GROWTH

In rural areas, the provision of roads, potable water and sewer services can be a strong
inducement to growth. In the case of the proposed CAT21 development project, there will be no
inducement for growth as water and sewer infrastructure were previously extended down County
Route 23B. The extension of water and sewer service into the site will serve only the uses
included in the alternate development plans. Also, as noted above, significant limitations
associated with available parcel size, topography, geology and other factors will naturally limit
any future growth associated with the infrastructure necessary to support the GCIDA’s plans.
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EFFECTS ON USE AND CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

The GCIDA anticipates that the project will accommodate one of several alternatives under
consideration with uses ranging from a multi-use/destination recreation project to a warehouse/
distribution center with an office park and housing. For the preferred alternative, the projected
energy demand is mainly for heating and cooling with final demands based on the anticipated
size of the proposed facilities and assuming that the new structure(s) meet or exceed the current
energy code. It is further assumed that both electricity and potentially natural gas will be used on
site.
A key objective of the GCIDA is to accommodate and encourage approaches to efficient
utilization of energy resources for the project. In particular, the GCIDA will encourage new
structures to be designed as green buildings with the objective of attaining certification under the
United States Green Building Council’s green building certification program.
The proposed action involves the use of energy. The consumption of fossil fuels and other power
sources will be required by the project during both the construction and operational phases.
Construction activities will involve the consumption of fossil fuels to operate construction
equipment and to transport construction workers and materials to the project site. This activity
causes a temporary and unavoidable increase in energy use. Some of the activities involving the
use of energy during construction are clearing, grubbing, excavation, grading, and building and
road construction. Electricity and fossil fuel powered pumps will be needed to provide water
with some construction phases for ground compaction during road construction as well as
construction vehicle washing areas.
Once constructed, the employees will demand energy in the form of fossil fuels for
transportation to and from the site. Once on-site, the structures will require the use of electricity
for lighting and environmental controls. Additionally, the project will be equipped with outdoor
lighting for safety purposes. The GCIDA will encourage the use of timed or photocell dimmed
lights to regulate the use of the energy.
NYSERDA offers an extensive list of programs and tax incentives to encourage customers of
large and small commercial and industrial developments located on-site to minimize energy loss
through efficient energy utilization and renewable energy technologies.
Among the programs offered by NYSERDA are the following:


The Commercial New Construction Program provides technical assistance and design
incentives for incorporating energy efficiency in building designs and evaluating
potential efficiency opportunities; funding for the incremental cost difference between
traditional and efficient equipment; and assistance for commissioning, peak load
management, advanced solar, daylighting, and other green building technologies.



NY-Sun Sola PV Commercial and Industrial Incentives to help reduce the installation
costs associated with solar electric systems.
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Grant awards for research and development on innovative installations, available on a
competitive basis from time to time depending on budget allocations.

NYSERDA also administers the renewable portfolio standard (RPS) program in New York,
which involves the purchase of Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) from eligible facilities. Fuel
cells, PV systems and wind turbines are all considered eligible facilities under the RPS Program.
Finally, the following tax credits and exemptions are available in New York State for facilities
that utilize renewable energy:


Subject to local option, section 487 of the New York State Real Property Tax Law
provides a 15 year exemption from the increase in real property taxes due to solar or wind
energy equipment constructed between January 1, 1991 and January 1, 2025.



An income tax credit for 25 percent of the cost of a solar PV system for grid connected
and net metered residential and multi-family residential solar electric and solar thermal
systems.



Exemption from state sales tax for passive solar space heat, solar water heat, solar space
heat and photovoltaics installed in residential and multi-family residential buildings.
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